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INTRODUCTION

Speaking is one of the most - if not the most - impressive faculty unique to human
beings. It is both fast and accurate, but seemingly effortless. On the average, a
speaker produces about 150 words per minute (Maciay and Osgood, 1959), that is
about one word every 400 milliseconds. Still, a speaker may occasionally produce
even twice as many words. Each of the words or lexical items to be produced must
be selected from what psycholinguists have come to refer to as the mental lexicon.
Like an ordinary lexicon, it contains information about the words' properties, namely
their meaning, syntactic properties, phonological form, and morphological structure.
A speaker's mental lexicon is fairly large. Estimates vary, but one can reasonably
assume that an average adult speaker's lexicon contains some 30,000 to 40,000
words, which he uses in his everyday speech (Aitchson, 1987; Nagy & Herman,
1987). Estimates of the amount of words a speaker understands are even higher, up
to factor two (Oldfield, 1963).
Despite this immense number of lexical items, speech errors are surprisingly rare.
The London-Lund corpus (Garnham, Shillcock, Brown, Mill, & Cutler, 1982) reveals
about 1.5 sound-level errors and 2.5 word-level errors per 10,000 words, and Deese's
corpus (1984) gives an estimate of 3.2 and 5.1 sound- and word-level errors per
10,000 words. The rates for the two corpora differ slightly; still, both testify to the
astonishingly low error susceptibility of spontaneous everyday speech. But at the
same time, much of what we know about access to our mental lexicon has been
derived from the analysis of such speech error collections. Studying the relevant
literature often leaves one with the impression that speech errors are a rather
frequent phenomenon. But this is not true, and one might want to keep in mind that
the speech error approach to lexical access is dependent on this exceptional
database.
The low error susceptibility of everyday speech becomes even more amazing if one
considers the complexity of processes involved in the generation of any utterance.
Speaking involves the execution and temporal coordination of such seemingly
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different processes as selecting the concepts to be expressed verbally, retrieving the
words appropriate to the meaning of these concepts, integrating the sound form and
grammatical features of these words into a larger coherent sentence structure and
actually articulating the utterance. To take only the latter aspect, articulation requires
the coordination and perfect timing of no less than 100 different muscles (Levelt,
1989).
Despite the global speed and accuracy of producing words, a speaker cannot process
all words with the same ease. There are words which are relatively difficult to
produce. A speaker's trouble in processing a particular word often goes unnoticed;
however, it becomes manifest whenever the speaker hesitates in the middle of a
sentence, and produces er or the like before eventually coming up with the intended
word and completing the utterance. A speaker's trouble with processing a particular
word also manifests itself on occasions in which he erroneously produces a
nonintended word, for example fork in place of knife.
There are supposedly a number of variables affecting the speed and ease of
producing a word. Quite often the word's susceptibility to prelexical hesitations and
speech errors can be related to the speaker's familiarity with that particular word: the
less familiar a word, the higher its chance of being involved in a speech error. Put
differently, it is especially words with a low frequency of occurrence that give rise to
unintended disruptions of the utterance, such as prelexical hesitation or speech error.
The impact of frequency of occurrence on speech production processes has not only
been observed in naturalistic studies, but it has also figured in a number of
experimental paradigms such as word and object naming. Still, in contrast to the
domain of word recognition, frequency effects in speech production have not attracted
much attention. Although various studies testify to the reality of the phenomena
mentioned, a complete account is still lacking. In particular, accounts that relate
observational and experimental findings to recent models of speech production are
rare. This thesis is intended to provide such an account. It will try to answer the
following two questions. First, what is the (lexical) locus of word frequency effects in
speech production? Second, what makes high-frequency words so much easier to
process for a speaker than low-frequency words? Both questions are strongly
related, but focus on different aspects. While the first question is concerned with the
level of representation giving rise to frequency effects, the second question is
concerned with the mechanism underlying frequency effects. As to the first question,
the present study will reconsider word frequency effects in the light of recent models
of lexical access in speech production. In particular, it will consider, whether the
frequency effect arises early, namely, in selecting the semantically appropriate lexical
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item, or later, in the retrieval of the item's form information. As to the second
question, a number of candidate mechanisms will be contrasted in the course of the
present investigation: activation thresholds, connection strength, and lexical density.
There is no doubt that words differ greatly in their frequency of occurrence or usage
in a language (just compare book to bade), and different approaches to quantifying
these differences exist. One approach is to ask speakers of a language to give an
estimate of the frequency of the words under investigation. Such a procedure will
assess what we refer to as subjective word frequency or word familiarity (cf.,
Gernsbacher, 1984). A second approach to quantifying word frequency is to consult
objective frequency counts. These counts provide a measure of how often each word
occurs in a large sample of written and/or spoken texts. These measures are referred
to as normative frequency. To allow a comparison between frequency counts taken
from different corpora, standardized frequency counts referring to the token frequency
in a million words are often given. Meanwhile, there are a number of objective
frequency counts available for different languages. For English the most prominent
are the Kutera-Francis corpus (Kucera & Francis, 1967) and the Thorndike-Lorge
corpus (Thomdike & Lorge, 1944). More recent is the CELEX corpus, a computerized
lexical database developed at the Centre for Lexical Information at the University of
Nijmegen (Bumage, 1990; Baayen, Piepenbrock & van Rijn, 1993). This corpus not
only provides information about a word's frequency but provides a comprehensive
listing of additional types of lexical information. For Dutch, the language in which the
research reported in this thesis has been carried out, frequency counts can also be
taken from CELEX. Its Dutch version is based on 42,380,000 word tokens.
In the following I will adopt the latter, normative approach in assessing word
frequency. Whenever using the term word frequency, I will refer to the normative
frequency counts as listed in CELEX or other relevant corpora. Psycholinguists are
usually interested in the effects of linguistic variables - word frequency being one of
them - on the language behavior of a given group of language users. Thus, not word
frequency as such, but word frequency as it is represented in a speaker's or listener's
mind appears important. We can assume that, in general, the objective frequency
counts will provide a fairly good and useful approximation of subjective estimates of
frequency of use in daily conversation. In fact, some studies have revealed quite
substantial correlations between subjective estimates of frequency and objective
frequency counts. For example, Howes (1954) reported correlations up to .87
between intuitive estimates of frequency of usage and the Thomdike-Lorge counts.
Likewise, Wingfield (1966) found a strong relation between normative frequency and
judgements of both commonness and familiarity of object names. Despite such
correspondences, one always needs to check normative counts carefully and exclude
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cases in which they clearly deviate from what can with some confidence be assumed
to be the subjective frequency in the population of subjects under investigation1. For
example, it does not make much sense to treat the German word Sünde (sin) as a
word lower in frequency than the word Syntax (syntax), as a frequency count of
German (Institut für Deutsche Sprache, 1965/1981) suggests - except when testing
students currently enrolled in a grammar class.
This is the plan for the following chapters. I shall begin by outlining the global
architecture of the language production system, and then focus on one of its
subprocesses, namely, the lexicalization procedure. I shall continue by sketching a
model of the production lexicon in the detail necessary for present purposes (Chapter
2). Against the background of the model, I will derive hypotheses about potential loci
of frequency effects from data in the literature on picture naming, hesitations in
spontaneous speech, and speech errors (Chapter 3). A few considerations of
experimental methods in speech production research (Chapter 4) will set the stage for
the core of this thesis, an experimental investigation of word frequency effects in
speech production (Chapter 5). In the course of that enterprise I will investigate
conceptual, lexical, and articulatory contributions and then explore whether the
observed effects are due to the inherent properties of a word's lexical representation
or whether they can be attributed to properties of its lexical environment. I will
conclude with a general discussion of the empirical findings and some suggestions for
further research (Chapter 6).

1

One also has to be aware of possible sampling errors. Frequency counts are based on samples
of spoken and/or written speech and are therefore, by definition, subject to sampling error. In particular
low-frequency words are subject to such errors during both the original collection of the corpus as well as
the subsequent selection by the experimenter (Carroll, 1967, 1970).

2

A FRAMEWORK FOR SPEECH PRODUCTION

2.1

LEVELS OF PROCESSING IN THE GENERATION OF
SPEECH

The global question addressed by speech production research is this: how do we get
from intention to articulation? In the last two decades speech production research
has flourished and given rise to a number of models aiming at describing the
processes that mediate between the formation of an idea in the speaker's mind and
the muscular activity of his speech organs. While differing in many important details,
the various models converge in at least two aspects. First, they assume that the
production of spoken language is a process comprising three major levels of
processing, usually referred to as conceptualization, formulation, and articulation
(Bock, 1982; Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975,1976,1980; Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt,
1989). The models also converge in a second aspect, namely in that they almost
exclusively focus on formulation processes. Only recently, Levelt (1989) has provided
an comprehensive outline of the complete production process. Since Levelt's model
will constitute the theoretical background of the present study, I will begin by
sketching some of the uncontroversial issues in theorizing about speech production
with specific reference to this model. Figure 1 gives a blueprint of the speaker after
Levelt (1989).
The model identifies three major subsystems, namely the conceptualizer, the
formulator, and the articulator. Each of these subsystems (with exception of the
articulator) computes a specific type of representation and hands it over as input to
the next processing subsystem.
The generation of speech starts with processes of conceptualization. These
processes guide the generation of so-called preverbal messages. Roughly speaking,
preverbal messages are a prelinguistic representation of what the speaker intends to
communicate. The conceptualizer draws upon the speaker's world knowledge, his
representation of the current communicative situation, and his memory of what has
already been communicated. The end product of conceptualization, referred to as
meaning-to-be-conveyed (Fromkin, 1971), communicative intention or message
(Garrett, 1975), or as conceptual structure (Kempen, 1977), serves as input to the
next subsystem, the so called formulator.
Conceptualization involves two steps, macro-planning and micro-planning (Levelt,
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Figure 1. A blueprint of the speaker (after Levelt, 1989).
1989). Macroplanning entails the elaboration of the speaker's communicative
intention as an ordered sequence of subgoals and the selection of information
instrumental in realizing these subgoals. During macroplanning a speaker is, among
other things, faced with the problems of selection and linearization. In the present
context selection refers to deciding on what to express and what to ignore. As one
principle guiding the selection process, the pars-pro-toto principle (Herrmann, 1983)
has been formulated. This principle states that a speaker can restrict himself to
expressing only a subset of all information available if he can assume that the listener
is able to infer other relevant pieces of information on the basis of what has already
been explicitly stated. The issue of information selection has been empirically studied
mainly by means of the referential communication paradigm (e.g., Deutsch, 1976;
Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982; Herrmann & Deutsch, 1976; Herrmann & Grabowski,
1994; Pechmann, 1984, 1992). A typical referential communication experiment
confronts a speaker with an array of depicted objects and asks him to name a marked
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object in such a way that a potential listener can identify the reference object
unambiguously. A regular result of such experiments is that speakers generate overspecified descriptions. Speakers tend to mention more features than necessary for
identification of the target object, a phenomenon which seems to help listeners identify
the reference object (Deutsch, 1976; Mangold, 19Θ6).
After having selected certain pieces of information, a speaker must also decide on the
order in which they should be mentioned. This issue, usually referred to as the
speaker's linearization problem (Levert, 1981), has been studied primarily with respect
to the serial arrangement in route and event descriptions (Klein, 1979, 19Θ2; Levelt,
1981, 1982; Levelt & Maassen, 1981). In the meantime, a relatively coherent set of
principles guiding the linearization procedure has been identified. The linearization
principles are, for instance, determined by both what a speaker assumes to be mutual
knowledge in the speech situation as well as by the speaker's working memory
limitations (Levelt, 1981).
The next step, microplanning deals with the final shaping of each speech act.
Processes of microplanning guide, for example, the encoding of the information
structure of the intended utterance. A speaker keeps track of what has already been
said or conveyed in the course of the communication; these pieces of information
become part of a speaker's discourse record. When a particular referent has already
been introduced, the speaker needs to mark its accessibility in the developing
message representation accordingly so as to direct the listener's attention
appropriately. Also, a speaker has to decide which piece of information should be in
focus and which should not.
Last but not least, the conceptualizer needs to check whether the format of the
generated representation is acceptable as input for the next processing system, the
formulator. This format is thought to be a modality-neutral propositional
representation (Garrett, 1992a; Herrmann, 1983; Levelt, 1989). One should note, that
such an account does not deny the existence of multiple modes of thought, involving
mental images, kinaesthetic codes, propositional structures and the like. Levelt
(1989), in his treatment of the structure and generation of messages, puts the
problem of different modes of thought precisely at the level of message generation.
The conceptualizer needs to ensure that any nonpropositional information to be
included in the message is translated into the propositional format, to the extent that
this is possible. Only the information included In this propositional representation can
further feed into the production process. For a detailed analysis of the structure and
generation of messages see Levelt (1989) and references therein.

θ
Once a message has been prepared by the conceptualizer, it triggers a set of
formulation processes. These formulation processes guide the mapping of the
generated preverbal messages onto linguistic form. They comprise grammatical
encoding, i.e., the selection of semantically appropriate lexical items and the
generation of a syntactic frame or surface form, and phonological encoding, i.e., the
computation of the phonetic form of the intended utterance. The above-mentioned
models of speech production assume that the linguistic representations computed at
this level are generated by a frame-and-slot mechanism (e.g., Garrett, 1975, 1964,
19ΘΘ; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979). According to the frame-and-slot mechanism, at any
given level of representation a frame with (labelled) slots is generated, and
subsequently linguistic units are inserted into these slots. The models incorporating
this mechanism carry on the distinction between linguistic content and linguistic
structure. First, there is a lexical domain of processing responsible for the retrieval of
linguistic information from the speaker's mental lexicon. Second, there is a structural
domain governing the generation of appropriate linguistic frames or structures. The
frame-and-slot mechanism is assumed to operate on both the syntactic level and the
phonological level. Figure 2 gives examples for each of these. The left side of the
figure shows the generated frames, and the right side identifies the linguistic elements
to be associated with the terminal nodes of the structure representing the slots of the
frame.
At the top of Figure 2 an illustration of the syntactic level is provided. Here we can
identify a hierarchically structured syntactic sentence frame. At its terminal nodes,
lexical elements are to be inserted. Where do these syntactic frames come from? In
one proposal (e.g., Garrett, 1975, 1980, 1988), the generation of these structures is
largely guided by the preverbal message, that is conceptually driven. The
construction of the frame is assumed to be largely independent of which lexical
elements are finally retrieved. Once the frame has been generated, lexical elements
are attached to its terminal nodes. These terminal nodes (or slots) are assumed to
be marked for their syntactic category, i.e., preposition, noun, article, pronoun, etc..
The association process is sensitive to this information. That is, only nouns can be
inserted into a slot which is specified as a noun slot, in our example door, room.
Word exchanges occur whenever lexical elements are incorrectly associated with the
terminal nodes, on the door to my room may become on the room to my door. A
major motivation for the postulation of categorically labeled terminal nodes comes
from the syntactic category constraint in speech errors. This constraint denotes the
fact that interacting words almost always belong to the same syntactic category, i.e.,
nouns interact with nouns, verbs interact with verbs and so on. In an alternative
account to grammatical encoding, the generation of syntactic frames is viewed as
lexically driven (e.g., Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989). Once a lexical

(a) syntactic level
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M

Figure 2. An illustration for frame-and-slot mechanisms at the grammatical and
phonological level. See text for explanation.
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element has been retrieved and has made available its syntactic category information
(such as Noun), it triggers a syntactic procedure. This procedure generates a phrase
in which the particular lexical element can function as the head (in our case an NP).
At the bottom of Figure 2 an example for the phonological level of processing is
presented. Here we have generated hierarchically structured syllable frames.
Phonological segments which have been retrieved independently are to be associated
with the terminal onset, nucleus, and coda nodes. Phonological errors occur if a
segment is associated with the wrong syllable position. In our example, the
association of the segments ρ and г with the onset positions of the wrong syllables
creates rack pat instead of the intended pack rat
The end product of formulation is an articulatory plan. Since this plan may become
available at a rate that is not precisely synchronized with the rate of articulation, it will,
as a rule, first be stored in an articulatory buffer. A major piece of evidence for
articulatory buffering stems from the syllable latency effect, i.e., the fact that the
initiation latency for a prepared utterance depends on the number of syllables the
utterance contains (Klapp, Anderson, & Berrian, 1973; Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, &
Wright, 1978).
The third and last subsystem involved in the generation of speech is the articulator.
This system guides the retrieval of the phonetic plan from the articulatory buffer, as
well as its initiation, the unpacking of its subprograms (making available the whole
hierarchy of motor commands), and finally the execution of the motor commands, that
is their delivery to the neuromotor circuits and the execution by the musculature (for
a detailed discussion see Levelt, 1989 and references therein).
Figure 1 reveals one additional important aspect of the speech production system
worth mentioning here, namely, that a speaker has access to both his external and
his internal speech. The former is obvious: just as a speaker can listen to what other
people are saying, he can also pay attention to (and interpret) his own overt speech.
But he can also attend to his internal speech. This becomes evident in cases in
which a speaker initiates a self-correction of his utterance even before having fully
produced the erroneous part as in "... and then you turn to the r -- eh, left. Such
cases allow an insight into the operation of a prearticulatory editing component which
operates on the interface of phonological and articulatory processing. In Levelt's
(1989) treatment, this editing component is identified with the speech comprehension
system (with the obvious advantage of avoiding the stipulation of an additional control
component). The analysis of speakers' self-correction behavior has revealed that
speakers do attend to various aspects of their speech. Speakers monitor their
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speech for meaning. This includes, among many other things, inspecting whether
semantically appropriate lexical elements have been used, and whether the utterance
is likely to meet the requirements of the discourse situation. Much of the these
monitoring processes can be assumed to take place during the stage of
conceptualization even before formulation has started. But speakers also monitor
their speech for linguistic (syntactic, phonological, morphological) well-formedness and
appropriate acoustic realization (including adequate speed of articulation and
loudness).
So far, I have roughly sketched the global architecture of the speech production
system. The following sections will be devoted to the formulation component. More
in particular, I will provide an outline of the lexicalization processes guiding the
selection of lexical items from the mental lexicon and -- intimately linked with this
issue -- sketch a model of the mental lexicon as it is accessed in speaking.

2.2

LEXICAL ACCESS IN SPEECH PRODUCTION

2.2.1

LEXICAL SELECTION AND WORD-FORM RETRIEVAL

Lexical access, or lexicalization, refers to the processes in formulation that govern the
retrieval of lexical entries from the mental lexicon. By now, there has been ample
evidence provided from the study of both normal and disturbed language processing
that lexical units are not retrieved as wholes. Rather, the lexicalization process
should be conceived of as comprising two subprocesses paralleling the steps of
grammatical and phonological encoding respectively, namely lemma selection and
word-form retrieval (with the latter process also referred to as lexeme retrieval}. The
terms lemma and lexeme have originally been introduced by Kempen and Huijbers
(1983). In their proposal lemmas are viewed as "abstract, prephonological (but
syntactically specified) lexical items" (p. 208), whereas lexemes are viewed as
"concrete phonological shapes for abstract items" (p. 208). Although the terminology
used in the literature varies somewhat, almost all theoretical proposals agree on that
distinction (e.g., Butterworth, 1980a, 1989; Dell, 1986; Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975,
1976, 1988; Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1983, 1989). However, there is
considerable disagreement on the issue of whether lemma selection and word-form
retrieval are not only distinct but also discrete processes, that is temporally
nonoverlapping and noninteracting processes. Let me turn to the uncontroversial
aspect first.
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The initial stage of lexical access, lemma selection, is governed by conceptual
information as contained in the message. A lemma will be activated if and only if it
resonates to the conceptual input. How should one conceive the process that maps
a conceptual representation onto a lexical representation, i.e., a lemma? Here we
can distinguish two proposals, a decompositional approach and a nondecompositional
approach (the reader is referred to the excellent overview given in Roelofs, 1992a,b).
The controversy focuses around the question of whether lemma access is guided by
a set of conceptual primitives, as assumed by the decompositional approach
(Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Jackendoff, 1990), or whether there is a direct
mapping of a single concept onto a single lemma, as assumed by the
nondecompositional approach (Collins & Quillian, 1969; Collins & Loftus, 1975;
Roelofs, 1992a,b). Dell, though not stating it explicitly, also adheres to the
decompositional approach (see in particular Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1992, and
below, section 2.2.2). This issue is far from being settled. Part of the problem is
whether to put the burden of selection on the lexical level (convergence on a single
lemma) or on the conceptual level (convergence on a single concept).
A lemma does not only connect to conceptual information, but it also provides access
to various types of lexical information. In particular, it makes the lexical item's
syntactic properties available, hence supplying the lexical information needed in the
process of grammatical encoding.
During the stage of word-form retrieval, the lexical item's phonological form or lexeme
is accessed, from which the phonetic shape of the utterance is eventually generated.
A word's phonological form is not retrieved as a whole. This becomes apparent from
slips of the tongue like hen lemisphere (in place of the intended left hemisphere).
Such errors suggest that a word's phonetic form is not a ready-made template that is
retrieved as a whole, but that a word's phonological frame is specified independently
from the phonological segments which fill that frame (see also bottom of Figure 2).
Slips of the tongue have their natural explanation in the assumption that the
association of the phonological segments to the phonological frame derails. In our
example, the segments /hi and A/, though remaining in word onset position, are
associated with the wrong word frame. It appears to be paradoxical at first glance,
that an empty skeleton and its segmental content are retrieved independently and
only blended to one multidimensional representation thereafter. The functional
significance of this mechanism probably lies in the requirements imposed during the
generation of connected speech. A speaker rarely produces isolated words. On most
occasions he or she will produce longer strings of words, that is, phrases or
sentences. Speaking involves, among other things, the mapping of discrete lexical
representations onto continuous phonetic codes. And in connected speech the basic
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unit for phonological processes is not the lexical word but the phonological word. The
phonological word is the domain of syllabification, and it often happens that
syllabification straddles the boundary between two adjacent words. Take as an
example the sentence Black Bear gave it him (Levelt, 1992). This sentence will
create two phonological words, namely Black Bear and gavitim, with the first being a
compound which likely corresponds to a single entry in the mental lexicon, and the
latter consisting of a head word gave and two dependent words cliticized to it {it and
him). After syllabification gavitim will be realized as ga-vi-tim, shredding all lexical
boundaries of the original words (for details on this issue, see Levelt, 1989, 1992).
Conceiving phonological encoding as the mere retrieval of an ordered sequence of
ready-made discrete phonological forms from the mental lexicon would not provide an
easy way to account for this basic phenomenon of phonological word formation (nor
would it do so for phonological speech errors). For a detailed discussion of
approaches to the study of phonological encoding the reader is referred to Meyer
(1992).
By now, there is converging evidence from different sources motivating the distinction
between lemmas and lexemes. In the following, I will briefly discuss some of the
empirical evidence. In particular, I will refer to the tip-of-the-tongue state in both
normals and aphasies, and to speech errors.
The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon. Perhaps the most impressive support for the
distinction between lemmas and lexemes comes from the tip-of-the-tongue (JOT)
state. We all have experienced it occasionally. We know perfectly the meaning of
the word we want to say, and eventually even part of the word's sound form comes
to mind. Still, we cannot produce that word. A vivid phenomenological description of
the TOT state was provided by William James (1893) quite a few years ago.
"Suppose we try to recall a forgotten name. The state of our consciousness is peculiar. There is
a gap therein; but no mere gap. It is a gap that is intensely active. A sort of wraith of the name is
in it, beckoning us in a given direction, making us at moments tingle with the sense of our
closeness and then letting us sink back without the longed-for term. If wrong names are proposed
to us, this singularly definite gap acts immediately so as to negate them. They do not fit into Its
mould. And the gap of one word does not feel like the gap of another, afl empty of content as both
might seem necessarily to be when described as gaps.' (p. 251)

The tip-of-the-tongue experience has been subject of a number of naturalistic
investigations (cf., Woodworth, 1934, and Brown, 1991 for an overview). In a typical
study, subjects carry a diary and document TOT states as they occur. In doing so,
they are asked to provide all (semantic, associative, phonological) properties of the
word available to them. In 1966, Brown and McNeill pioneered an experimental
method which proved a powerful tool for a more systematic study of TOT states in the
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laboratory. The experimental paradigm is simple: in response to definitions of (usually
rare) words the subject is asked to generate the target word. For example, he or she
would hear 'female spirit whose wail portends death"2. If a subject provides the
target word (banshee), the next definition is presented. If the subject fails to do so,
and daims not to know the target word at all, the next definition is presented as well.
However, if the subject has the impression of knowing the word and "that it is at the
verge of coming back" (Brown & McNeill, 1966, p. 327), he or she is asked to provide
(i) the number of syllables, (ii) the initial letter, (iii) words similar in sound, and (iv)
words similar in meaning. Studies employing this technique have shown that in the
TOT state subjects are able to correctly report the word's initial sounds (57%, in
Brown and McNeill's study), its number of syllables (62%, in the same study), and
which of them carries primary stress (Browman, 1978). In other words, the TOT state
reveals a partial dissociation of semantic-syntactic activation and phonological
activation. While the speaker has successfully retrieved the lemma, he fails to fully
access the lexeme. The etiology of the tip-of-the-tongue state is not yet totally clear.
Some researchers have proposed that the TOT state reflects an insufficient activation
of a lexical item's form (e.g., Levelt, 1989; Burke, MacKay, Worthley, & Wade, 1991),
while others have maintained that it reflects the blocking of the phonological form due
to the activation of phonologically related interlopers, i.e., words which come to a
speaker's mind when experiencing a TOT state (Jones & Langford, 1987). Recent
experimental research has shown that, contrary to what the blocking hypothesis
predicts, interlopers have no effect on the causation of TOT states, thus giving some
support to the incomplete activation hypothesis (Meyer & Bock, 1992; Perfect &
Hanley, 1992)3.
Retrieval failures in aphasie patients. The failure of word-form retrieval following
successful lemma access is also evident in aphasia In fact, aphasie patient's speech
reveals a substantial number of cases in which a detailed semantic representation
may be present, and yet the patient fails to produce the intended word. Goodglass,
Kaplan, Weintraub, and Ackerman (1976) applied a modified version of the Brown and
McNeill (1966) task to investigate which linguistic knowledge is preserved in aphasie

2

This definition is taken from Jones and Langford (1ΘΒ7) since the original Brown and McNeill (1966)
study does not provide any examples.
In experimental studies, interlopers are often explicitly provided by the experimenter, and their effect
on the resolution of the TOT state is recorded. For example, in the study by Meyer & Bock (1992), subjects
were presented with the definition and immediately thereafter with a phonologically related word fin the
example given above that word could be background). The effect of such a phonological cue word may
then be compared to the effect of a semanticalfy related word (ghoul), or an unrelated word (сои), as was
done in Meyer & Bock's study. The authors found that related cue words helped rather than hindered
lexical retrieval. Additionally, phonological cues were found to be more efficient than semantic cues.
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word retrieval failure. Goodglass et al. tested four different groups of aphasies
(Broca, Wernicke, conduction, and anomie) for knowledge of a word's meaning and
its form. Rather than reading definitions to the patients, a simple object naming task
was used. Whenever a patient failed to name a particular object, he was probed with
questions similar to those used in the Brown & McNeill study. The patient was first
asked whether he had any idea of the correct word. Then he was asked to identify
the initial letter of the target word and the number of syllables it contained. Finally,
the patient had to select the target by multiple choice from a set of three words, one
being the target, the second being phonologically related, and the third one being
semantically related. None of the patients had any difficulty performing the multiple
choice task correctly (indicating that the depicted objects and their names were known
to them). However, they experienced a substantial number of TOT states: 52.6% for
Broca's, 53.5% for Wernicke's, and 66.3% for conduction aphasies. The anomie
aphasies experienced somewhat fewer TOT states, namely, 26.3%. At the same
time, in all groups of patients little knowledge of form properties existed (as assessed
by the percentage of correctly reported number of syllables and initial letters):
13.8/13.3% in Broca's, 13.8/13.3% in Wernicke's, 34.3/34.1% in conduction, and only
9.8/5.5% in anomie aphasies.
In a different study, Pease and Goodglass (1978) obtained similar results with Broca,
Wernicke, and anomie patients, again using an object naming task. Whenever a
patient failed to name the depicted object, a prompt word was presented. The prompt
word could be any of the following: it could be phonologically related (target: ladder,
prompt 'la...'), semantically related (target: spoon, prompt: "it's a kind of silverware;
it's a ..."), or associatively related (target: shell, prompt: "it's on the beach; it's a ...').
All groups of patients showed substantial effects of cuing as reflected in correct
naming responses following the cue. However, cuing efficiency was highest in
anomie patients. Moreover, the phonological prompts led to the best performance in
this group. Taken together, these two studies suggest that the patients with the least
or even no knowledge of form information are helped most by form-related prompts.
A third study conducted by Le Dorze & Nespoulous (1989) tested a group of
moderate aphasie patients using a standard object naming task as well. Upon failing
to name a picture correctly, a patient was confronted with a number of subtests
designed to assess at which processing level the naming process had been disturbed.
The subtests were designed as multiple choice tests in which the patient had to select
his response from a given set of alternatives. A conceptual subtest required the
patient to identify the most plausible association from a set of depicted objects. When
the target was horse, they would have to choose barn and reject the alternatives
pond, house, dam, and church. A semantic subtest required the identification of the
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superordinate and the identification of a specific semantic property. Finally, a
phonological subtest required the identification of the first and second syllable.
Subjects showed a good performance on the conceptual and semantic subtests,
suggesting preservation of high-level cognitive and semantic processes. But they
performed poorer in syllabic identification, indicating a disruption of lexeme retrieval
processes. Hence, the data suggest that word retrieval failures in aphasia originate
from a difficulty in accessing the lexical form representation, i.e., the lexeme, and not
from a semantic problem.
The results from all three studies further testify to a dissociation of lemma selection
and lexeme retrieval in speech production. That in aphasie speech knowledge of a
word's meaning indeed reflects lemma access and not merely the availability of
prelexical, conceptual information appears from the fact that the (Dutch, French, or
German) patient quite often produces the correct gender-marked article whereas the
word form remains inaccessible. In a recent study, Badecker, Miozzo, & Zanuttini (to
appear) describe an Italian patient who in the anomie state has not the slightest
access to any phonological information, but who is almost perfect in providing the
target word's gender (see also Henaff Gonon, Bruckert, & Michel, 19Θ9, for similar
evidence from a French patient). The idea here is that grammatical gender as an
arbitrary linguistic property is stored as part of a noun's lemma (and has to be
distinguished from natural gender, i.e., sex, which is to be viewed as a conceptual
property). I will return to this issue in sections 2.3 and 4.2.
Speech errors. Until recently, the analysis of speech errors has been the primary
source of production research. On the assumption that disruptions of normal
language function reveal insights into the processes and representations underlying
the generation of normal speech, researchers have extensively collected and
analyzed naturally occurring speech errors. Speech errors or slips of the tongue are
usually defined as "an involuntary deviation in performance from a speaker's current
phonological, grammatical or lexical intention' (Boomer & Laver, 1968, p. 4). For the
present discussion two types of speech errors which have been analyzed in much
detail by Garrett (1975, 1980) are important, word and sound exchange errors. Both
types are illustrated below. First the actual utterance is given, followed by what the
speaker intended to say (in brackets; all errors taken from Fromkin, 1973b).
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

guinea rig pair (guinea pig hair)
/»ft temisphere (left hemisphere)
threw the window through the clock (threw the clock through the
window)
what child w\\ a grammar learn (what grammar will a child learn)

Examples (1) and (2) clearly differ from examples (3) and (4) with respect to the error
unit. While in (1) and (2) single (word-initial) phonological segments are exchanged,
in (3) and (4) whole words are exchanged. Most important is Garrett's observation
that word exchanges and sound exchanges follow different constraints, the most
important being the phrasal membership constraint and the grammatical category
constraint In word exchanges the interacting elements almost always stem from the
same syntactic category (that is, nouns are exchanged with nouns, verbs with verbs,
etc.).
For the word exchanges contained in the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) corpus collected and analyzed by Garrett (Garrett, 1980) this holds
in 85% of the cases. At the same time, the exchanging elements tend to stem from
different phrases. Only in 19% of the cases are the interacting words from the same
phrase. The pattern obtained for sound exchanges sharply contrasts with these
findings. Sound exchanges often involve words of different syntactic categories,
which, however, stem from the same phrase. In the MIT corpus sound exchanges
between elements of the same syntactic category occur in only 39% of the cases.
But in 87% of the cases the interacting elements stem from the same phrase.
Less clear is the impact of a third factor, namely, phonological similarity. According
to Garrett's analyses, the words involved in sound exchanges exhibit a clear
phonological similarity, whereas the words involved in whole word exchanges do not
or if so only to a minor degree (but see Dell & Reich, 1981; Harley, 1984;
Sternberger, 1985). Whatever the precise impact of phonological similarity may be,
the dissociation of the phrasal membership constraint and the syntactic category
constraint in word and sound exchanges alone strongly suggests that the two types
of errors originate at different levels in the production process. In particular, it
suggests that word exchanges arise while the lexical items' syntactic properties, but
not their sound form or surface position are being processed (during the processes of
lemma selection and grammatical encoding), whereas sound exchanges arise while
the lexical elements' form and their surface positions in the sentence to be uttered are
determined (during word-form retrieval and phonological encoding).
So far, I have presented evidence for the dissociation of semantic-syntactic and
phonological information in disturbed speech production processes in both normals
and aphasies. The data reported testify to the distinction between lemmas and
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lexemes. The processes of lemma selection and lexeme retrieval have been related
to two different levels in the formulation process, namely, grammatical encoding and
phonological encoding. The naturally emerging question then, concerns the temporal
coordination of and flow of information between these two levels and, correspondingly,
the retrieval of lemmas and lexemes in speaking.

2.2.2

THE TEMPORAL COORDINATION OF LEXICAL
SELECTION AND WORD-FORM RETRIEVAL

The distinction between lemmas and lexemes, and correspondingly between
grammatical encoding and phonological encoding, is not a matter of much dispute.
Despite some differences in terminology, this notion can be found in almost all
production models. The controversial issue, however, concerns the flow of
information between the two levels. Here we can distinguish between what might be
called variants of the discrete two-stage model (e.g., Butterworth, 1980a, 1989;
Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975, 1976, 1980, 1988; Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt,
1983, 1989) and the interactive activation model (Dell, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989; Dell
& Reich, 1981; and Berg, 1988; Harley, 1984; MacKay, 1982; Sternberger, 1985 for
related proposals). According to the discrete two-stage model, the different
processing components operate in a strictly hierarchical and sequential manner. The
flow of information is one way only. Each subcomponent accepts the output
representation delivered by the preceding subcomponent only and no other
representation, a property that is referred to as informational encapsulation (Fodor,
1983). When applied to the lexicalization procedure, this principle states that the
phonological encoding system accepts only the syntactic representation delivered by
the grammatical encoding system. At the same time, the grammatical encoding
system is not influenced by the phonological encoding system whatsoever. In other
words, there is no feedback from phonological encoding to grammatical encoding. In
contrast, interactive activation models, such as Dell's (1986, 1988) assume the
bidirectional flow of information between processing levels. It is at the heart of such
production models that lower (i.e., more peripheral) processing levels influence higher
(i.e., more central) processing levels.
According to the variants of the discrete two-stage model, the first step in lexical
access comprises the activation of a set of lemmas and the selection of the target
lemma. Given that, for example, the concept CAT is specified in the message, a set
of semantically closely related lemmas will be activated. In our example, not only the
lemma cat will receive activation, but also the lemma dog since it shares some
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conceptual properties (both are domestic four-legged mammals, etc.). Under normal
circumstances the target lemma cat will receive the highest activation and will be
eventually selected (for details on lemma activation and selection see especially
Roelofs, 1992a,b). Independent evidence for the initial activation of multiple lemmas
comes from lexical and phrasal blend errors (Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1980).
Examples for such errors are 'сІ аГ for close/near or 'sleasf for slightest/least In
these errors the blending elements almost always are of the same syntactic category
and near-synonyms suggesting that there is a stage at which not only the target word,
but a whole semantic cohort of lemmas is activated by the conceptual input4. Once
the target lemma has been selected, it will start activating its associated word form,
i.e., the lexeme. At the same time, the lemma's activation level will be set to the
resting level activation. Such a model is a modular two-stage model. It identifies an
initial stage of pure lemma activation and a subsequent stage of pure word-form
activation. Until recently, the main motivation for assuming independent and
sequentially ordered stages came from the analysis of speech errors, in particular
word substitution errors (e.g., Garrett, 19 0).
When classifying word substitution errors according to the various relations that hold
among the intruding word and the target word, three subsets of errors can be
identified: a subset of substitution errors, in which error and target words show clear
semantic relations but no obvious phonological relations (as in 1), a subset of
substitution errors in which intruding and target words exhibit no obvious semantic but
a clear phonological relation (as in 2, often referred to a malapropisms), and a subset
of errors in which the words show both semantic and phonological similarity (as in 3,
usually referred to as mixed errors).
(1)
(2)
(3)

sword (for: arrow)
fingers (for: toes)
cabinet (for: catalog)
pressure (for: presence)
lobster (for: oyster)
amnesia (for: anaesthesia)

Target words and intruding words in errors of type (2) usually show a marked

4
H ought lo be said that Fromkin's original Interpretation of blend errors is not of the modular type but
rather appears to endorse a cascade account. She writes 'In selecting words, It appears that he (the
speaker) is matching semantic features. Where there are a number of alternative possibilities, rather than
making an immediate selection, he brings them both into a buffer, storage compartment, with their
phonological specifications [emphasis added, J.D.J.]. Either a selection occurs at this point, or the words
are blended.' (1973, p. 235).
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correspondence of word length and stress placement, as well as a substantial
similarity of initial segments with decreased likelihood of overlap for noninitial
segments (Fay & Cutler, 1977).
The distribution of the three types of word substitution errors is important here.
According to Garrett's analyses (cf., 1988, 1990), most word substitution errors are
either of type (1) or (2), that is target word and intruding word exhibit either a
semantic similarity or a phonological similarity. In contrast, errors of type (3) appear
to be extremely rare. Garrett reports that they occur at a rate not higher than would
be expected by chance. This is an important feature of the error distribution; if
retrieval of meaning and form representation (in our terms: lemmas and lexemes)
would take place simultaneously, then mixed errors should be a frequent error
category. But they are not. Thus, the predominance of purely semantically motivated
word substitution errors and purely phonologically motivated word substitution errors
attests to the existence of a stage in lexical access in which semantic information but
no phonological information is being processed and another stage in which
phonological information but no semantic information is being processed.
Furthermore, the sheer absence of mixed errors, as reported by Garrett, testifies to
the independence of the two stages. This argument carnes on the principle of
computational simultaneity (Garrett, 1975). It states, in essence, that only information
that is being processed at the same point in time can be subject to interactions.
According to this logic, the rarity of mixed errors suggests that there is no
simultaneous processing of semantic and phonological information.
Recently, the modular two-step theory of lexical access has been seriously challenged
by interactive activation theories, most notably by the one proposed by Dell (1986,
1988, 1990). As is the case for the sequential two-step theory, the major motivation
for interactive activation models stems from the analysis of speech errors. Two
issues are important here. First, the probability of mixed errors, and second, the
existence of a lexical bias effect. Lexical bias means that sound errors result in
existing words (as opposed to nonwords) more often than would be expected by
chance. A lexical bias effect would be present if a word pair such as phonological
rule would be erroneously produced as phonological fool (Fromkin, 1973b) with a
higher probability than a word par such as syntactic rule would be produced as
syntactic sule. Only in the former the perseveration of the word onset results in a real
word fool (as opposed to sule), and this higher probability of real word outcomes is
lexical bias.
These two issues, probability of mixed errors and the existence of a lexical bias effect
have been put to an empirical test in one of the most influential speech error analyses
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performed by Dell & Reich (1961). In their analysis Dell & Reich did find a lexical
bias effect. The observed number of word outcomes in sound errors clearly
exceeded chance estimates (see also Berg, 19 Э; Harley, 1984; Sternberger, 1984;
but see Garrett, 1976; for experimentally demonstrated lexical bias effects see Baars,
Motley, & MacKay, 1975; Dell, 1985). Also, in contrast to Garrett, Dell & Reich did
find a phonological infiltration of semantic errors, as indicated by an overlap of initial
segments of target and intruding word, which suggests that form similarity plays some
facilitating role in the occurrence of the error. Finally, mixed errors, though rare, were
still found to be more frequent than would be expected by chance5.
These findings raise some doubts as to the absoluteness of the separation between
lemma selection and word-form encoding. To account for these findings, Dell & Reich
(1961) proposed an interactive activation model in which lemma selection and wordform retrieval are different, but temporally overlapping and interacting processes. The
model has been refined and laid out in much detail by Dell since then (1986, 1986,
1989; also Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992). For the present purpose a sketch of the
simplified model described in Dell & O'Seaghdha (1992) will suffice. This model is
displayed in Figure 3. According to the model, the mental lexicon can be conceived
as a network of interconnected nodes with activation freely spreading between levels
along the fixed connections. Conceptual input nodes are to be distinguished from
lemma nodes and phonological segment nodes.
Lexical access starts with activation being transmitted to the lemma nodes from the
conceptual input nodes. During the first step, activation is sent to the lemma nodes.
Not only will the target lemma be activated but also, to a lesser extent, its semantic
alternatives. In our example, the target cat will receive activation, but also the
semantically related dog. During the next step, the activated lemmas activate the
associated phonological segments, which, during the next step, will send activation
back to the lemmas they are connected with. For example, the segment /g/ will not
only transmit activation to the dog lemma, but also to the lemma log. That is,
although some lemmas do not receive any activation from the conceptual side, such
as the log lemma, they will nevertheless be activated to some extent.

5

The conflicting results from Garrett's and Dell & Reich's analyses might in part be due to differences
between the two corpora analyzed. It Is also possible that the different procedures for calculating chance
probability have added to this pattern.
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Figure 3. Lexical network in an interactive activation model (after Dell &
O'Seaghdha. 1992).
How would such an interactive model account for the lexical bias effect in
phonological errors? Take again our example from above in which the speaker
produced phonological fool in place of phonological rule. At the time the lemma node
for mie sends activation to its constituent segments, there is still activation from the
encoding of the preceding word phonological. In particular there is still an activated
segment /f/, possibly marked for onset position. The segment /f/, together with the
segments /u;/and /I/which have been activated from the lemma rule will activate via
the feedback links the lemma fool, which in turn will send activation back to its
constituent phonological segments, further enhancing the activation level of the
segment /f/. When it comes to the selection of a segment for the onset slot, the
segment /f/ might have gathered more activation than the target /л/ hence slipping
erroneously into the onset slot of the syllable frame. The result is an perseveration
error with a word outcome. By contrast, we would expect the probability of syntactic
mie becoming syntactic sule to be much lower for the reason that the segment /s/as
onset for sule cannot collect converging activation from different lemmas, simply
because there is no lemma sule which could further enhance the segment's activation
level. No lexical bias effect would be predicted (without additional assumptions) by
the modular two-stage model, since word-form encoding processes are assumed to
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be blind to the lexical status of the eventually generated form representation. There
is simply no feedback from word-form processing to lemma processing.
A fundamental property of spreading-activation models such as the one proposed by
Dell is that a lemma will send activation to its corresponding word form as soon as it
has received some activation itself. Lemma selection is not yet essential. Also,
activated form information (i.e., phonological segments) will send activation back to
related lemmas and activate lemmas that have not received conceptual input. Such
feedback appears to be essential for the model's ability to account for the lexical bias
effect7.
So far, I have sketched two competing types of models of lexical access in
production. Both models have been originally set up on the basis of speech error
data. Both give a more or less satisfying account of these data. At the same time,
obstacles for both model types do exist. The modular two-step model has problems
dealing with certain error biases, such as the lexical bias effect. One solution would
be to follow the suggestion by Baars, Motley, & MacKay (1975) who proposed a
prearticulatory editor as an explanation for the effect. The prearticulatory editor
checks the speech output just before articulation starts. If an error is detected,
articulation will be delayed until the error has been corrected. One determinant of
error detection probability is the lexical status of the error-containing element. An
error resulting in a word will pass the editor with a higher probability than an error
resulting in a nonword, hence leading to the lexical bias effect (see also Levelt, 1989,
who identifies such an editor with the speech comprehension system). An important
finding was that the conversational setting can influence what errors a speaker
makes. Using a standard technique for eliciting phonological errors (cf., Baars &
Motley, 1976; Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975), Motley (1980) was able to selectively
elicit certain types of errors. He presented his subjects with a list containing the
following two types of stimulus pairs. The first type is exemplified by shad - bock

8
One could, of course, construct a spreading activation model, in which certain connections become
available only upon the selection of certain pieces of information. For example, it could be that the lemmato-lexeme connection becomes available only upon selection of that specific lemma. Although such a
mechanism could - In principle - be Incorporated in a spreading activation model, К probably cannot be
conceived as a natural property of such models. Note that such a mechanism is quite distinct from a
threshold mechanism as incorporated in many spreading-activation models. For the threshold account it
would suffice that a lemma has accumulated a critical amount of activation beforeftcan activate its lexeme.
But the mechanism sketched here would additionally require the selection of the lemma.

It should be noted, though, that backward spreading of activation is not an inherent property of all
spreading activation models. Rather, it is restricted to interactive activation models such as Dell's (1686).
In contrast, cascade models as the one proposed by Humphreys, Riddock, and Quinlan (1988) entail
forward spreading of activation only.
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which, when preceded by appropriate interfering items, could lead to the utterance of
bad - shock. The second type is exemplified by goxy - tiri which could result in foxy girl. Half of the subjects were attached to fake electrodes and to expect an electric
shock. The other half did not undergo this procedure but had an attractive and
provocatively dressed female experimenter instead. The outcome of the error
elicitation was clear: the first group of subjects produced predominantly "electric"
speech errors, while the second group produced mainly "sexy" errors. Since all errors
had been induced by the preceding phonological interference items, Motley argues for
an editing account of this difference. The experimental setting had focused the
subject's attention on either of the two semantic domains. Whenever a phonological
slip resulted in an item from that respective domain, it was missed by the editor. The
monitoring account receives further support from the finding that a speaker's selfcorrection behavior relates to the attentional capacity available (Levelt, 1983).
Mow does the modular two-step model account for the phonological infiltration of
semantically motivated errors? Here, recent proposals have been made that treat a
substantial proportion of them as environmental intrusions, reflecting the interaction
with words that just incidentally happened to be in the speaker's mind at the moment
the target word was processed (Garrett, cited by Levelt, 1992; Levelt, 1992). The
results from a recent study by Martin, Weisberg, & Saffran (1989), using an
experimental paradigm devised by Levelt (cf., 1981, 1983), give some credibility to
this view. Martin et al. presented their subjects an array of objects connected by
vertical and horizontal lines. The subjects' task was to describe the array in enough
detail so that their description would enable a different person to reconstruct that
particular arrangement. All naming errors were recorded and analyzed with respect
to the semantic and phonological similarity that held between target and error word.
The response set (i.e., the set of the displayed objects' names) was composed of
words that were semantically related (e.g., boor and glove), phonologically related
(e.g., candle and camel), or both semantically and phonologically related (e.g., carrot
and cabbage). As to the result, a substantial number of "mixed" errors were
observed: the probability that two semantically related words would be confused
increased if they were also phonologically related, and vice versa. However, in
Levelt's view "this probability has nothing to do with the fact that these items were
phonologically related; any other marked relation among the items would have
produced the same result. [...] The occurrence of mixed errors may, after all, not
exceed chance level if 'environmentals' are excluded" (1992, p. 19).
The interactive activation model, in contrast, has problems providing independent
motivation for the conjectured feedback between layers, in particular for the feedback
from the phonological level to the semantic level (except that such a mechanism
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creates the errors it was originally set up to explain). The functional significance of
such an architecture could be that the same lexical system subserves both
comprehension and production purposes, which makes the bidirectional flow of
information indispensable (Dell, 1988). Whereas in production the lexical
representations are activated at the lemma level via the conceptual input, in
comprehension the acoustic input stimulates phonological elements of the lexeme
layer. While such an account makes an excellent argument for a bidirectional flow of
information in the network, it should be noted that the issue of a unitary lexicon is yet
completely undecided (Allport, 1984; Levelt, 1992).
To summarize, the speech error evidence alone does not suffice to distinguish clearly
between the two alternative types of models. Both models, however, make clearly
different predictions about the time course of semantic-syntactic and phonological
activation during lexical access. To test these predictions the reliance on speech
errors, which represent the end product of a derailed production process only, does
not suffice. It seems difficult, if not impossible, to infer from these end products
details about the precise temporal organization and coordination of the subprocesses
involved in the generation of speech. It seems that experimental on-line measures
are the best way to pursue this enterprise. Before turning to a discussion of such
studies, I will sketch the time course predictions of both model types first.
According to the modular two-stage theory there should be an initial phase of
semantic-syntactic information (reflecting lemma activation and selection) without
phonological activation and a late phase of phonological activation (reflecting wordform retrieval) without semantic-syntactic activation, and in the strict case, no overlap
between the two phases. A second important prediction concerns the target's
semantic competitors. According to the theory not only the target, but a bundle of
semantically related lemmas will receive activation initially. However, only the
eventually selected lemma should subsequently activate its phonological form. But
there should be no activation of the semantic competitor's form whatsoever.
In contrast, the interactive activation account arrives at the following predictions.
First, since activation is transmitted from the lemma level to the phonological level as
soon as a lemma has been activated, there should be considerable temporal overlap
between the activation of semantic-syntactic and of phonological information. Second,
due to feedback from the phonological level to the lemma level semantic activation
should still be observed at a relatively late point, even after a lemma has been
selected (and its activation has possibly been set to the resting level, Dell, 1986).
This effect has been referred to as semantic rebound by Levelt, Schriefers, Vorberg,
Meyer, Pechmann, & Havinga (1991a). Third, because all activated lemmas will
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spread activation to their associated forms, there should not only be phonological
activation of the eventually selected target word but also of its semantic alternatives - at least to some extent".
All three predictions have been put to an empirical test recently by Levelt and his
colleagues (Levelt et al., 1991a). In this set of experiments a dual task paradigm was
used. Subjects were confronted with simple line drawings of common objects, for
example a sheep, and asked to name the depicted object as quickly as possible. The
naming task was the subject's primary task, and in about two thirds of all trials this
was all that happened. In the remaining third of the trials, an acoustic probe was
presented after the picture onset. These probes were either words or nonwords.
Whenever a probe word was presented, subjects were required to carry out a lexical
decision on the probe word by giving a push button response. They were asked to
perform the lexical decision as quickly as possible. After having given that response,
they were additionally asked to name the target picture. In the critical trials, the probe
word could be either identical to the picture name (picture: sheep, probe: sheep),
semantically related (probe: goat), phonologically related (probe: sheet), or unrelated
(probe: knife). The timing of test probe onset and picture onset (i.e., the stimulus
onset asynchrony, SOA) was systematically varied. On average, the test probes were
presented 73 ms (short SOA), 373 ms (medium SOA), or 637 ms (long SOA) after
picture onset9.
Each subject participated in two sessions. In the main session lexical decision
latencies on the probe words in the dual task situation were measured. In a pretest
session, the same subjects performed the lexical decision task on the same probe
words, but without any picture displays. All statistical analyses were based on
difference scores. These difference scores were obtained by taking the lexical
decision latency on a specific probe word in the dual task situation and subtracting the
lexical decision latency on the same probe word obtained from the same subject in
the pretest session (i.e., the single task situation).
The logic underlying the experiments is the following. When the picture naming
process has reached a semantic stage (i.e., lemma-level processing), the lexical

β

Note that prediction (2) holds for interactive activation models allowing for feedback between levels
only. In contrast, predictions (1) and (3) are valid for cascading models (c.l., McClelland, 1979) as well.
These SOAs were aligned with the mean recognition latency of each individual picture as assessed
In a pretest. In the short SOA condition the acoustic probe started 500 ms before a picture's recognition
latency, on average 73 ms after picture onset. But the actual SOAs for the various pictures ranged from
47 to 107 ms.
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decision on the semantically related probe word should be affected (as compared to
the unrelated probe word). Similarly, when the picture naming process has entered
the phonological stage (i.e., word-form retrieval), the lexical decision on the
phonologically related word should be affected. If a stage of simultaneous
phonological and semantic activation exists, one should find a time step at which the
lexical decision latencies on both semantically related and phonologically related
probe words are affected.
What were the results? At the longest SOA (673 ms), an effect of phonological
relatedness was obtained, but there was no trace of semantic activation during this
phonologically active stage. This, however, was to be expected according to the
interactive account. At the shortest SOA (73 ms), both a phonological effect and a
semantic effect were obtained, which is consistent with the predictions of the
interactive activation model but seems to pose a problem on the sequential two-stage
account.
The next experiment tested whether semantic alternatives are phonologically
activated, as predicted by the spreading-activation account, or not, as predicted by
the modular two-stage account In this experiment, the phonological condition was
modified. Instead of using a probe word that was phonologically similar to the picture
name (target: sheep, probe: sheet), a probe word phonologically related to a semantic
competitor (target: sheep, competitor: goat, probe: goal) was presented. In this
experiment only the shortest SOA (which had revealed a semantic and a phonological
effect previously) was tested. Again, a reliable semantic effect was observed,
however, no trace of a phonological effect was obtained. This suggests, that despite
substantial activation of the semantic competitor's lemma, its phonological form has
not been activated, a finding which is in conflict with the predictions of the interactive
activation account. While at first glance problems for the sequential two-stage
approach appear to remain as well (failure to obtain a semantic effect in the absence
of a phonological effect; observation of a phase of both semantic and phonological
activation), Levelt et al. could show that these findings are fully compatible with a
mathematical version of the modular two-stage model. In contrast, the absence of a
late semantic rebound and a phonological activation of semantic competitors poses
problems for the interactive activation model.
The failure to demonstrate an early semantic effect in the absence of a phonological
effect might be due to limitations of the experimental paradigm. The dual task
situation did not allow an earlier presentation of the probe word since then subjects
would not have engaged in the primary task, i.e., would not have started to prepare
the picture naming response at all. Nevertheless, such data are clearly necessary to
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make the argument complete.
A study by Schriefers, Meyer, and Levelt (1990) addressed this issue by using a
picture-word interference paradigm. Subjects were instructed to name the picture of
an object for example a cat, while ignoring an (auditory) distractor word. The
distractor word was either unrelated to the target word (pen), semantically related
(doçj), or phonologically related (cafij. Stimulus onset asynchrony between picture
and distractor word onset was systematically varied. When the distractor word
preceded the picture by 150 ms a clear delay in picture naming latencies was
obtained for the semantically related distractor (when compared to the unrelated
distractor word). At the same time, no effect was found for the phonologically related
distractor word. However, when the distractor word followed the picture onset by 150
ms, the pattern changed. The semantic effect had disappeared, but at the same time
picture naming latencies were facilitated by phonologically related distractor words.
This time course pattern supports the prediction of the discrete two-step hypothesis
of lexical access: while the early semantic effect reflects access to a semanticsyntactic representation, the late phonological effect reflects the process of word-form
encoding.
One needs, however, to be cautious about the proper interpretation of the early
semantic effect. Semantic theories, such as the two-level approach (Bierwisch &
Lang, 1987), recently discussed in the context of language production theories by
Bierwisch and Schreuder (1992), distinguish between a conceptual structure of the
intended utterance (CS), its semantic form (SF), and a function that maps CS onto
SF. While the CS is largely language independent and based on general principles
of the cognitive system (i.e., prelexical), SF is uniquely linked to the lexical system.
Clearly, information about semantic categories cannot be restricted to SF. Semantic
categories largely reflect how we perceive and interpret the world. They are based
on functional and perceptual attributes, that is features which are fundamental aspects
of general cognitive organization and not constrained to the language faculty. Hence,
semantic category information has its prominent place at the level of CF. Therefore,
any experimental effect caused by semantic category relations need not be lexical.
Using a recognition task, Schriefers et al. tried to rule out the possibility that the
observed semantic interference effect originates at a prelexical level. According to
the prelexical account the semantic effect should persist in a situation requiring
conceptual identification of the depicted object but no access to its name. To test this
prediction, Schriefers et al. performed the following recognition experiment. Subjects
were confronted with a picture and asked to decide whether that particular picture had
been presented in a study phase or not and to respond by pushing a button
accordingly. All critical items had not been shown before, so the correct response to
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them was always no. As in the picture naming experiment acoustic distractor words
were presented. The only SOA tested in this experiment was SOA = -150 ms, which
was identical to the SOA yielding a strong semantic interference effect in naming. No
trace of a semantic effect was obtained, suggesting that it is confined to the
lexicalization procedure, reflecting lemma access.10
The proper interpretation of the Levait et al. (1991a) and the Schriefers et al. (1991)
findings is still a matter of much dispute. The papers caused extensive and
productive discussions in the literature, see Dell & O'Seaghdha (1991), Levelt et al.
(1991b), Levelt (1992), Dell & O'Seaghdha (1992) and Harley (1993). In their
comment on the original Levelt et al. (1991a) paper, Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991)
argue that these experimental findings can be reconciled with the interactive activation
account. In particular, they argue that late semantic rebound is not to be expected if
activation spreading in the lexical network is supplemented by external input from the
linguistic rule system (Dell, 19Θ6; MacKay, 1987; Sternberger, 1985). These extra
jolts of activation execute the linguistic rules at each level by determining when a
selected unit is realized at a lower level. External signals are sent to the nodes at all
levels, that is, the semantic level, the lemma level, the phonological level, and the
phonetic/articulatory level11. A crucial assumption is that the sequence of the
external signals is strictly serial and top-down. Such a serial ordering of the signals,
given that they are relatively strong as compared with the activation spreading
through the lexical network, largely determines the global time course of activation of
different types of lexical information, making the system behave globally modular.
Still, there is some local interaction due to top-down and bottom-up flow of activation,
which is, however largely confined to adjacent levels. Dell and O'Seaghdha conclude
that the absence of late semantic activation is fully compatible with those spreadingactivation models that rely on sequentially ordered and strong external signals. As
they state it, "spreading activation provides a good mechanism for creating a system
that is globally modular but locally interactive" (p.610, emphasis added, J.D.J.). In
their reply, Levelt et al. (1991b) point out that the semantic rebound prediction should
not be taken to apply to the semantic level but to the lemma level, that is, a level
adjacent to the phonological level. Still, their experimental results did not provide any
indication for reactivation of the lemma, hence no evidence for local interactiveness
had been obtained.

Note, however, that this conclusion depends on the assumption that the change of task across the
two experiments does not affect the interpretation of the SOA in any substantial way.
11
These leans are the ones used by Dell and O'Seaghdha. Not to confuse the reader but to clarify
things, what Dell and O'Seaghdha refer to as semantic level corresponds to what I have referred to as
conceptual level. This difference will shortly tum out to be important.
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The second point made by Dell and O'Seaghdha concerns the absence of
phonological activation of the semantically active competitors, what the authors refer
to as mediated priming. They argue that substantial priming of that type does not
occur as it involves divergence of activation, which is multiplicative. When cat is the
target, log will receive only minor activation via the coactivated lemma dog if one
assumes the connection weights to be substantially less than one in value. A
simulation study (which Dell & O'Seaghdha refer to as continuous model) with cafas
the target shows that both the semantic alternative dog and the phonologically related
mat receive substantial activation (20.8% and 23.8% of the target word's activation
respectively), while at the same time log which is phonologically related to the
semantic competitor receives only 3.0% of activation. Dell and O'Seaghdha conclude
that this pattern is fully compatible with Levelt et al.'s empirical findings: pronounced
semantic and phonological activation, but no substantial mediated semanticphonological activation. As they put it, "Mediated semantic-phonological effects
should be small, but we leave the determination of just how small to future research.
The spreading-activation model suggests that there may be a slight effect, whereas
the modular two-step account states that there should be none" (1992, p. 299).
Two comments have to be made concerning their conclusion. First, Levelt et al.
(1991b) question the appropriateness of this interpretation of their findings. The
mediated items were activated by the acoustic probe word, not through spread of
activation within the network, hence the multiplicative approach of Dell and
O'Seaghdha is not appropriate. Second, even if one assumes for the moment that
the Dell and O'Seaghdha analysis was correct in principle, one has to argue about the
size of the mediated effect. As is already apparent from Dell and O'Seaghdha's
simulation data, the size of the effect critically depends on the semantic distance
between the target and the semantic alternative. As it decreases, the amount of
mediated priming increases. In a decompositional model as proposed by Dell and
O'Seaghdha, semantic distance is easily manipulated by changing the proportion of
overlapping semantic input units. The values given above stem from the condition in
which target and semantic alternative are assumed to share one feature (out of ten).
If one increases the number of shared features to three, the directly phonologically
related item mat reaches 23.7% of the target's activation, and the mediated
phonological item log 6.9%. Put differently, with one-feature overlap the mediated
phonological item reaches only 13% of the directly phonologically related item, but
with a three-feature overlap already 29%, which is quite substantial. Dell and
O'Seaghdha's analyses were limited to these cases, at the same time they state that
they "are not committing [themselves] to a view in which words such as dog and cat
share only 10% - 30% of their features" (1991, p. 608). Limiting the number of
shared features to three out of ten in the simulation appears somewhat arbitrary. For
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this reason, I (in collaboration with Herbert Schriefers) replicated and extended their
simulations as to investigate the effect of further increasing the number of shared
features; after all, Levelt et al.'s items were strongly semantically and associatively
related (just consider bureau/desk and stoeifchair).
The simulation exercise was intended to be a precise replication of the one described
in Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991, 1992) 12 . Tables 1a and 1b display the normalized
activation values (i.e., the activation values for the target node catare set to 1) for the
model with and without the mixed condition as a function of the degree of semantic
overlap13.
The outcome of the simulation studies was as expected: an increasing number of
shared features boosts the size of the mediated effect even more. With a four-feature
overlap, log reaches 32.7% of the activation of mat, with a five-feature overlap 37.1%,
and with a six-feature overlap even 40.4%. The exercise can be extended. Dell and
O'Seagdha's lexical network contains, among other items, also an element which is
both semantically and phonologically related to the target (rat with target cat}. A
second purpose of the simulations was to investigate whether the presence of the
mixed node, which might be viewed as an exceptional case in the mental lexicon,
influences the overall pattern of activation ratios. After removal of the mixed
condition, the simulation results are even more striking. Now, the mediated
phonological node reaches about 38% of the direct phonological node's activation with
only three shared semantic features. If the semantic overlap is increased even more,
namely to six features, the proportion reaches 7 1 % . Thus, considering these results,
we have to modify Dell and O'Seaghdha's argument in the following way: Given only
enough semantic overlap, mediated phonological priming should not be small but
substantially relative to direct phonological priming. But that is not what Levelt et al.
have observed. As Dell and O'Seaghdha I do not want to commit myself to any
estimation of the actual degree of semantic similarity of car and dog either. The only
point I want to make here is this: If for the items used in the Levelt et al. study this
degree is closer to six than to one shared feature, Dell and O'Seaghdha's simulation
results would be in conflict with the Levelt et al.'s empirical data.

Paul Meyer supplied the program and helped in adapting it. The actual version of the model was
implemented in С and run on a VAX mainframe computer. For details on the structure of the network and
the setting of parameter values the reader is referred to D e l & O'Seaghdha (1991, 1992).
When compared to the simulation data originally reported by Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991) some
minor numeric deviations exist, especially in the two-feature overlap condition. The source of these small
(and probably negligible) discrepancies remains unclear. However, the overall pattern is replicated, no
statistical differences between the two sets of data exist (χ* = .0038, oY= 8, ρ = .99).
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Table 1a. Normalized activation values obtained in the simulations as a
function of the degree of semantic overlap. Original data from Dell and
O'Seaghdha (1991) in brackets.

word unit

shared
features
cat

dog

mat

log

rat

1

1.000

.211
(.208)

.236
(.238)

.026
(.030)

.414
(.416)

2

1.000

.407
(.439)

.241
(.237)

.048
(.053)

.589
(.614)

3

1.000

.570
(.573)

.236
(.237)

.064
(.069)

.729
(.725)

4

1.000

.694

.226

.074

.830

5

1.000

.782

.213

.079

.899

6

1.000

.842

.198

.080

.944

Table 1b. Normalized activation values obtained in the simulations as a
function of the degree of semantic overlap after removal of mixed condition.

shared
features

word unit
cat

dog

mat

log

1

1.000

.202

.207

.027

2

1.000

.391

.201

.052

3

1.000

.555

.192

.073

4

1.000

.690

.181

.090

5

1.000

.794

.169

.102

6

1.000

.872

.157

.111
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A related simulation study testing the compatibility of the Levelt et al. data with an
interactive architecture has been recently presented by Harley (1993). His model
differs from the original model by Dell (1986) and the one sketched by Dell and
O'Seaghdha (1991) in a few important details. First, it incorporates inhibitory links
between and within levels (see also Berg & Schade, 1992, Schade & Berg, 1992, for
a related proposal). Second, there is no ordered sequence of external signals to the
different levels. Once an external signal has triggered the semantic level, activation
travels through the network without further external signals. Harley demonstrates that
it is possible to find a parametrization which enables the model to account for the
Levelt et al. findings and some distributional properties of speech errors at the same
time. However, there is one problematic feature with his approach, namely that the
strength of the bottom-up and top-down connections is not symmetrical; in all
simulation runs the weight of the excitatory lemma-to-lexeme connections exceeded
that of the corresponding excitatory lexeme-to-lemma connections by factor 1.5 or 2.
While this does not pose a problem in principle, it eradicates much of the original
appeal of the interactive approach. Leaving aside its capability of accounting for
statistical properties of certain error types, Dell (1988) has identified the functional
sense of an interactive architecture primarily in the possible existence of a unitary
lexicon serving both production and comprehension purposes. In my view, this
assumption calls for a symmetrical architecture of the network: Information should
traverse the system from the phonological to the semantic side as smoothly as it
traverses the system from the semantic to the phonological side - unless one wants
to assume that comprehension is in general more difficult than production14.
To summarize the discussion: Recent experimental evidence from the study of normal
speech production appears to be in full agreement with the modular two-step model
of lexical access. This model holds that there is an initial stage of lexical selection
followed by a stage of phonological encoding with phonological activation being
contingent on lexical selection, i.e., only the selected lexical item's form becoming
activated. Also, the model excludes feedback from phonological encoding to lemma
selection. Whether interactive activation models can be accommodated to fit the
experimental reaction time data without losing their power to explain the original
phenomena they have been set up for and respecting the constraints imposed by the
assumption of a unitary comprehension-production lexicon - all at the same time -is still open to question. In my view, the modelling work presented so far is not
convincing enough to make a strong case for the interactive approach. Hence, further
modelling and, more important, experimental on-line research of normal speech

14

It might be superfluous to say that such a symmetry is present in Dell's (1986) original model.
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production is required.
In the following, I will adopt a variant of the modular two-step model as the foil for
developing the set of experiments and for interpreting the obtained data. I do not,
however, claim that the case on the modularity issue is closed. I will, whenever it
seems appropriate, refer back to the interactive activation account, in particular I will
do this when discussing homophone effects (Chapters 3 and 5.9). As we will see,
homophone data are crucial in distinguishing between a lemma level and a lexeme
level interpretation of frequency effects within the framework of the modular model.
This does not hold for the interactive model. Here, any such effect can be more or
less freely attributed to either of the two levels.

2.3

A MODEL OF THE PRODUCTION LEXICON

In the following I will outline a model of the production lexicon in the detail necessary
to allow for a discussion of the lexical locus of frequency effects. The model
acknowledges the important distinction between lemmas and lexemes and is largely
adopted from Roelofs (1992a,b). The lexicon is conceived of as an activation
spreading network that specifies the semantic, syntactic, and phonological properties
of words. Figure 4 shows a somewhat simplified fragment of the network15. The
network contains three layers of nodes, connected by arcs. Note that, in the figure,
the arcs are directionally labeled for their type only; this does not necessarily coincide
with the flow of information.
The top layer displays the conceptual stratum. This stratum is, strictly speaking, not
part of the lexicon itself. Rather, it represents the propositional semantic system, as
involved in cognitive activities such as reasoning. In language production it provides
the conceptual input that guides the selection of lexical elements. Each concept for
which there is a word in the language (i.e., each lexical concept) corresponds to a
node at this level. The word's meaning is represented by the set of labelled links to
other conceptual nodes. The meaning of "horse", for instance, is represented by the
conceptual node HORSE and its network of conceptual connections. One of them,
depicted in Figure 4, is the isa link to ANIMAL, which specifies a superordinate
category of HORSE. So far, the model follows Collins and Loftus (1975).

15

I will, for example, not consider how morphologically complex words are stored and retrieved.
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Figure 4. Fragment of the lexical production network. See text for explanation.
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But in contrast to Collins and Loftus' model, the conceptual layer first feeds into a
layer of abstract lexical entries or lemmas. Up to this point, no word-form information
has been accessed1". The lemma stratum is the first truly lexical layer. In Roelofs'
(1992a,b) treatment, lexical selection is defined as the selection of a lemma. A
lemma's role is to mediate between conceptual, syntactic and phonological lexical
information1'. Within its stratum it points to the word's syntactic properties, such as
its syntactic class, its gender, its subcategorization features. In the given example,
the lemma paard (Dutch for horse) is specified as a noun of neuter gender.
Finally, each lemma node projects onto its associated lexeme node in the third
stratum of the model. The lemma paard, for instance, connects to the lexeme /pa:rd/.
At this level the word's abstract phonological form is represented, in particular its
segmental content and its metrical properties (syllabicity and accent structure). For
reasons of simplicity, Figure 4 only represents the segmental information.
At the lemma stratum, the nodes representing syntactic category information and
gender class are represented only once. That is, all nouns project onto the same
noun node, and moreover all nouns of one gender class project onto a single node
carrying gender information. In other words, the model introduces abstract syntactic
nodes, and all lexical entries having that particular syntactic property project onto
those nodes.
The figure also illustrates a property of the Dutch gender system. In Dutch, nouns of
masculine and feminine gender require de as their singular definite article. Thus, the
syntactic nodes representing feminine and masculine gender are linked to the same
lemma node de. As far as the singular definite article is concerned, nouns of
masculine and feminine gender do not differ. Still, separate nodes for masculine and
feminine gender need to be incorporated since the form of other gender-marking
morphemes, like the form of the personal pronouns, differ for nouns of the two
classes (hijMe and z/^she)1'. The article lemmas differ from other lemmas In that
they do not directly correspond to a concept. These lemmas are accessed only

16
In Collins and Loftus' (197S) original model concept nodes are directly connected to nodes In the
lexical network representing "the phonemic properties of the name, specified with respect to their position
in the word'(p. 413).

17
Figure 4 Is by no means Intended to convey the idea ol a non-decomposHional concept-ontolemma mapping. It could well be the case that lemma selection is guided by a set of conceptual primitives.
For the present purpose this is not a critical aspect. See also discussion in Chapter 2.2.1.

1
' For many speakers of Dutch this distinction is disappearing. In particular in colloquial Dutch this
distinction is often ignored and the pronoun M/he used to refer to nouns of feminine gender.
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indirectly or nonconceptually (Garrett, 1990; Levelt, 19Θ9), namely via lemmas which
resonate to the conceptual input18. The connection between a noun lemma and its
appropriate article node is mediated by an abstract gender node. That is, the gendermarked article is accessed from an abstract gender representation. The motivation
for such an abstract representation lies in the existence of multiple gender-marking
morphemes. In Dutch, not only the singular definite article's form, but also the form
of the appropriate personal pronoun or the demonstrative pronoun etc. (see below) is
determined by a noun's gender. The selection of any gender marking morpheme will
crucially depend on the activation of the appropriate gender node, triggered from the
lemma node. The gender node, in turn, will activate a subset of the morphemes.
The final decision which of the gender marking morphemes will eventually be selected
will then depend on converging activation from some conceptual feature in the
message specifying, for instance, the degree of accessibility. The pronoun may be
selected if the referent is specified as highly accessible, otherwise the definite article
lemma will be chosen. As we see, retrieval of the article is not completely
independent of message level information, but it cannot be achieved on that basis
alone. Lemma access is essential. And this is precisely what is meant by indirect
retrieval here. Some recent experimental evidence supporting the notion of an
abstract gender representation in the production lexicon will be reported in Chapter 6.
How should one conceive the connection between a lemma and its gender node?
One can ask whether these links are one way or two way. It is obvious that when a
lemma is selected, its syntactic information, such as gender and word category
information, becomes available. But can, inversely, syntactic information be used as
a cue for the retrieval of a lemma? In this case gender would help to narrow down
the number of candidate lemmas. If information about feminine gender would be
present, nouns of feminine gender would gain a privileged status in the cohort of
activated lexical items since these nouns would receive additional activation from that
intralexical source. At a theoretical level, we are faced with a problem of
convergence. Once a lemma has been accessed, its gender can be unambiguously
determined - it only has to be looked up. On the other hand, there is no such way
to get from gender to one specific lemma, simply because the lexicon contains
thousands of noun entries but only a few gender classes (and in that respect gender
priming is definitely different from semantic or phonological priming in which a more
or less restricted set of words will be preactivated). That is, knowing that, for

19
Indirect retrieval holds for a number of closed-class elements. For example, some, but not all,
prepositions are retrieved indirectly upon selection of another lemma. The lemma for the auxiliary is not
directly conceptually accessed, but determined by a verb lemma's diacritic features, in particular tense,
aspect, and mood. In contrast, models, though closed class elements, are accessed conceptually (see
Levelt, 1ΘΒ9 for details).
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instance, the gender of a Dutch noun is neuter still leaves one with about one third of
all noun entries, no less than several words.
The empirical findings concerning gender priming are mixed. There is a first relevant
piece of evidence from German noun substitution errors. When comparing the
grammatical gender of target and intruding nouns in such errors, Berg (1992) found
that the substituted nouns were more often of the same grammatical gender than
would have been expected by chance. Sameness of gender was found in 61.5% of
cases for contextual errors (where chance probability was 35.4%; N = 1Θ6) and in
81.4% of cases for noncontextual20 errors (where chance probability was 36.5%; N
= 175). Berg interprets these effects in the following way. As soon as a noun lemma
is activated it sends activation to its gender node. Subsequently, activation spreads
to all words that connect to that particular gender node, resulting in an elevated
activation level of all nouns of the same gender as the target. And the elevated
activation level translates into higher probabilities of erroneous selection. Berg's
interpretation entails two assumptions, first it assumes an abstract gender node onto
which all nouns of a particular gender class project. This assumption is incorporated
in the model sketched here as well. Second, it assumes that the noun-to-gender
connections are bidirectional. A noun can prime a noun of the same gender via the
abstract gender node. A noun sharing syntactic gender with the intended word has
a higher chance of being erroneously selected than an unrelated noun because
activation stemming from the gender node elevates the word's activation level (and
hence reduces the amount of activation needed to reach its selection threshold).
On such an account one would predict that advance knowledge of the upcoming
word's grammatical gender would facilitate the retrieval of a lexical element. Applied
to Dutch, the prediction is that the presentation of the singular definite article het
should speed up the subsequent retrieval of a noun of neuter gender. I have put this
prediction to an experimental test (Jescheniak, in Zwitserlood, 1991). The subject's
task was to name pictures of simple objects. So far the task involved a conceptually
driven lexicalization procedure. But additionally, each picture was preceded by a
short lead-in phrase. Subjects read the visually presented lead-in aloud, and just
about by the time they had finished reading, the target picture was displayed. In the
syntactic priming condition, the final word of the lead-in phrase was the singular
definite article carrying gender information about the upcoming picture's name. Thus,
in the priming condition a situation had been created in which activation from the

In contextual errore the error word was intended to be part of the utterance but moved out of
position and was assigned a wrong position. In contrast, the error word was not intended to figure
anywhere in the utterance in noncontextual errors.
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conceptual level (stemming from the picture stimulus) and any potential activation
from the lexical level (stemming from the gender-marked article) should have
converged. But the reaction time data did not support that idea: compared to the
control conditions the gender prime had no effect on picture naming latencies
whatsoever.
In a subsequent picture naming experiment (Jescheniak, in Zwitserlood, 1991), I
presented sets of pictures whose (Dutch) names were either homogeneous in gender
(e.g., all de words) or heterogeneous (de and het words mixed). Each target
appeared in both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous set and thus formed its own
control. On the gender priming account we would expect a speaker to have more
difficulty in selecting a noun from the homogeneous set as opposed to the
heterogeneous set. But this was not true, object naming latencies were unaffected by
the type of set.
These data speak against substantial activation of a specific lemma from its gender
node, at least for normal processing situations. However, there is also a recent
experimental finding supporting the former view. The results from a picture-word
interference study (Schriefers, personal communication, October 1993) showed that
sameness of gender enhances the semantic interference effect. Schriefers had
subjects name pictures of simple objects. The naming response was disturbed by
different types of distractor words which could be related to the target word in any of
the following ways: (i) they were from the same semantic category and had the same
gender (target: Katze^Jcat, distractor: Maus^Jmouse), (ii) they were from the same
semantic category but differed in gender (distractor: Hund^Jdog), (iii) they were from
different semantic categories but shared gender (distractor: NaseteJnose), (iv) they
were from different semantic categories and differed in gender (distractor:
HammermaJhammer).
When target picture and distractor word were presented
simultaneously, the typical semantic interference effect was obtained. Disturbing the
naming of the cat by the semantically related Hund/dog yielded longer naming
latencies than disturbing the naming response by the semantically unrelated word
Ham/ne//hammer. More important, however, was the additional finding of a syntactic
effect. The gender-congruent distractor Maus/mouse produced longer naming
latencies than the gender-incongruent distractor Hund/dog. This held true even
though subjects produced the object's name only; no gender information had to be
retrieved to generate the verbal response. At first glance, this finding may be taken
as evidence for the existence of bidirectional lexical lemma-to-gender connections
capable of providing a substantial amount of priming within the lemma stratum.
In my view, however, both Berg's observation and Schriefer's preliminary finding are
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open to alternative interpretations and in need of further investigation. Berg, to start
with, does not distinguish errors in which the environment of the target word provides
unambiguous cues about the gender of that word (by means of an article or the
inflection of a prenominai adjective) from errors in which no such cues are present.
For the former one could argue that the gender sameness effect in word substitutions
reflects the operation of a prearticulatory editor which detects error words that give
rise to a syntactic violation (i.e., lack of gender agreement) more easily than error
words which lead to a syntactically correct utterance. Therefore, one should restrict
the analysis to the latter case, i.e. utterances in which no gender cues are provided
by the context (as in the German sentence "Sie teilen Tisch und Bett' - they share
table and bed) and examine whether the gender sameness effect is still present.
Returning to Schriefer's finding, one should note that for the semantically unrelated
conditions (gender congruent rVase(em/nose versus gender incongruent
Hammermaso/hammer) no gender effect was observed, and this is in seeming conflict
with the priming hypothesis. One cannot exclude that for the particular item set used
in Schriefer's study the semantic relation between target and distractor was, on
average, stronger in the gender congruent condition than in the gender incongruent
condition. In other word, it could be that the gender effect is in fact a purely semantic
effect. In sum: the available data do not provide unequivocal evidence for a
bidirectional connection between a lemma and its gender node. It appears that this
issue can only be decided in light of additional empirical evidence.
Where do we stand at this point? I have sketched a general framework for speech
production research and a model of lexical access in particular. In the following
chapter I will review existing studies on the basis of this model and explore their
relevance for localizing the source (or possibly sources) of frequency effects in
speech production.

3

FREQUENCY EFFECTS IN SPEECH PRODUCTION:
EVIDENCE FROM WORD AND PICTURE NAMING,
HESITATIONS IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECH, AND
SPEECH ERRORS
T h e processing of frequency of occurrence Information is remarkable. Information about
frequency Is recorded in memory without a person's intention to do so. The information
stored in this way is apparently not less fine-grained than is the information stored when
intention is operating. Training and feedback do not improve the ability to encode
frequency information. Unlike virtually every other cognitive skill examined In the history
of the field, memory for frequency shows a developmental invariance from early childhood
through young adulthood to middle and old age. Similarly, there are no effects of
differences among people in motivation, intelligence, and educational background. The
processing of frequency information is unaffected by reductions in cognitive capacity
stemming from depression, old age, or multiple task demands.'
Lynn Hasher & Rose T. Zacks, 1984

The impressive impact of frequency of occurence on various types of cognitive
processes carries over to the domain of speech production. Here, word frequency
effects have figured in word and object naming, hesitations in spontaneous speech,
and speech errors. In the following I will sketch a number of relevant studies and
discuss whether they provide some initial evidence about the locus of frequency
effects in speech production.
Word naming. It is a well established phenomenon that both word naming latencies
and word naming durations are longer for low-frequency words than for highfrequency words (cf., Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Balota and Shields, 19ΘΘ, Forster &
Chambers, 1973; Frederiksen & Kroll, 1976; Paap, McDonald, Schvanefeldt, & Noel,
1987; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984; Taraban & McClelland, 1987;
Theios & Muise, 1977). Quite often, this effect has been directly attributed to the
word recognition process, i.e., the process of determining the lexical identity of the
(visually or acoustically) presented stimulus. However, there is one property of the
word naming task which makes such an interpretation problematic, namely that, as
has been already pointed out by Cattali (1886), word naming clearly involves both
comprehension and production processes. After all, the subject not only has to
recognize the stimulus but is also required to make a vocal response. Hence, unless
we have excluded such a possibility from the outset, any frequency effect in word
naming may reflect an impact of frequency on the execution of the vocal response.
It is precisely this property of the naming task which makes it relevant to the present
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discussion. In the following, I will focus on the question what word naming studies
reveal about production based frequency effects.
In trying to disentangle the contribution of perception and production processes to the
frequency effect observed in word naming, one possibility would be to contrast the
impact of that variable on naming and a control task, such as lexical decision or
semantic category verification. A second possibility would be to have subjects
produce the target word after a delay. Both approaches have been advanced in two
influential studies conducted by Balota and Chumbley (1984, 1985). Let me briefly
review these studies, and evaluate the conclusiveness of their results.
Balota and Chumbley's 19Θ4 study contrasted naming and semantic categorization of
visually presented words. In semantic categorization subjects were asked to decide
whether the target word denoted an instance of a given semantic category or not.
They would see the words "dog - poodle? and give a positive push-button response,
or they would see the words "furniture - poodle" and give a negative push button
response. Successful performance in this task clearly requires access to the mental
lexicon. Therefore, if the frequency effect observed in word naming is an access
effect, a comparable effect should be obtained in the semantic categorization of the
words as well. But this is not what they found. In contrast to naming, semantic
category verification only yielded a negligible effect of word frequency. Of course,
one could argue that the absence of a frequency effect on semantic categorization
latencies is a result of priming. Presentation of the category name would prime the
target word and thus erase any possible frequency effect, and, in fact, a diminished
.frequency effect due to priming has been found in lexical decision (Becker, 1979). In
contrast, in naming no such priming could have occurred, simply because no category
name had been presented prior to the target word. The priming account can,
however, only be applied to the positive trials. In the negative trials subjects read a
mismatching category name. And although the names of members from that category
may have been primed, there is no reason whatsoever why that word category name
would have affected the target word stemming from a different category. Still, Balota
and Chumbley did not find an independent effect of word frequency in negative trials
either. They have taken this finding as evidence against a pure access explanation
of the frequency effect in naming. Instead, they advance an interpretation which
attributes some part of the effect to the generation of the naming response itself,
hence revealing a production-based contribution to that effect. Balota and Chumbley
argue that the high frequency of usage leads to a more rapid compilation and
execution of articulatory motor programs for high-frequency words as opposed to
articulatory motor programs for low-frequency words.
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The possibility that peripheral articulatory (production) processes contribute to the
effect in naming was further explored in Balota and Chumbley's 19Θ5 study in which
they employed a delayed naming paradigm (see also Forster & Chambers, 1973). In
a typical delayed naming experiment the subject is confronted with a (usually visually
presented) word stimulus, instructed to read it silently and to prepare its articulation.
After some (variable) delay, a (visual or auditory) cue is presented and the subject's
task is to pronounce that word as quickly as possible without mispronouncing it. The
basic idea is this. In the delayed naming situation processing of the stimulus will
proceed as far as it can, that is -- if the delay is only long enough - the word will be
recognized, and an articulatory motor program will be assembled and stored in an
articulatory buffer. Upon recognizing the cue, the articulatory motor program will be
retrieved from the buffer, unpacked, and executed. Lexical retrieval processes cannot
be held responsible for any residual effect of frequency in delayed pronunciation. Any
such effect must be attributed to processes of response execution, i.e the initiation
and execution of an articulatory motor program. In Balota and Chumbley's study
(1984) the cue delay varied from 150 ms to 1400 ms, in 250 ms steps. Also, a zerodelay condition was included, which is equivalent to an immediate naming condition.
What were the results? An effect of frequency was found not only for immediate
naming, but also for each of the delays (i.e., when the cue appeared 150 ms or more
after target onset). Also, there was an interaction of the variables frequency and
delay condition, reflecting a decrease of the frequency effect at the longer delays.
While the effect amounted to 5Θ ms in immediate naming and 44 ms at the 150 ms
delay, it declined to 1 θ ms at the longest delay (a difference which, however, was still
reliable). A possible problem of this experiment was that the delay interval had been
blocked, hence subjects could have anticipated cue onset in each individual trial. A
second experiment ruled out such a possibility by randomly varying cue delay from
trial to trial. With this change in the experimental procedure, an effect of frequency
was obtained only for delays up to 900 ms. At the longer delays, the effect declined
to nonsignificant 10 and θ ms at the 1150 and 1400 ms delays, respectively.
Balota and Chumbley have taken these findings as additional evidence for a
production-based contribution to the frequency effect in word naming, having its origin
in the retrieval and/or execution of an articulatory motor command21. In particular
their 1985 study has been very influential. But lately it has also been seriously
criticized for a number of reasons (Monsell, Doyle, and Haggard, 1989; Savage,
Bradley, and Forster, 1990; but see also Balota & Chumbley, 1990). First, the

21
Note that Balota and Chumbley do not argue that frequency does not have any impact on lexical
access at all. Rather they state that one should be very cautious in unequivocally attributing the frequency
effect obtained in delayed naming to lexical access processes.
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experimental materials were not well controlled. In the original study, word length as
assessed by the number of syllables had not been completely matched across the
frequency contrast. The contribution of this nuisance variable was ruled out by posthoc analyses only. Second, Balota and Chumbley used an extreme frequency
contrast. Many of the words in the low-frequency group had token frequencies of only
one in a million. Therefore, it could be that increased response latencies for lowfrequency items reflect in part the subjects' uncertainty about the word's correct
pronunciation. Indeed, when using a less extreme frequency contrast (which still gave
rise to a reliable frequency effect in immediate naming), no effect whatsoever was
observed with delays ranging from 800 to 1200 ms, in 50-ms steps. (Savage et al.,
1990, Experiment 2). Third, an experiment using Balota and Chumbley's original
materials failed to replicate the effect with delays between 800 and 1200 ms22
(Savage et al., 1990, Experiment 3). Only after having included shorter delays (150,
400, and 650 ms) in filler trials, a marginally significant 14 ms frequency effect at the
900 ms delay was observed, and none at later delays (Savage et al., 1990,
Experiment 4). It seems that the frequency effect in delayed naming crucially
depends on the presence of very short delays. But as Savage et al. point out, any
effect at short delays is irrelevant for the issue at hand. At those delays subjects
might still be engaged in preparing the utterance, or the early cue might interrupt the
response preparation. Only the presence of an effect with long delays is decisive
when testing the contribution of articulatory processes. Neither in Balota and
Chumbley's original study (at least in Experiment 2, in which subjects were unable to
anticipate cue onset) nor in the one by Savage et al., an effect of frequency is
observed with delays of about 1000 ms. Likewise, Forster & Chamber (1973)
observed only a nonsignificant 5 ms difference with delays of 2000 ms.
Apart from its dependence on a short-delay condition, there is also some recent
evidence that a frequency effect in delayed naming crucially hinges on the particular
item set tested. As the data from Savage et al. (1990, Experiment 3) and Monsell et
al. (1989) suggest, the effect may be confined to few (low-frequency) items.
It seems that word naming studies identify only a very minor proportion of the true
frequency effect in production, if any at all. In particular, the delayed naming task
only captures peripheral processes taking place after a word has been selected from
the lexicon and its phonetic form has been computed. It misses any possible effect
of frequency on the process of computing an articulatory program from an abstract

Although there was an effect of frequency in the by-subjects analysis, no such effect was observed
in the by-items analysis, suggesting that the former is carried by onfy a small subset of Items within the low
frequency group (a similar pattern was observed by Monsell et al., 1989).
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phonological representation stored in the lexicon. Also, it cannot capture higher level
processes such as conceptually driven lexical selection and lemma driven word-form
activation. Hence, investigations of word naming, whether delayed or immediate, do
not tell much about the true impact of frequency on production, let alone help in
identifying its precise locus. What the data show, at best, is that there might be some
contribution - albeit minor - of articulatory processes to the frequency effect in
production.
Picture naming. Picture naming differs from word naming in many important ways.
In particular, the production process elicited by picture displays is highly comparable
to the normal production process in that it is conceptually driven; in both cases the
speaker starts with a conceptual representation. There is no doubt that a word
frequency effect in picture naming exists. A classical - and often replicated -- finding
in the object naming literature is that naming an object with a low-frequency name,
such as syringe, takes more time that naming an object with a high-frequency name,
such as basket. Trie frequency effect in object naming has been first reported in
Oldfield and Wingfield's (1965) seminal study. Oldfield and Wingfield presented
objects varying in name frequency and asked their subjects to name the objects. As
the dependent measure they assessed the time between the onset of the object
presentation and the initiation of the naming response. They observed a negative
linear relation between naming latency and log10 word frequency (as counted by
Thorndike & Lorge, 1944) with a slope of -245 ms per log10 frequency unit23.
Repeated replication in later experiments has shown that the effect is real (cf.,
Humphreys, Riddoch, & Quinlan, 1988, Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983, Wingfield,
1968). However, one can speculate whether the effect size reported by Oldfield and
Wingfield represents an appropriate estimate. First, in their original study, Oldfield
and Wingfield tested a very limited set of items, no more than twenty-six. Second,
they included objects with very rare names so that one cannot be sure whether a
subject's insecurity how to classify a particular object is reflected in long naming
latencies as well (i.e., a subject's uncertainty whether the depicted object is a
xylophone or a vibraphone). Third, in their study object name frequency was

An important aspect of Oldfield and Wingfield's results concerns the particular shape of the relation
between word frequency and naming latency. Oldfield and Wingfield have found that object naming latency
is inversely related to the log)0-frequency of its name (which is, interestingly the same shape as found in
perception, cf., Forster, 1990). Oldfield (1966) has interpreted this finding in terms of a two-stage retrieval
process. During the first stage, the depicted object Is categorized and its name allotted to a particular
frequency range. In a second stage, there is a random binary search of the words within that frequency
range. As support for this model, Oldfield showed that naming latency results can be related to Zlpfs
(1935) model of the word frequency distribution. The obvious difficulty with this type of two-stage retrieval
model is, however, how one can possibly assign the object name to a particular frequency range without
having identified that name first.
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confounded with other word properties. For example, objects with high-frequency
names included a chair, a book, a key, and a clock. On the other hand, objects with
low-frequency names included a gyroscope, a xylophone, bagpipes, and a tuning fork.
Obviously, low- and high-frequency items did not only vary in word frequency, but also
in word length (as measured by the number of syllables) and morphological
complexity (just compare tap with typewriter where the first word is composed of one
syllable and one morpheme and the latter of three syllables and three morphemes).
As we know, the time to initiate an utterance depends on -- among many other things
- the number of syllables to be produced (Eriksen, Pollock, & Montague, 1970).
Klapp, Anderson, & Berrian (1973) observed a difference of approximately 14 ms
between one- and two-syllable words, and Sternberg, Monsell, Knoll, and Wright
(1978) reported an increment of about 10 ms per additional syllable. Thus, word
length has to be considered a factor which might have contributed to the effect size
reported by Oldfield and Wingfield. Although the variables' length and (log10)
frequency usually tend to be correlated, as they do in Oldfield and Wingfield's item set
(r[25) = -.52, ρ < .01 ; my computation), it would nevertheless be informative to assess
their individual contribution to naming latency.
To do so, I computed some additional analyses on the Oldfield and Wingfield data.
Because the frequency counts provided in the study are not very precise24, I took
the frequency counts from the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1993). For one word
(tuning fork) no counts were available. Thus, the analyses were carried out on the
remaining 25 items only. Simple correlations showed that both log,0 frequency and
word length correlate significantly with naming latency, with the correlation coefficients
being -.65 and .73, respectively (in both cases ρ < .001). When plotting each of the
two variables against naming latency, the resulting slopes of the regression lines are
-236 ms per log10 frequency unit and 206 ms per syllable. A stepwise regression
(entry criterium: .05, removal criterium: .10, tolerance criterium: .0001) revealed that
both factors contribute independently to naming latencies (F(2;22) = 22.00, ρ < .001 ;
R = .82) with the respective slopes for word length and frequency being 145 ms per
syllable and -144 ms per log,0 frequency unit. Note that when word length is
controlled for, the effect size of the frequency effect reduces to about 59% of that
originally reported by Oldfield and Wingfield.
To summarize, the previous analyses suggest that a reliable effect of frequency on
object naming latency does exist, even if one accounts for differences in word-form

They draw their frequency counts from the Thorndike-Lorge corpus (1944) which does not
differentiate word frequencies between 50 and 1 (X) per million words, nor does it do so for any frequencies
greater than 100 per million words.
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complexity. Still, one would like to generate the effect under more rigorously
controlled conditions. The analyses also show that Oldfield and Wingfield's study may
not provide a reliable estimate of the true size of the frequency effect in object
naming. To reliably assess the contribution of frequency and form properties, one
needs to design a study in which the two variables are systematically varied.
A fundamentally different account of the frequency effect in object naming has been
proposed by Carroll & White (1973a, b) and recently by Morrison, Ellis, & Quintan
(1992). These authors claim that the frequency effect is in fact an age-of-acquisition
effect. The methodological approach in these studies is similar and I will limit my
description to the former study. For a selected set of pictures, Carroll and White
recorded object naming latencies. Using a multiple regression approach, they
subsequently explored which variable would best predict these naming latencies.
Among the predictor variables considered were the following: first, the normative
frequency counts from the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) and the Kuôera-Francis (1967)
word counts; second, two different age-of-acquisition measures, one derived from the
age-of-acquisition estimates of a group of subjects ("subjective measure") and a
second based on an analysis of vocabulary collections ("objective measure"). The
statistical analysis identified age-of-acquisition, not frequency, as the main predictor
of object naming latency. While the statistical result is clear-cut, unfortunately a
number of problems render their interpretation somewhat difficult.
First, estimates of the age at which words were learned are highly correlated with
frequency, and the correlational approach chosen by Carroll and White does not allow
us to study the effect of both variables independently. Second, a closer look at the
items used in the Caroli and White study raises some doubts about the generality of
their finding. We cannot exclude that for their particular set of words the age-rating
variable was a more precise measure of subjective frequency than the two normative
frequency counts. This is illustrated with the words fish and iron. The normative
frequency counts do not differentiate between them: the Thorndike-Lorge lists 61 and
61 token in a million words, and the Kucera-Francis 55 and 56 token in a million
words, respectively. In contrast, the age-of-acquisition variables give highly distinctive
measures. For fish and iron they are 1.6 and 2.7 (subjective ratings) and 1.0 and 3.0
(objective data). It comes as no surprise that on average a fish was named about
220 ms faster than an iron (actually, a flatiron was depicted). Is it appropriate to take
this as evidence for the age-of-acquisition hypothesis? Or may it be that the age-ofacquisition measures are just a more reliable reflection of subjective frequency than
the normative counts from the two corpora? The frequency counts from the CELEX
corpus support the latter view. For fish and iron, this corpus lists 163 and 71 tokens
in a million words, a quite substantial frequency difference paralleling the age-of-
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acquisition difference. It is possible that using the CELEX frequency counts may have
changed the relative importance of the age-of-acquisition variables and word
frequency.
There is also some additional empirical evidence from the domain of word recognition
that speaks against a plain age-of-acquisition account of frequency effects. Whaley
(197Θ) has shown for a set of concrete and abstract words that age-of-acquisition and
word frequency contribute independently to lexical decision latencies with word
frequency being by far the most important predictor of response latencies.
Independent effects of age-of-acquisition and frequency on object naming latencies
have also been reported by Lachman (1973) and Lachman, Shaffer, & Hennrikus
(1974). More indirect evidence comes from a study by Gardner, Rothkopf, Lapan, &
Lafferty (1987). Gardner et al. tested two groups of subjects, nurses and engineers,
in a lexical decision experiment. They found that nurses performed better on medical
words and engineers performed better on engineering words (with the two groups of
words matched on the Kuóera-Francis count). That is, the same stimuli led to
dramatically different response patterns depending on the subject's occupational
background. This pattern clearly demonstrates the importance of subjective
frequency.
It may be that part of the frequency effect in object naming is in fact an age-ofacquisition effect. Still, the evidence from the few available (correlational) studies is
mixed. A basic methodological problem of studies trying to disentangle the separate
contribution of age-of-acquisition and frequency on naming latencies remains, namely,
that frequency and age-of-acquisition tend to be highly correlated. What is needed is
a systematic investigation of cases in which the close correlation between both
measures is broken up, as might be the case for many words included in books of
fairy tales such as mermaid, which are acquired early but are low in normative
frequency. In other words, what one would have to contrast is high-frequency words
acquired early, high-frequency words acquired late, low-frequency words acquired
early, and low-frequency words acquired late. To my knowledge, such a study is still
lacking, and most of the evidence available speaks in favor of a genuine frequency
effect.
Returning to Oldfield and Wingfield's original finding, the naturally emerging question
concerns the precise locus of the obtained frequency effect. Object naming entails a
number of subprocesses, such as identification of the depicted object, retrieval of its
name, and articulation of the object name. The frequency effect reported by Oldfield
& Wingfield could originate during any of these stages, and I will now briefly review
the evidence about a conceptual locus of the effect.
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It could be the case that less time is needed for the perceptual processing and
categorization of objects with high-frequency names. This issue is not new. As
Wingfield (1968) already remarked, 'the speed with which an object is identified might
be expected to relate in some systematic manner to its a priori probability in the
environment" (p.226). In other words, objects with high-frequency names might
simply be more common objects, which are, due to more frequent confrontation, more
easily identified. However, a number of findings reported by Freedman and Loftus
(1971), Wingfield (1968), Huttenlocher and Kubicek (19Θ3), Morrison, Ellis, & Quinlan
(1992), and Jescheniak (1992) suggest that this is not the case.
A study by Freedman and Loftus (1971) gives first evidence that the frequency effect
cannot be fully attributed to processes confined to the perceptual identification of the
depicted objects. They presented their subjects either with a category name and a
single letter, for example animal - z, or a category name and an adjective flower ·yellow. The subjects' task was to generate as quickly as possible a member of the
respective category beginning with the respective letter (zebra) or having that
particular color (daffodil). Freedman and Loftus found a virtually linear relation
between response latencies and target word frequency. Clearly, this task is similar
to picture naming in that it involves access to conceptual representations. But in
contrast to picture naming, it does not entail perceptual processing of depicted
objects. The fact that a frequency effect is obtained in both tasks strongly suggests
that it cannot fully be attributed to the process of object perception.
What about processes of conceptual identification? A number of studies show that
this cannot be the main locus of the frequency effect either. In one of Wingfield's
experiments (1968, Experiment 2) the effect of word frequency on conceptual
processes was assessed in the following ways. In one condition, subjects heard the
name of an object and subsequently saw a picture. Subjects indicated by either
saying yes or no whether the word was the object's name or not (word-picture
matching). In a second condition the spoken words were replaced by copies of the
target pictures (which makes the task more of a visual matching task). Again, the
subjects' task was to indicate whether both pictures matched or not (picture-picture
matching). Finally, in a third (control) condition picture naming latencies were
measured. A powerful effect of word frequency on naming latencies was obtained ~
636 ms for objects with high-frequency names versus 1169 ms for objects with lowfrequency names -·, but no such effect was observed in the two matching conditions.
In word-picture matching a 13 ms advantage of objects with a high-frequency name
was found for the positive trials, and a larger 22 ms advantage for the negative trials.
Both effects, however, were not reliable. Also in picture-picture matching, no reliable
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effects were obtained25.
It is not entirely unreasonable to assume that the picture-picture matching condition
may have failed to uncover conceptual contributions because this task can be carried
out in a shallow fashion by merely comparing the identity of visual patterns. But in
the word-picture condition no such visual pattern was available for comparison, and
the same result - no reliable effect of word frequency - was obtained. Still, one
needs to be cautious about the proper interpretation of these data. In word-picture
matching the word might have primed the concept, hence diluting any possible
differences between high- and low-frequency objects. For the argument, the data
from the no responses are decisive; here, no priming could have occurred.
Unfortunately, these data are not reported. While keeping this qualification in mind,
we still may take Wlngfield's data as a piece of evidence against a perceptual or
conceptual origin of the frequency effect in picture naming. Rather, it appears that
the naming response, hence lexical access, is essential.
The study by Huttenlocher and Kubicek (1983) employed a slightly different
procedure. Here sequences of prime and target pictures were presented. The
subjects' task was to name each of the pictures. However, naming latencies were
recorded for the target pictures only. When analyzing these naming latencies, strictly
additive effects of semantic relatedness (between prime and target picture) and word
frequency (of the target picture) were found, suggesting that the two factors affect
different stages of the naming process: whereas semantic relatedness influences
object recognition, word frequency determines the speed of lexical processing.
Jescheniak (1992) also failed to observe an effect of word frequency on object
identification using a picture-picture matching task. As in the Wingfield (196Θ) study,
two pictures were presented sequentially within a trial, and subjects decided whether
both pictures depicted instances of the same concept or different concepts. But in
contrast to the Wingfield study, the picture pairs were in all cases visually dissimilar,
even in the match cases. This was achieved by using pictures showing different
objects from the same semantic class. For example, subjects saw two different types
of airplanes and responded yes, or they saw a ship and an airplane and responded
no. This task requires recognition of the depicted object but no lexicalization. At the
same time it prevents subjects from performing a shallow perceptual matching. The

Wingfield does not report any mean picture-picture matching latencies. But they can be calculated
from the data provided. For objects with low-frequency names, picture-picture matching was 68 ms faster
than word-picture matching (508 ms), and for objects with high-frequency names it was 42 ms faster (495
ms). Hence, there was a (non-significant) 13 ms difference, with responses to objects with low-frequency
names being even slightly taster.
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result was in favor of a lexically based frequency effect. No effect of word frequency
was obtained in the matching task (there was a nonsignificant 3 ms advantage for
pictures with a high-frequency name only). But when the same pictures were named,
a reliable frequency effect of 45 ms was observed. Similarly, a recent study by
Morrison et al. (1992) showed that the latency to categorize objects as either natural
or man-made is unaffected by word frequency.
The data reported so far suggest that the frequency of an object's name does not or if so, only weakly - affect the speed of object recognition. However, the empirical
findings are not completely consistent, and in a study by Kroll and Potter (1984) an
effect of frequency on object identification was indeed observed. Kroll and Potter
presented their subjects drawings of real and pseudo-objects and asked them to
perform an object decision (which can be thought of as formally analogous to a lexical
decision performed on word stimuli). The subjects' task was to indicate by a push
button response whether the drawing showed a real object or not. In this task object
decision latencies were affected by the frequency of the object's name. Actually, they
were affected by word frequency to the same extent as lexical decision latencies
obtained when the object names were presented visually. Effect sizes were 35 and
24 ms for lexical decision and object decision respectively, and there was no
interaction between task and word frequency (Experiment 1). However, object
identification and printed word recognition are very different with respect to the
cognitive processes involved. For the issue at hand the crucial comparison would be
between positive object decisions and naming of the same objects. Unfortunately, no
object naming data have been collected in the Kroll and Potter study.
It is not completely clear what causes the conflicting results, but it might be the case
that surface characteristics of the pictorial stimuli are important. For example,
Bartram (1974) reported larger frequency effects for line-drawings than for
photographs. Given that the speed of lexicalization cannot be affected by surface
characteristics of the picture stimulus, any differences in frequency effect size must
be attributed to visual and conceptual identification of the depicted objects. However,
Bartram's data must be treated with much caution, because the comparison involves
different samples of subjects and items. Still, it gives some first support for the
hypothesis that whether a (residual) frequency effect on object identification is
obtained or not depends on the particular type of pictures used. Finally, we cannot
exclude the possibility that a genuine object frequency effect exists independent of
name frequency. Whether such a possible effect surfaces or not could depend on the
particular item set tested in an experiment. To clarify this issue one would need to
investigate cases in which the correlation between object name frequency and object
frequency is broken up. Unfortunately, such an experiment has yet to be conducted,
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and a major obstacle is to find a reliable indicator of object frequency.
To sum up, on the basis of the data reported in the literature one cannot exclude with
confidence the possibility that processes of object identification contribute to the
frequency effect obtained in object naming. Still, the data clearly show that any such
contribution - if it indeed exists - cannot account for the full effect obtained in naming
but can only explain a minor part.
Although object naming studies have repeatedly demonstrated the frequency effect
and have provided some evidence for a lexical locus of that effect, they unfortunately
have not added to a further refinement of the locus discussion thus far. The models
that were used, have only distinguished between a concept and a "word". They
envisage lexical access as the simple process of mapping the activated concept onto
the correct word. Having excluded conceptual identification of the depicted object as
the source of the frequency effect, it had to be adduced to the word level. For
example, the picture naming model proposed by Humphreys et al. (19ΘΘ)
distinguishes between a level of stored structural description (specifying the visual
form of an object from a canonical perspective), a level of semantic description
(specifying functional and associative characteristics of objects), and a level of
phonological representation (specifying the sound form of the objects' names) only.
Similarly, Theios and Amrhein's model (1989) defines a single level of lexical
representation. In that respect they resemble the original proposal by Collins and
Loftus (1975), in which conceptual representations were assumed to directly associate
to word forms. No doubt, these accounts might suffice to explain the original
phenomena they have been applied to, i.e., findings from the domain of object
naming. It is only fair to say that they have never been conceived as models of
speech production, and it is quite obvious that they fall short of the requirements
imposed on psycholinguistic models. Such simple models, which have recently been
dubbed mind-mouth theories by J. K. Bock (personal communication), entail the
assumption that, loosely speaking, as soon as an idea to communicate comes to the
speaker's mind, it pops out of his mouth. In particular, such models cannot explain
why speakers are capable of producing syntactically coherent utterances as they
eventually do: they simply do not account for the retrieval of syntactic information and
its usage in shaping the intended utterance. A model motivated on psycholinguistic
grounds has to acknowledge the distinction between a word's lemma and its lexeme,
and that has been done in the theoretical model introduced above. As a direct
consequence, then, the locus question needs to be specified beyond the simple
question of whether the effect is lexical or not lexical.
The distinction between lemmas and lexemes originated from work on prelexical
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hesitations and speech errors, and in the following I will evaluate whether these
sources provide some initial indications about the origin of the frequency effect.
Рг ІвхісаІ hesitations. From personal experience we all know that speaking is not
always as smooth as we would like it to be. Indeed, a basic characteristic of
colloquial speech is the alternation between more fluent and more hesitant periods.
The ratio of speech and pause time depends on a variety of factors, with the kind of
speech situation (i.e., whether the utterance is delivered in the context of a difficult
discussion, or as part of a well-prepared speech), the amount of practice or familiarity
with the topic (whether somebody speaks on a certain topic for the first time or gives
a standard talk), and speaker specific variables (some speakers being less fluent than
others in general) being some of the most prominent ones (for an overview see
Goldman-Eisler, 1968).
Pauses have clearly different motivations. First, there are pauses which are
communicatively obligatory in that they resolve potential structural ambiguities (old
men II and women is different from old // men and women). Second, there are
pauses that coincide with the end of phrases or sentences. On behalf of the listener
they may signal turn-taking opportunities provided deliberately by the speaker (Sacks,
Schlegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Given that listeners carry out integration processes at
the ends of sentences ("sentence wrap-up", cf., Carpenter & Just, 1981), sentence
final pauses would also support the listener's comprehension effort. On behalf of the
speaker, such pauses provide additional processing time for the formulation of
upcoming phrases or sentences, or higher level conceptualization processes
(Butterworth, 1980b).
But there is a quite substantial proportion of disruptions that cannot be motivated by
such structural or communicative considerations, since these disruptions do not
coincide with grammatical junctures, and do not resolve structural ambiguities. These
disruptions are of interest here; we consider them to be genuine hesitations. A basic
characteristic of such hesitations is that they reflect a speaker's uncertainty, but do
not have any particular utility for the listener. In the speech sample analyzed by
Maclay and Osgood (1959) 47% of all disruptions were of this kind and considered
genuine hesitations. Among those were both filled and unfilled pauses. Filled pauses
are defined by er or the like, and unfilled pauses either by silence of unusual length
or nonphonemic lengthening of speech segments. Both types of pauses, whether
filled or unfilled, were found significantly more frequently to precede open-class words
than to precede closed-class words: in 59.2% of cases hesitations occurred before
open-class words versus 40.6% before closed-class words (see also Martin &
Strange, 1968). What is the origin of prelexical hesitations? Do they reflect problems
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of lemma selection, or trouble in word-form retrieval? Garrett (1982), on the basis of
normal and aphasie word finding problems, suggested that quite a proportion of
prelexical hesitations should be considered as form-based: "in the normal course of
events, prelexical hesitations [should] be viewed as form based - i.e., the hesitation
arises not out of a search for a lexical item which satisfies conceptual constraints, but
rather out of processes which retrieve items from the form-based inventory" (p. 65).
Prelexical hesitations often occur at points at which a lexical item's syntactic
properties have already entered into the grammatical encoding process. That is, the
lexical identity of the target word must have already been established, otherwise there
could have been no access to its syntactic properties. In terms of the model above:
prelexical hesitations might be caused in accessing lexemes, not lemmas2".
Phenomenologically, the following example is instructive. In German (and possibly
other languages which mark grammatical gender on the article), a speaker starts
uttering an NP but fails to retrieve the head noun in time, as in "...dann nahm ich die - een Gabef (then I took thelem ~ er fork). Still, often the speaker comes up with the
correct (gender determined) form of the article before the hesitation occurs. Such
trouble in retrieving the correct word form appears to be structural in anomie aphasia
(Henaff Gonon, Bruckert, & Michel, 1989). Here the speaker has accessed the
lemma, retrieved its gender specification, which in turn has triggered the selection of
the appropriate form of the determiner. The hesitation arises because the noun's
phonological form cannot be retrieved in time. If this account is correct, the question
arises whether prelexical hesitations also depend on the frequency of the word they
precede. If so, there would be evidence for a lexeme-level locus of the word
frequency effect; the closed-class words in the Maclay and Osgood study were, after
all, high-frequency items. The hypothesis that prelexical hesitation is word frequency
dependent was tested by Beattie and Butterworth (1979). They carefully distinguished
between a word's frequency and its predictability in context, and found that
predictability, not frequency correlated with hesitation probability. By contrast, in his
analysis of prelexical hesitations obtained in the context of a pattern description task
Levelt (1983) did find a correlation between prelexical filled pauses and word
frequency, but almost no predictability effect. Hence, it appears that the hunting
ground is still fertile; it may be the case that prelexical hesitation is both form and
frequency related. This would testify to a lexeme-level locus of the word frequency
effect. The delay in the retrieval of a specific, low-frequency lexeme may lead to a
noticeable disruption of the utterance.

To cite Garrett properly, one has to add his qualification to this claim. He adds that his account
does 'not [...] deny the possible existence of meaning based lexical hesitation. [...] It is certainly true that
quite a substantial degree of phrasal structure may be sustained in the absence of lexical constraint.'
(1982, p. 65).
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Naturally observed speech errors. It has been repeatedly shown that low-frequency
words are more susceptible to errors than high-frequency words, and this holds for
both naturally occurring errors (Sternberger, 19Θ4; Sternberger & McWhinney. 1986)
and experimentally elicited errors (Dell, 1990). Here, the same question can be
asked: is the observed effect due to accessing lemmas or to accessing lexemes?
Until recently, the only evidence was the differential frequency sensitivity of meaningbased substitution errors (such as belt substituting collar) as compared to form-based
substitution errors (such as freeze substituting phrase). As mentioned above, the
former are assumed to reflect a failure of lemma selection, and the latter are
presumably due to trouble in word-form retrieval (cf., Garrett, 1980).
From
comparisons of the intruding word's frequency and the target word's frequency a
suggestive pattern emerges.
Hotopf (1980) was the first to investigate the impact of word frequency on semantic
substitutions. In a sample of 80 errors taken from his corpus, 45 intruding words (or
56%) were more frequent and 35 (or 44%) less frequent than the respective target
words. For a subset of the errors listed by Mehringer & Mayer (1895) (N = 96),
Hotopf observed identical proportions of cases falling into each of the two categories.
Hotopf also computed correlations between the intruding and the target word's
frequency. For both, his own English sample (N = 160) and Mehringer & Mayer's
(1895) German sample of word substitutions (N = 192) highly reliable positive
correlations between the log,0 frequencies of intruding and target word were obtained
(r=,54 and r=.64, respectively). Hotopf concluded on the basis of these results that
in semantic word substitutions high-frequency words are as likely to be intruding
elements as target elements, and that targets and intruders belong to the same
frequency class. Similar results have been reported by Kelly (1986) and del Viso,
Igoa, and Garcia-Albea (1991). Kelly's analysis was based on the semantic
substitutions (A/ = 31) listed in Fromkin (1973b). He found that in 35% of the cases
the intruding words were of higher frequency than the target word, which did not differ
from a 50% chance level. The same held true for the Spanish speech errors (Λ/ =
151) analyzed by del Viso et al.; only in 53% of cases the intruding word was of
higher frequency than the target word which was nonsignificant. Finally, in an
analysis of substitution errors involving body part terms (Λ/ = 28), Garrett (1992b)
observed in 10 cases a lower frequency for the target than for the intruding word, in
14 cases the reverse relation, and in 4 cases an equal frequency. Errors, in which
the word finger is involved are particulary illuminative. Finger (with a frequency of 46
per million) replaces hand (431) and toe (10), and is replaced by toe (10) and by
mouth (106). Taken together, these findings do not encourage the view that there is
a frequency bias in semantic substitution errors.
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What about form-based substitution errors? Here, the situation is quite different. In
this type of error the intruding word usually substitutes for a lower-frequency word.
In the sample of Spanish speech errors (Λ/= 275) analyzed by del Viso et al. this held
for 63% of cases. The same pattern was observed in the English speech errors
analyzed by Kelly. Taking the malapropisms (Л/ = 167) listed in Fay and Cutler
(1977), he found higher-frequency intruders in 60% of cases, which is significantly
higher than chance probability.
To sum up, word frequency affects the two classes of word substitution errors in a
different way: While semantic substitutions are largely unaffected by the word
frequency of target and intruding words, higher-frequency words tend to substitute for
lower-frequency words in phonological substitution errors. This pattern suggests,
then, that frequency is coded at the lexeme level only. However, such a conclusion
must be tentative. Apart from the peculiarities of naturally observed speech errors,
the effects reported are small as are some of the error samples. Also, this pattern is
not always obtained. As M. F. Garrett (personal communication, October 1992)
pointed out to me, no such differential effect of frequency is apparent in the MIT
corpus. Clearly, further converging evidence from other sources is needed to settle
the issue.
Experimentally elicited errors. Dell (1990) was the first to study the issue
experimentally. He investigated the effect of frequency on a word's susceptibility to
phonological errors. Using an error eliciting technique (cf., Baars & Motley, 1976;
Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975), he was able to replicate the earlier observed
frequency effect: a low-frequency target is more susceptible to error than a highfrequency target. This effect was, moreover, independent of the target word's
syntactic category. Closed-class words are as susceptible to error as open-class
words when word frequency is controlled for. And this finding is important for the
proper interpretation of frequency effects in speech errors. For example, Garrett
(1975) found that only 2 out of 137 sound exchanges involved closed-class items.
This, together with other evidence has been taken as support for a "special status"
hypothesis stating that function morphemes are retrieved in a way different from
open-class morphemes and that this special retrieval mechanism is the cause of their
low error susceptibility. In particular, Garrett assumes that the constituents of lexical
elements of the closed-class are retrieved directly. Other than the retrieval of openclass elements, the retrieval of closed-class elements does not entail the active
linkage to slots in a generic linguistic structure, such as a CV- or syllable-skeleton.
As a result, the constituent segments cannot slip. The experimental results presented
by Dell, however, show that frequency, and not syntactic class, is the determinant of
susceptibility to phonological error. Direct retrieval, therefore, seems to have more to
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do with the frequent usage than with syntactic-class membership; as Dell puts it
•practice leads to direct retrieval" (1990, p. 343). Dell's result does not, however,
challenge the assumption that closed- and open-class items are treated differently in
production; there is simply too much independent evidence in favor of such an
assumption (cf., Bradley, 197Θ; Friedend, 1981, 19Θ2, 1985, 1988; Gordon &
Caramazza, 1983; Lapointe, 1985; Zurif, Green, Caramazza & Goodenough, 1976).
It does challenge, however, the assumption of a distinct retrieval mechanism at the
phonological level. Dell argues that the distinction between open- and closed-class
elements concerns how these words enter into more central morpho-syntactic
processes. He distinguishes processes which treat morphemes as wholes from more
peripheral processes that operate on single phonological segments. Trie distinction
between open- and closed-class elements, then, would be effective during the former
processes only. Phonological errors arise from peripheral phonological processes and
here only frequency, but not syntactic class is effective (see Lapointe & Dell, 1989 for
a fuller treatment).
Important for the present discussion is Dell's finding of a homophone effect reported
in the same study (also Dell, 1988). Low-frequency words with a high-frequency
homophone (such as hymn with the homophone him) were as little prone to induced
phonological error as are their high-frequency twins (Experiment 1)27. As Dell notes,
this finding alone does not make a strong argument. Just repeating phrases like him
to sing and hymn to sing does not ensure that subjects would indeed treat the
homophones as different words. In a second experiment, Dell asked his subjects to
continue the phrases, making it more of a production task. This procedure allowed
him to examine whether subjects interpret the words correctly, and they did in most
cases. This experiment replicated the earlier finding: low- and high-frequency words
were again subject to phonological error to the same extent. The results from the two
experiments clearly show that a low-frequency homophone profits from sharing its
word form with a high-frequency word, it inherits some of the high-frequency word's
properties. In my view, the most natural explanation of this effect is to assume a
coding of frequency at the lexeme level, not at the lemma level because homophones

An important question is how nonhomophonic words matched in frequency with the low-frequency
homophones would behave. The prediction Is that they should be subject to more phonological errors than
both low-frequency and high-frequency homophones. Unfortunately, Dell did not include such a control
condition. Still, his correlational analyses suggest that our prediction is correct. When pooling the errors
for low-frequency and high-frequency homophone, Dell observed a significant correlation with log10
frequency. The lower the summed log,0 frequency, the more phonological errors were obtained. Dell does
not, however, report whether the summed log10 frequency or the log10 frequency of the high-frequency
homophone Is the more Important predictor of total slip frequency (i.e., which of the two variables enters
a stepwise regression model first). Thus, we cannot decide whether it is the sum-frequency or the
frequency of the high-frequency homophone that does the work in Dell's experiments.
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share their lexeme, and not their lemmas (him and hymn, for example, belong to
different syntactic categories and have a different semantic specification). Still, Dell
argues for a lemma-level explanation and provides two pieces of evidence, namely
findings from experiments comparing word and picture naming, and a simulation
study.
Dell notes that in contrast to picture naming, which usually yields substantial effects
of frequency (see above), the corresponding effects in word naming, although present
and reliable, are relatively small. In word naming, the slope of the log-linear relation
between naming latency and frequency is just about -30 ms per log10 frequency unit
(Frederiksen & Kroll, 1976; Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983), but in object naming it
amounts to about -254 ms (Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965). Whether the latter is an
appropriate estimate can be debated (see above), nevertheless, there is no doubt that
the effect size in object naming is a multiple of the one obtained in word naming. Dell
argues that picture naming involves both lemma and lexeme access, but word naming
requires lexeme access only. Hence, the relatively small size of the effect in word
naming testifies to the lemma level as the principal source of frequency effects in
speech production. This argument, however, is not necessarily valid. First, it is not
clear at all whether the word naming process elicits phonological processing in much
the same way and to the same extent as conceptually driven production (which
operates in picture naming) does. Most speakers are able to pronounce nonwords,
a phenomenon which shows that the naming of a string of printed characters need
not be mediated by a stored lexical phonological representation. In fact, it is at the
heart of the so called dual-route model of reading that naming a visually presented
word does not always require full access to a stored lexical representation, but may
be carried out rather shallowly by exploiting grapheme-phoneme regularities (cf.,
Coltheart, 1978; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974). Let us for a moment assume
a grapheme-phoneme translation process which operates at a fairly high speed. Let
us additionally assume that full access to a word's stored phonological representation
is a rather time-consuming process, at least for low-frequency words. If the lexical
and the nonlexical route compete, it could be that for low-frequency words the fast
nonlexical route always beats the slow lexical route, while there would not be much
difference between the finishing time of the lexical and nonlexical routes for highfrequency words. Hence, we would observe a relatively small effect of word
frequency in word naming. The true size of the frequency effect, of course, would be
much larger, which, however, would surface only in a task that requires full lexeme
access, such as picture naming.
Second, even if we assume for the moment that word naming requires full lexeme
access, a smaller effect of frequency on word naming as compared to picture naming
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would also be expected if frequency were coded in the strength of the lemma-tolexeme connection. Since this pathway would not be involved in word naming, it
could not influence reaction times. Thus, it seems that a simple comparison of word
naming latencies and object naming latencies alone does not make a strong argument
in the discussion of the lexical locus of frequency effects.
As a second piece of evidence for a lemma-level locus, Dell presents data from a
computer simulation study. His computer model includes lemma nodes, lexeme
nodes, and segment nodes. Word frequency was implemented in the lexical network
by manipulating the resting level activations of the lemma nodes. The resting level
activation of lemma nodes was set to zero for high-frequency words and -0.1 for lowfrequency words. The resting level activation of all other lexical nodes was set to
zero. The model assumes that in case of homophonic words two lemmas project
onto the same lexeme. When a low-frequency homophone lemma is active, it
spreads activation to its lexeme. During the next step, the latter feeds activation back
to the homophonic twin lemma. During the next steps, both lemmas will send
activation to their joint lexeme and down to its constituent segments. In this way. the
low-frequency homophone inherits the activation power of its high-frequency
colleague.
The computer simulation shows that within an interactive activation model a coding of
frequency at the lemma level is capable of producing the homophone effect.
However, it does not exclude the possibility that a lexeme-level coding of frequency
would be likewise capable of producing the desired pattern. A computer simulation
study is not necessary to recognize that in a modular two-stage model with frequency
coded in the lexemes' activation thresholds a low lemma-frequency word's form can
be retrieved as easily as a high lemma-frequency word's form (and thus should be
subject to phonological error to the same extent) if they share one form
representation28. Of course. Dell's model produces such a pattern only because it
allows for feedback between levels. But, as discussed above, this assumption has
been challenged. Whereas an interactive model can freely locate frequency effects
at the lemma or the lexeme level, this is not so for the modular model. Here,
homophone data will be decisive for the one or other level, as we shall see. This
point will be taken up again in Experiment 8 which investigates homophone effects in
normal, undisturbed speech processing.
In the course of this chapter, I have reviewed four types of data, namely word naming

28
Actually, the correctness of this prediction has been demonstrated in a recent simulation study by
Roelofs (1994).
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latencies, object naming latencies, prelexical hesitations, and speech errors (both
naturally observed and experimentally induced). Although reliable effects of word
frequency have appeared in all these types of data, they still do not suffice to locate
the frequency effect in speech production with confidence. Most reliable seem to be
the latency data that exclude a major contribution of conceptual, prelexical processes.
Still to be shown, however, is that the frequency effect is not postlexical, i.e., due to
the initiation of articulation. Only after having excluded that possibility, one could
argue for a truly lexical locus of the effect. In this case, new data are needed to
distinguish between a lemma-level and a lexeme-level interpretation of the effect.
When investigating frequency sensitive aspects of lexical representations, we also
have to consider how this sensitivity might be implemented. At least three theoretical
proposals can be contrasted.
Logogen view. According to the logogen view (cf., Morton, 1969, 1970), frequency
is coded in a lexical representation's activation threshold. A high-frequency item is
assigned a lower activation threshold than a low-frequency item. A related proposal
is to assume frequency-dependent resting level activations with high-frequency items
having a higher resting level activation than low-frequency items. Hence with equal
stimulation, a high-frequency item will reach its selection threshold faster than a lowfrequency item (cf. McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). Both proposals converge on the
assumption that an item's frequency determines the amount of external stimulation
needed for that item to be selected. As we have already seen, this is the way
frequency has been implemented in Dell's (1990) production model (see Sternberger,
19 5 for a related proposal). Applied to the present issue, frequency might be coded
in either a lemma's resting level activation, or a lexeme's resting level activation, or
both.
Linkage strength view. This view holds that the frequency with which a node has
been activated via a particular connection in the past determines the strength of that
specific connection. That is, the more often a link has been used, the greater its
strength will be and the stronger the influence of the originating node's activation on
the activation level of the target node. Connections with high linkage strength
transmit activation more rapidly and provide more activation per time unit than
connections with low linkage strength (MacKay, 19 2, 1987). This proposal differs
from the first one in that it minimizes the contribution of lexical representations to the
frequency effect. Rather, it places it within the procedures that map representations
of one domain onto representations in another domain (see Besner, 1978; McCann
& Besner, 1987; Monsell, 1991; for a discussion of such a mechanism in the domain
of word reading). Applied to the present matter this could mean that frequency is
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coded in the strength of the lemma-to-lexeme connection.
Variety-of-context view. This approach has been implemented in Dell's original
spreading-activation model (Dell, 1986). In this model, frequency is not coded
explicitly. Still, frequency sensitivity emerges because the individual items differ with
respect to their number of related contexts. The context of a phonological segment,
for example, is constituted by the number of lexemes the segment is associated with.
The more contexts an item is related to, the more activation it will receive on average.
Via bidirectional links a given node and all nodes connected to it will mutually
reinforce themselves. Thus, as Dell (1990) points out, not the number of occurrences
as such but the number of contexts supply the basis of emerging frequency effects.
So, it could be that high-frequency words have a larger number of similar words which
they are connected to, for example via sublexical phoneme nodes as in Dell's original
model (1986). Put differently, systematic differences in the structure and/or density
of low- and high-frequency words' lexical neighbourhoods might be a source of
frequency effects in production.
Either of these mechanisms could provide the basis for frequency effects in
production, and although the main objective of the experiments to be reported in the
subsequent chapter will be to identify their - possibly ~ lexical locus, the issue of how
frequency sensitivity is implemented is not entirely independent of that question.
Therefore, I will address this question as well. In particular, Chapter 5.10 will address
one version of the variety of context view by investigating differences in lexical density
at the lexemic level for words of different frequency, and Experiment 8B will directly
contrast the logogen view and the linkage strength view.

4

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Production and comprehension studies do not only differ in that they focus on
different aspects of the language faculty, but they also face diametrically opposed
methodological problems. In comprehension experiments the independent variables,
that is properties of the linguistic material to be processed, can be defined
unambiguously by the experimenter. The problem, however, is that there is no direct
access to the end products of the comprehension process. Rather, inferential tools
have to be used which allow us to identify properties of the mental processes
operating on the linguistic input and properties of the resulting mental representations.
Meanwhile a variety of such inferential tools, such as lexical decision, phoneme and
word monitoring, and verification tasks have been developed and validated. When
production rather than comprehension is in focus, the methodological problems are
reversed: Whereas usually the end product of the production process, namely the
utterance, is directly observable, it is rather difficult to control for the independent
variables. In other words, the major problem in production research is to elicit the
production of the specific utterance one wants to study. Ideally, an experimental
technique should induce a conceptual representation which then enters the production
system in much the same way as it is the case in spontaneous speech.
In the past decades, the difficulties associated with attempts to manipulate the
conceptual input to the production process and the directly observable output of the
system had led to more observational approaches with the main focus on the end
product, that is the utterance itself. Besides the analysis of hesitations and selfcorrections, the most important approach in the study of speech production has been
the analysis of speech-error data, which was conceived as a good starting point for
developing models of speech production. Some 20 years ago, Garrett (1975) put it
this way:
T h e recourse for people interested in language production processes has, largely, been to
'observational' techniques, and, in particular, to the study of various sorts of departures from ideal
speech [...]; and this is the approach adopted for the work described in this paper. This is not
because I doubt the possibility or need for specifically experimental inquiry into production
processes. It is, rather, because I feel that experimental enquiry can be better undertaken against
a background of empirically supported working hypotheses and that the study of speech errors is
a good way to generate and support such hypotheses.' (p. 137).

On the basis of speech-error data, astonishingly elaborated models of the production
process have been developed, a few of which have been sketched in the introductory
chapters.
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Still, there are a number of problems associated with the speech-error approach,
which have been pointed out from the very beginning of this enterprise (for a review
with particular reference to phonological errors see Meyer, 1992).
First, whenever the speaker does not self-correct his or her speech, the intended
utterance must be inferred by the researcher. But before the error collector can try
to infer the intended utterance, she has to detect that an error occurred to begin with.
For example, cases in which words and their hyperonyms are substituted are hardly
ever observed28. But how can we know that a speaker intended to say / was
attacked by a horrible bulldog when he actually utters / ivas attacked by a horrible
dog! The speaker might not correct himself if he realizes that he obtained his
communicative goal anyway, and the context may not provide any cues about the
particular type of dog the speaker wanted to refer to. Hence, such selection errors
probably go unnoticed, and our example illustrates that it may not be without
methodological problems to base any particular claim on the absence of certain error
types alone.
Second, some types of speech errors are more likely to be detected than others (e.g.,
Cutler, 1981). For example, in sound errors word onsets are more often affected by
error than other parts of a word (e.g., Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987). At the same time,
word onsets are of particular importance in spoken word recognition (Marslen-Wilson
& Zwitserlood, 1989). Finally, it has been shown that word onsets are less likely
misperceived than noninitial parts of words (Bond & Garnes, 1980). So what does
the high proportion of onset errors reflect: slips of the tongue or slips of the ear?
Third, a recent study by Ferber (1991) has raised serious doubts on the accuracy and
reliability of errors which are collected "on-line". And this is the standard procedure
when collecting speech errors; most speech error collectors rely on pen and paper
exclusively. Whenever they think they have detected an error they write down what
they heard. In the survey presented by Berg (1987) the vast majority of error corpora
was collected this way (28 out of 34). How much trust can we put in the theoretical
claims based on the analysis of such corpora? Ferber investigated the reliability of
"on-line" error collection in the following way. She tape-recorded part of a discussion
broadcasted on the radio. While listening to the broadcast for the first time, she
recorded slips in the standard on-line way. By repeatedly listening to the tape (i.e.,

For example, among the 224 semantically motivated word substitution errors analyzed by Hotopf
(1980), not a single error was of that type. I η 31.2% of cases error and target word were antonyms (early
for late), in 44.6% of cases they were co-hyponyms (red for black), and in 24.2% of cases they were
hyponyms (Saturday 1or January). Likewise, Meringer & Mayer (1895) have only one such case in their
whole collection of semantically motivated word substitutions (Obstfruit for Apfel apple).
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during the "off-line analysis") she was able to identify 51 slips of the tongue. Then
she asked three independent persons to transcribe the slip errors on the tape (without
rewinding, that is "on-line"). Their error recordings, together with Ferber's own "online" recordings yielded a dramatic pattern: 14 out of the 51 errors went unnoticed, 20
errors were detected by one listener, 13 errors by two listeners, 4 errors by three
listeners, but not a single error was detected by all four listeners. Ferber's results
seriously question the reliability of on-line error collections, in particular if different
observers contribute to a corpus. This is actually quite often the case. For example,
the approximately 4,000 errors in the Toronto corpus which was the basis for Dell and
Reich's analysis (1981) were collected by about 200 students enrolled in
psycholinguistics courses. Our arguments do not, of course, directly carry over to
experimentally induced speech errors collected under carefully controlled laboratory
conditions (cf., Baars, & Motley, 1976; Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975; Butterworth
& Wittaker, 1980; Levitt & Healy, 1985; Motley, Baars, & Camden, 1981; Dell, 1984,
1988, 1990; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987, 1992). But there is a different problem with
many of these studies. The error-eliciting technique developed by Baars et al. (1975)
confronts a subject with the utterance to be produced printed on a computer screen.
The subject is asked to read it aloud. This raises two different problems, namely (i)
that production processes are not studied independently of comprehension processes
(after all, subjects have to recognize the word stimuli), and (ii) that a simple reading
task may involve processes different from those underlying the conceptually driven
lexicalizatJon procedure in the generation of spontaneous speech.
Regardless of whether speech errors are collected in the laboratory or "under the
rather chaotic conditions of everyday existence" (Garrett, 1980, p. 178), a basic
handicap remains, namely that speech errors provide us with the end product of the
production process only. Although the analysis of speech-error patterns has revealed
important insights into basic characteristics of the language-production system, this
approach clearly reaches its limits as soon as subtle Chronometrie questions are
concerned. Here, only an experimental approach may reveal further insights into the
mental processes during speech planning.
A more fundamental concern with the speech error approach and their significance for
the development of speech production models has been voiced by Levelt et al.
(1991b) as follows:
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'Both kinds of models [I.e., the modular two-stage models and the interactive connectionist models,
J.O.J.] were initially designed to account for the distributions of naturally observed or experimentally
eScited speech errors. But from the start, they were conceived as process models of normal speech
production. Therefore, the ultimate test of such models cannot lie in their account of occasional, but
quite Infrequent derailments of the process. Rather, the proof of the pudding should be sought in
its account of the normal process itself." (p. 615).

Fortunately, in the past years a couple of experimental techniques have been
developed and refined that allow the collection of on-line data Let me briefly sketch
a couple of paradigms used in recent production research (leaving aside whether they
meet the criterion of eliciting a conceptually driven production process or not for the
moment).
(i) Reproduction. Subjects simply reproduce a word or sequence of words presented
visually (or acoustically) either immediately (which makes it a standard naming task)
or delayed (cf., Balota & Chumbley, 1965; Sternberg et al., 1978). While this
technique will almost always elicit the target utterance, it is not clear to what extent
subjects engage in higher level production processes when merely repeating
prescribed materials. Also, at least in the immediate production condition, a basic
problem is to disentangle perception and production processes both contributing to
the overall response latency.
(¡i) Response priming. Subjects see a set of potential utterances and are instructed
to prepare one of them for utterance. Upon receiving a cue identifying the target
utterance (which is either the prepared response or any of the alternatives) the
subject initiates the response (Jescheniak, 1969; Meyer & Gordon, 1965). In some
of the trials the subject has to replan, i.e., give a response different from the one
prepared. The interesting question is in which way the replanning process is affected
by a defined type of similarity of planned and actual utterance.
(iii) Paired associate learning. In such a task first an association between a word or
symbol and a target utterance is established. In the subsequent test phase subjects
are asked to respond to a given probe by producing the associated utterance. This
paradigm has been applied to the study of phonological and phonetic encoding (c. f.,
Meyer, 1968, 1990, 1991).
(iv) Construction. In a construction task subjects are confronted with some kind of
display of linguistic material, for example a quasi-propositional representation which
they transform into a well-formed utterance according to a prescribed algorithm (Dell
& O'Seaghdha, 1992).
(v) Bilingual translation. Here, subjects respond to a cue word in one language with
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the translation equivalent of another language. Both translation from and translation
into a speaker's first language have been studied (cf., Levelt & Wheeldon, in press;
Potter, So, Eckhardt, Feldman, 1984). When using this technique as a tool for
eliciting a production process rather than focusing on the translation process itself,
translation into a speaker's first language is surely to be preferred.
(vi) Object naming /picture description. Lately, eliciting utterances by picture displays
has attracted much attention in the area of speech production research (for a review
see Glaser, 1992). When visual stimuli are carefully selected and normed, this
method has proven to be a valuable tool in the study of single word production (Levelt
et al., 1991a; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990; Olcrfield & Wingfield, 1966; all these
studies have already been discussed above) as well as the production of more
complex utterances, for example noun phrases (Schriefers, 1992, 1993; Pechmann,
1992; Pechmann & Zerbst, 1990), simple sentences (Bock, 1986, 1987), or spatial
descriptions (Levelt, 1983).
When considering these alternatives, the picture description paradigm has one crucial
advantage. The similarities to the processes characterizing spontaneous speech are
striking: other than in most other techniques outlined above (perhaps with the
exception of the bilingual translation task), picture description involves conceptually
driven lexical access. Moreover, it closely resembles natural communicative
situations in which a speaker perceives objects in the environment and wants to
convey information about these objects. Because people name objects on a regular
basis, this seems to make it a quite natural task to work with. And although one
major drawback of the object naming task is the restriction on the set of utterances
which can be elicited, the set still seems large enough to work with. According to
Oldfield and Wingfield's estimate (1965) there are about 5,000 entries in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary which are possible answers to the question "What is that?". To
summarize, it appears that picture naming provides us with a most suitable
experimental paradigm.
Clearly, there are some differences between experimentally elicited picture
descriptions and spontaneous speech as well, and these differences deserve some
comment. For example, picture description, at least in the way it is usually tested,
requires much less higher-level construction effort. The demands on grammatical
encoding processes are limited. In most studies, the utterance format to be produced
is both rather simple and fixed. Usually, subjects are either explicitly told to use a
certain syntactic format only or primed to do so by the set of examples presented.
Hence, the demand on various sets of processes might be different in the generation
of spontaneous speech and the generation of an utterance in the laboratory situation.
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But this is also true for different types of speech situations in everyday life; a free
discussion might require more higher level construction work than a well prepared
speech. Still, the same cognitive system is involved in the generation of all these
utterances. I will argue that even in simple speech situations like picture naming, a
full production process will take place. In particular, although in simple object naming
the retrieval of syntactic information is not essential for the generation of the target
utterance, there will not be a direct mapping of a concept onto a lexeme. To access
the lexeme the speaker needs to access the lemma first. Such a view, however,
does not necessarily entail the assumption that all activated lexical information will
also be retrieved. Rather, as a working hypothesis I will assume that the selection of
lexical information, not its activation, will depend on the requirements imposed by the
(syntactic) structure of the intended utterance.
We have seen that picture stimuli can be used to elicit a conceptually driven
lexicalization procedure. I have argued that there is no principled reason to assume
that the elicited lexicalization process is qualitatively different from the one taking
place during the generation of normal speech. But there are, of course, important
differences with respect to the prelexical, conceptual processes involved in object
naming and the generation of spontaneous speech. In particular, object naming
always involves the perceptual analysis and recognition of a visually presented object.
In spontaneous speech this is not always the case but restricted to those cases in
which a speaker identifies an object in the physical environment and refers to it. In
the following, I will provide a rough sketch of the visual and conceptual processes
involved in object recognition and naming.

4.1

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF PICTURE NAMING

Picture naming (or synonymously object naming) has become an important tool in the
investigation of human cognitive processing (for an excellent review see Glaser,
1992). It is generally viewed as a highly complex cognitive skill which comprises the
following four types of subprocesses: (i) perceptual analysis of the visual stimulus, (ii)
conceptual identification of the depicted object, (iii) retrieval of the object's name from
the mental lexicon, and finally (iv) articulation of the picture name (cf., Glaser, 1992;
Humphreys & Bruce, 1989; Ratcliff & Newcombe, 1982).
The initial stage, perceptual analysis of the visual stimulus, comprises the extraction
of perceptual features from the stimulus and the matching of these features with the
stored visual form of known objects (which corresponds to what Humphreys et al.
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(198Θ) have referred to as structural descriptions). Following the presentation of a
given picture, not only the depicted object's representation will receive some
activation, but also to some extent the structural descriptions of objects with a high
proportion of overlapping visual features. That is, the picture of an apple will not only
activate the structural description of that particular fruit, but also the description of an
orange, and the description of a ball (see for example Humphreys et al., 1988; Flores
d'Arcais & Schreuder, 1987).
During the second stage, conceptual identification, the depicted object will be
identified, and its functional, conceptual, and associative features will become
available. The level of abstraction at which we categorize (and eventually name) a
visually presented object is not arbitrary, but is usually confined to what Rosch and
her colleagues (e.g., Rosch, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Bream,
1976) have referred to as basic level. Basic level terms represent classes of objects
that share a substantial number of functional and perceptual attributes, and it has
become likely that most visual properties of objects are stored at this level (cf.,
Biederman, 1987; Fodor, 1983; Marr, 1982; Rosch et al., 1976). Basic level objects
are most easily drawn. It is a rather simple task to draw a chair, but rather impossible
to draw a piece of furniture -- except by referring to one particular exemplar. A wealth
of studies have testified to the special significance of the basic level. When
spontaneously naming pictures of simple objects such as a chair or a hammer,
subjects will almost always use basic level terms, chair or hammer (Brown, 1958;
Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Rosch et al, 1976; Segui & Fraisse, 1968). Other names
are possible as well, furniture and tool (superordinate level), or armchair and
sledgehammer (subordinate level). In both cases, however, naming latencies will be
longer (cf., Glaser & Glaser, 1989; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Irwin & Lupker, 1983;
Smith & Magee, 1980). This phenomenon is not easily explained by the lower
frequency of the superordinate and the subordinate level terms. Rather, it can be
taken to reflect general preferences in the perception and categorization of objects.
Such a view does not preclude, however, that the preferred level of categorization can
vary as a function of a beholder's expertise (Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). Also, it seems
that very distinctive or atypical members of a basic-level category may have their
preferred level of categorization at the subordinate level (Jolicoeur, Gluck, & Kosslyn,
1984). It is quite likely that a robin will be categorized at the basic level as a bird, but
this does not seem to be necessarily true for an ostrich. The experiments reported
in this thesis have appreciated the significance of the basic level in object
categorization in using basic-level objects exclusively whenever eliciting the
production process by picture displays.

Subsequent to conceptual identification of the depicted object (by default assumed to
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take piace at the basic level) are the stages of lexical access, involving lemma
selection and word-form retrieval respectively, and articulation, eventually leading to
overt speech. These stages have been extensively discussed above and need not be
considered in detail here again.

4.2

A SKETCH OF THE DUTCH GENDER SYSTEM
"Every noun has gender, and there is no sense or system In the distribution; so the
gender of each must be learned by heart. There is no other way. To do this one has to
have a memory like a memorandum-book. In German, a young lady has no sex, while a
turnip has. Think what overwrought reverence that shows for the turnip, and what callous
disrespect for the girl.'
Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad (1880)

The introductory chapter has motivated the distinction between lemmas and word
forms. It has been argued that grammatical gender is represented at the level of
lemmas, and neither at the level of word forms, nor at the level of conceptual
information. In the following I want to accomplish two things. First I will provide the
reader with a rough idea of how grammatical gender comes into play in Dutch, the
language in which the experiments to be reported below were carried out Second,
I will further motivate the assumption that grammatical gender is indeed part of a
lexical entry's lemma representation, and that a speaker has to access a noun's
lemma in order to determine its gender.
Dutch, just as Danish, French, and German, uses morpho-syntactic devices to mark
the gender of persons or objects. Table 2 is intended to give an overview of some
other gender-marking morphemes. One of these devices is the singular definite
article the noun requires. The Dutch singular definite article has two forms. Nouns
of masculine and feminine gender take the article de, nouns of neuter gender take the
article het. The distribution of the two article classes is not symmetrical: about two
thirds of all nouns fall into the de class. This distinction does not, however, carry over
to the indefinite article (een) or the plural definite article (de) for which only one form
for all gender classes exists. In complex NPs of the form <Adjective + Noun> the
noun's gender is either marked by the preceding definite article, or, if no article or the
indefinite article is used, gender information is carried by the inflection of the
adjective. In this case the prenominai adjective's citation form is then suffixed by -e
if the head noun is of feminine or masculine gender (klein-e hondmate, but klein

ñuis^J.
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Table 2. Some gender-marking morphemes in Dutch.
word class

singular

plural

masc/fem

neut

masc/fem/neut

definite article

de

het

de

demonstrative

deze

dit

deze

relative

die

dat

die

interrogative

welke

welk

welke

possessive

onze

ons

onze

adjective

(een) oude

(een) oud

oude

The Dutch language provides a number of morpho-syntactic gender marking devices
and the singular definite article is just one of them. However, the other gender
marking devices correspond more or less to that dichotomy. The only exception is
made by the forms of the personal pronoun. Here, each gender class asks for a
different form: Лу for nouns of masculine gender, zij for nouns of feminine gender, and
het for nouns of neuter gender30. Still, the singular definite article appears to be the
most prominent gender-marking device or the "driver's seat" (Deutsch & Wijnen, 1985,
p. 794) when assigning grammatical gender to a noun. When asking a Dutch speaker
for the gender of a word the answer most likely will be either de or het, depending on
the word. In some of the experiments reported below subjects were asked to decide
on a picture name's gender. Appreciating the preferences Dutch speakers express
outside the laboratory setting, these experiments utilized the distinction between deana /lef-words.
Syntactic gender in Dutch is an attractive feature for experimentation for one specific
reason: it appears to be largely nonsystematic. As in many other gender-marking
languages, the relation of gender and other types of lexical information, such as
semantic-conceptual or morpho-phonological information seems for most parts
arbitrary (e.g., Deutsch & Wijnen, 1985; Matsaros & Chalkley, 1980; Fodor, 1959;
Hoier, 1954; Ibrahim, 1973). In particular, there appears to hold only a weak relation
between the conceptual property natural gender (i.e., sex) and the linguistic property

30

For many speakers, the distinction between hij and zij is fading. Quite often, the pronoun hij/Ьв Is
used to refer to nouns of feminine gender as well.
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syntactic gender. This proposition can be substantiated by the following observations.
First, there is an abundance of cases in which we find clear disagreements between
natural and grammatical gender. The almost classical example provided by Mark
Twain carries over to Dutch. As in German, a young girl, doubtlessly of female sex,
is considered neuter syntactically (het meisje). In contrast, a turnip is syntactically
classified as feminine, although it appears sexless -- at least to the naive person.
Second, quite often gender assignment differs across languages. Take as an
example the word moon. In German moon is classified as masculine (der Mono), but
in French it is classified as feminine (la lune). Third, even within a language the
linguistic expression of concepts of different gender is often not carried out by means
of a gender contrast but by means of a lexical contrast. In English we need to
employ the lexical distinction between rooster and hen when referring to male or
female members of that particular species. Likewise, in German we have to use the
lexical distinction between der{mac) Hahn and das(neul(1I) Huhn to refer to male and
female animals, respectively. Interestingly, for the word das(muter)Hu/7n we additionally
find a clash of natural and grammatical gender.
The conceptual hypothesis in its strong form fails on all three points, and thus it
appears unlikely that the gender system acts as a linguistic device directly reflecting
conceptual distinctions. The obvious question, then, is what the functional
significance of grammatical gender could possibly be. Reviewing the gender systems
of various languages, I. Fodor (1959) concluded that syntactic gender mainly operates
as a device that creates syntagmatic cohesion. For example, the head noun of an
NP determines the form that determiners and adjective attributes have to take in order
to agree with the head noun in gender. It also determines the form of referential
pronominal expressions. And such gender marked anaphoric expressions could help
the listener or reader to identify the antecedent referred to. Indeed, recent evidence
suggests that gender facilitates the proper interpretation of pronouns. When gender
constrains the set of a pronoun's potential antecedents, default assignment strategies
applied to linguistically ambiguous pronouns may be overruled (Crawley, Stevenson,
& Kleinman, 1990).
Assuming a largely arbitrary gender classification does not, however, exclude the
possibility that there are probabilistic or deterministic cues to grammatical gender for
certain restricted classes of words. In Dutch, gender is clearly predictable for
nominalized verbs and morphologically complex nouns ending in the diminutive suffix
-ye; both take het. In contrast, nouns suffixed by either -heid or -ing always require
the article de. But if we consider the set of nouns of a language as a whole, the lack
of a coherent systematicity between natural and syntactic gender is striking, and this
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seems to hold not only for Dutch, but other gender-marking languages as well.
The supposition of an arbitrary relation between syntactic gender and other types of
lexical information has not remained unchallenged (cf., Konishi, 1993; Kopeke &
Zubin, 19Θ4; Steinmetz, 1986; Zubin & Kopeke, 1984, 1986). To some authors the
assignment has seemed either governed by a set of highly complex rules, that is
deterministic in nature, a set of probabilistic cues, or a combination of both. For
example, in the computational model on the acquisition of gender in German recently
presented by MacWhinney, Leinbach, Taraban, & McDonald (1989) no less than
thirty-eight cues, fifteen phonological (such as umlauting), eighteen morphological
(such as suffixed by -lincj), and five semantic cues (such as young natural female) are
included, and their simulation studies capture some of the developmental data's
properties fairly well. This supports the idea that also language learners might exploit
these cues while developing a noun's full lexical representation by adding its gender
specification. And such an account clearly makes sense. Any phonological,
morphological, and semantic probabilistic cues might be supportive during the
establishment of a permanent association between a noun entry and its gender in the
lexicon. The correctness of this hypothesis does not imply, however, that a noun's
gender will be recomputed over and over again once a noun's gender has been
learned. It appears more natural to assume that in a proficient speaker's mental
lexicon gender information is stored as part of the word's syntactic properties and can
be accessed directly31. That is, upon selection of the target noun, its gender will be
determined fast and without error. Such a view is also highly reasonable in view of
the probabilistic nature of the gender cues. If an adult speaker would exclusively rely
on these cues, one expects that gender will be assigned incorrectly in some small but
substantial proportion of cases (as is the case in language learners). But this
appears not to be true: Speech error data reveal that although gender assignment
errors do occur in natural speech, they appear to occur at an extremely low rate.
At least for morphologically simple words (to which the empirical investigation reported
below was restricted) no direct correspondence of the Dutch gender classification to
some conceptual or phonological property appears to exist. Rather, grammatical
gender ought to be viewed as a fairly arbitrary syntactic property, which is stored as
part of the word's lemma. To access the gender of a word, then, the speaker needs
to access the word's lemma. In general, accessing the corresponding concept does
not suffice, nor does accessing the word form help. In other words, when creating an
experimental situation in which the speaker starts the production process with some

In other words, the claim is that grammatical gender has become part of a proficient speaker's
declarative knowledge, as opposed to his procedural knowledge.
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conceptual representation, gender access can be taken as an indicator of the first
step in lexical access, namely, lemma selection.

5

EXPERIMENTS

The main objective of the experimental investigation to be reported now was to
explore the (lexical) locus of word frequency effects in speech production more
meticulously than has been done in previous studies. To do so, normal speech
production was investigated using on-line tasks. The present set of experiments was
designed against the background of the two-stage theory of lexical access and
employed a variety of prominent research paradigms in cognitive psychology. As the
basic research paradigm object naming was chosen (Experiments 1, 6, and 7). In
addition, recognition (Experiment 2), delayed naming (Experiments 3 and 9), gender
decision (Experiments 4, 5, 6, and 7), and translation tasks (Experiment 8) have been
used where needed. In all experiments, response latency was the main dependent
variable. In addition, error rates were assessed and analyzed.
Experiment 1 mainly served to establish the frequency effect in object naming for a
selected set of experimental items. It also assessed the robustness of the frequency
effect in naming. Experiments 2 and 3, using recognition and delayed naming tasks
respectively, assessed the contribution of (prelexical) conceptual and (postlexical)
articulatory processes to the effect. Experiments 4 to 7, using gender decision alone
or in combination with object naming, were run to distinguish between a lemma-level
and a lexeme-level account of the observed frequency effect. Experiment 8, using a
translation task, investigated the contribution of the lexeme level by studying the
production of homophones. Experiment 9, finally, using a delayed naming task,
assessed the contribution of articulation processes to the effects obtained in
Experiment 8.

5.1

EXPERIMENT 1. PICTURE NAMING

The main purpose of Experiment 1 was to reliably replicate the word frequency effect
in picture naming. In particular, I wanted to make sure that an effect can be obtained
while controlling for word length and morphological complexity across the frequency
contrast. A second purpose of the experiment was to assess the robustness of the
effect over repetitions. Is the word frequency effect ephemeral, i.e., disappearing with
repeated use of the word? Or is it structural, insensitive to repeated processing of an
individual item? Because the experimental task involves visual processing and object
identification, both stages of lexical access, and articulation, any frequency effect
obtained may be due to contributions from any of these levels of processing.
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5.1.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve native speakers of Dutch, recruited from the subject pool of the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, served as subjects in the experiment.
They all received Dfl 8.50 (approximately US $ 4.50) for their participation. The
subjects all had normal or corrected to normal vision. None of them participated in
more than one of the experiments reported here.
Materials. Forty-eight pictures, half with low- and half with high-frequency names
were sampled from a picture database at the Max Planck Institute. The pictures were
line drawings of simple objects that were digitized using a HEWLETT-PACKARD scan
program and refined with the drawing program DESIGNER. The following selection
criteria were applied: (i) Only pictures with morphologically simple names and high
name agreement were selected. Name agreement was checked in an informal
pretest, (ii) Low-frequency names were considered those with token frequencies of
less than twelve in a million and high-frequency names those with token frequencies
of more than sixty in a million according to the lemma-based frequency counts in the
CELEX database (Burnage, 1990; Baayen et al., 1993) s . (¡ii) Low- and highfrequency names were group-wise matched for word length as assessed by the
number of syllables and segments (which constrained the set of potential items to
mono- and bisyllabic words), (¡v) Also, although a perfect match of word onset was
not possible, care was taken, that no systematic differences in onset segments
between the two groups of items occurred; word-initial consonants were equally
distributed over the conditions. This is important when collecting voice-key data (see
Pechmann, Reetz & Zerbst, 19Θ9). (v) All experimental items were de-words; het·
words were used as fillers. Not only are hef-words in Dutch a lot harder to control for
word length and morphological complexity than de-words (there are many more dewords), but comparability to later experiments required this restriction (to obtain a
consistent response to the experimental items in gender decision). Table 3 gives the
relevant statistics for the set of items finally selected; see Table A1 in the Appendix
for a complete list of items.

s
All frequency counts reported here were taken from a lemma-based lexicon and refer to the token
frequency In a million words. In this context a lemma signifies the abstract representation which underlies
an inflectional paradigm. So, for example, the lemma dose represents not only the word form dose, but
also closes, dosed, and dosing. Thus, the lemma frequency of dose corresponds to the sum frequency
of аП listed word forms. I also calculated frequency counts based on a word form lexicon. For the
particular Kern sets tested here, these counts did not differ in any systematic way from the lemma frequency
counts.
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Table 3. Sample characteristics for low-frequency (LF) and high-frequency
(HF) picture names. Frequency measures refer to token frequency in a million
words.
LF

HF

24

24

Frequency Range

<12

>60

Mean Raw Frequency

6.00

150.67

Mean log,0 Frequency

.69

2.13

Number of Syllables

1.13

1.13

Number of Segments

'3.71
"4.29

*3.67
"4.26

Number of Items

Note: ' each distinct phonological segment treated as one segment; " long vowels and diphtongs
treated as two segments.

The 46 experimental items were intermixed with 48 filler items (with names belonging
to the hef-class). The filler items' names covered a wide frequency range. Also, the
fillers were selected in a way that no obvious asymmetries in semantic domains would
arise between items of different gender classes. Again, this was important for later
experiments that involved gender decision on the same experimental items. Finally,
there were ten practice pictures, half with a cfe-name and half with a /jef-name; they
shared the word length and frequency characteristics of the experimental items.
Each of the 96 test items and each of the ten practice items were to be presented
three times. This way, each subject would receive a total of 31 θ trials, where all
practice trials precede all test items. Four pseudo-randomized trial sequences were
constructed that had to be the same in Experiment 433; each sequence was to be
given to a different group of subjects. This led to the following constraints on the
randomization procedure, (i) No presentation of an experimental item was preceded
by the presentation of a phonologically, semantically, or associatjvely related item, (ii)
No more than five items of the same gender class were presented in adjacent trials,
(in) Repeated presentations of an individual experimental item were separated by at
least twenty trials. Other than that the sequences were random.

30

Experiment 4 involved a gender decision, this motivated the randomization constraint (iii).
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Procedure. Each subject was tested individually in a session lasting about forty-five
minutes. The subject was comfortably seated in a dimly lit sound-attenuated booth.
All visual stimuli were displayed centered on a high resolution NEC Multisync II CRT
as a light-grey line drawing on a black background. Display size of the picture stimuli
was approximately 80 by Θ0 mm. Viewing distance was about 60 cm. A HERMAC ATcomputer controlled the display of all visual information, and the on-line collection of
the data. Subjects responded into a SENNHEISER microphone, and speech-onset
latencies were measured with a voice key connected to the computer. On the
experimenter's CRT trial information and reaction times were displayed. The
experimenter monitored the subject's responses via headphones and scored them for
correctness. All sessions were taped with a SONY DTC 55 ES DAT-recorder. On one
channel, a subject's vocal responses were recorded, and on the other channel
markers were set at the onset of the stimulus picture and the triggering of the voice
key. These recordings were later consulted when there was any doubt to the
correctness of a subject's response.
Each trial started with a visual warning signal ('*") presented for 200 ms. Following
a pause of 600 ms, the target picture was displayed. The whole picture appeared on
the screen instantly. The timer was started simultaneously with the picture onset.
Response latencies were measured to the closest millisecond. The display duration
of the target picture was contingent upon the subject's response. It disappeared as
soon as a vocal response was initiated. However, if no response was registered
within 2000 ms, the picture disappeared anyhow, and 1500 ms later the next trial
began.
At the beginning of the experiment the subjects studied a written instruction
emphasizing both the speed and accuracy of their responses. To reduce the
proportion of deviant naming responses, subjects were asked to go through a booklet
showing the stimuli. Next to each picture, the noun was printed that had been used
most frequently to name that object in the pretest. Subjects were instructed to use
only the listed names. After having randomly assigned a subject to one of the four
trial sequences the experiment began with the series of practice trials. Following a
short pause, the first half of the experimental trials was presented. After a second
pause, the remaining trials were presented.
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5.1.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Observations were discarded from the analyses whenever any of the following
conditions held: (i) a picture had been named something other than expected, (ii) a
nonspeech sound preceded the utterance of the picture name, triggering the voice
key. (iti) a disfluency occurred or an utterance had been repaired, (iv) a speech
onset latency exceeded 2000 ms or deviated from a subject's and an item's mean by
more than two standard deviations. These data points were replaced by estimates
following the procedure described by Winer (1971). Also, estimates were computed
whenever the voice key failed to trigger but the subject gave the correct response.
However, in the latter case no error was coded. On the basis of these criteria, a total
of 92 observations (5.3%) were marked as incorrect.
Averaged reaction times and errors were submitted to analyses of variance.
Statistical analyses involved the two fixed within-subjects factors frequency (low
versus high), and repetition (1 through 3). To allow generalizations over both subject
and item populations (Clark, 1973), separate analyses treating both subjects and
items as random factors were computed. The resulting F-values were combined to
/TwnF-values. Where m'inF does not reach the level of significance (p = .05), the
results from the composite analyses are reported only. In the by-subject analysis,
each data point was based on 24 observations, and in the by-item analysis on 12
observations.
Figure 5 displays average speech onset latencies (for exact numeric values of both
RTs and error rates see Table A3 in the Appendix). Overall, naming latencies for
pictures with low-frequency names were 62 ms slower than naming latencies for
pictures with high-frequency names [LF: 711 ms, HF: 649 ms; F,(1;11) = Θ2.02, ρ <
.001, MS, = 832; F2(1;46) = 12.19, ρ < .01, MS, = 11,214; m/nP(1;55) = 10.61. ρ <
.01] . Also, there was a highly reliable repetition effect with responses becoming
faster with repeated presentation [repetitions 1 through 3: 714 ms, 673 ms, 654 ms;
F,(2;22) = 74.96, ρ < .001, MS, = 302; F2(2;92) = 29.88, ρ < .001, MS, = 1,517;
m/nF'(2;108) = 21.36, ρ < .001]. Figure 5 also shows that the effect of frequency
effect was invariant over repetitions. The absence of any interaction between the
factors frequency and repetition is substantiated in the statistical analysis [F,(2;22) =
.36, ρ = .70, MS, = 354; F2(2;92) = .18, ρ = .83, MS, = 1,517].
The analysis of error rates revealed a reliable effect of frequency only. Responses to
high-frequency items were about twice as accurate as responses to low-frequency
items [HF: 3.5%, LF: 7.2%; F,(1;11) = 5.37, ρ = .04. MS, = 2.65; F2(1;46) = 8.02, ρ
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= .01, MS, = .89]. The repetition effect was only marginally significant in the bysubject analysis, and not significant in the by-item analysis [repetitions 1 through 3:
6.8%, 4.2%, 4.7%; F,(2;22) = 3.28, ρ = .06, MS, = .67; F2(2;92) = 2.05, ρ = .14, MS,
= .53]. There was no interaction between the two factors [F,(2;22) = .19, ρ = .83,
MS, = .97; F2(2;92) = .17, ρ = .84. MS, = .53].
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Figure 5. Naming latencies from Experiment 1.
The experimental results are dear-cut. First, when target words are controlled for
length and morphological complexity, pictures with high-frequency names are named
faster and more accurately. The highly reliable frequency effect of 62 ms provides an
estimate of the effect against which any contribution of nonlexical sources, such as
object identification or articulation, can be compared. Second, the frequency effect is
invariant over repetitions. This might be considered surprising, given that objective
frequency counts could also be taken to reflect the recency of usage for a given
speaker. On this premise one might expect the effect to decrease with repeated
processing of the items, i.e. once the recency of usage of low- and high-frequency
words has been equated within the context of the experiment. However, the data
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show that this is not the case, at least not with three repetitions of an item. Clearly,
whatever process gives rise to the frequency effect, it is not easily influenced by
repetition, even if the preexposure of the pictures and their names might have had
some effect34. Third, a reliable frequency effect can be obtained within the chosen
frequency ranges. The selected frequency ranges (LF < 12 tokens per million, HF >
60 tokens per million) are somewhat different from those usually reported in the
literature. In most (word naming) studies the selection of low-frequency words is
restricted to token frequencies below or equal to one per million. The present
experiment shows, however, that such an extreme contrast is not essential when
investigating frequency effects in conceptually driven word production.
Before we can assert that the obtained frequency effect is indeed lexical, we need to
rule out two alternative accounts, namely that (i) the frequency effect reflects
differences in object recognition latencies and (ii) that it reflects differences in the
speed of initiating articulation.
Let us address the former hypothesis first. It might be the case that less time is
needed for the perceptual processing and categorization of objects with highfrequency names. Such objects might simply be more common, i.e., more frequently
encountered and therefore more easily identified.
In Chapter 3 I have extensively discussed the relevant literature. It was shown that
the empirical evidence is not completely consistent While Wingfield (1967, 1968),
Huttenlocher and Kubicek (1983), and Jescheniak (1993a) did not find any effect of
frequency on object recognition latencies, Kroll & Potter (1984) reported such an
effect. The source of these conflicting results remains unclear, but it appears that
whether an effect of frequency on object recognition is obtained may depend on the
particular item set used. Regardless of whether this assumption is correct or not, the
findings from all studies show that object recognition alone cannot account for the full
effect obtained in naming.
Experiment 2 was designed to assess the contribution of perceptual and conceptual
processes to the effect observed in the first experiment.

If there is no frequency

Pre-exposure of the pictures might have reduced overall naming latencies as some findings from
the literature suggest. Carroll, Byrne, & Kirsner (1985) found that mere exposure to picture stimuli without
naming sufficed to reduce naming latencies substantially. Data reported by Lacriman & Lachmari (1980)
appear to indicate that using pictures as recognition foils facilitates subsequent naming responses, although
to a lesser degree than prior naming does. Unfortunately, the authors did not provide any statistical test.
It remains unclear whether the tendency In their data is reliable in view of a recent finding by Mitchell &
Brown (1988). In thb study a similar trend was observed which, however, fell short of significance.
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effect in a task that involves identification of the depicted object but not retrieval of its
name, then the frequency effect has to be attributed to processes taking place during
or after access to the mental lexicon.

5.2

EXPERIMENTS OBJECT RECOGNITION

To test whether object identification latencies relate to the object name's frequency,
a picture recognition task was used. Subjects saw a word immediately followed by a
picture. Their task was to decide whether the word denoted the object in the picture
or not, and to push a yes- or ло-button correspondingly. For example, after reading
the word krab {crab), they had to respond yes if the following picture showed a crab,
and no if the following picture showed a cake. We measured the push-button
latencies.

5.2.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pool
participated In the experiment.
Materials. The 48 experimental items used in Experiment 1 were intermixed with a
new set of 48 filler items. In contrast to the first experiment, each item was presented
only once. Trials involving experimental items were always yes-trials and trials
involving filler items were always no-trials. So, there was an equal number of yesresponses and no-responses. We added an additional twenty practice items, half of
them to be presented in yes-trials and half of them in no-trials. Four different pseudorandomized sequences were constructed with the constraint that no experimental'Лет
was preceded by a phonologically, semantically or associatively related item.
Procedure. Each subject was run individually in a session lasting about 15 minutes.
All visual stimuli were presented centered on the screen. The words were displayed
in lower-case Times Roman 35 point typeface. Individual characters were separated
by blanks. Two push buttons were used, one for the yes and one for the no
response. The yes button was always assigned to the subject's dominant hand.
During a trial, the subject first saw a word for 1000 ms. After a pause of 200 ms the
target picture was displayed for 2000 ms. The timer was started at picture onset. It
stopped when the subject pushed a button. If no response occurred within 2000 ms,
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the response was coded as missing. 1500 ms after the time-out period the next trial
began. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were tested on the set of 20
practice items. After a short pause, the 96 test items were presented.

5.2.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean reaction times and error rates were submitted to analyses of variance with both
subjects and items as random factors. All responses longer than 2000 ms and
latencies deviating from a subject's and an item's mean by more than two standard
deviations were treated as errors and replaced by estimates. This way a total of 26
data points or 4.9% of the data were marked as incorrect. The main data analyses
were carried out on the 46 experimental items, that is the items requiring a yesresponse. They involved the fixed within-subjects factor frequency (low versus high).
Object recognition latencies for pictures with low- and high-frequency names were
nearly identical. The 6 ms advantage of high-frequency items was not significant [LF:
442 ms, HF: 436 ms; F,(1 ;11) = .56, ρ = .47, MS, = 464; F2(1 ;46) = .17, ρ = .68, MS.
= 3,050]. Error rates were identical for both conditions, namely 4.9% each.
These results suggest that there is no word frequency effect in object recognition.
However, the absence of an effect could be due to identity priming. A word may
prime the recognition of a picture it denotes; this may obliterate any frequency effect
in object recognition. If this priming hypothesis is correct, a frequency effect should
be obtained when the word does not match the picture's name. I tested this by
analyzing the reaction times for the filler items, i.e., the items that had appeared in
no-trials. Because the fillers had been drawn from the whole continuum of the
frequency distribution rather than its extremes, I correlated reaction time with
frequency instead of comparing means. For each item its mean recognition latency
and error rate were computed. The statistical analyses revealed that contrary to the
priming hypothesis, neither reaction times [^48) = .07, ρ = .65] nor error rates [Д48)
= -.23, ρ = .11] correlate with log10 frequency (nor do they correlate with raw word
frequency). While the absence of an effect in the positive trials could be due to
identity priming, there is no reason whatsoever why we should not have found an
effect if the incorrect concept has been "primed" (see Balota & Chumbley, 1964, for
a similar point).
Although some caution should usually be exercised in accepting the null-hypothesis
as empirical support the data are extremely compelling. The fact that the particular
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F-values are so small (less than 1) lends some credence to this lack of a difference.
It is therefore my conclusion that there was no effect of name frequency on the speed
and accuracy of object recognition, at least for the picture materials used here. In
other words, a substantial frequency effect can be obtained in naming (as in
Experiment 1) for pictures that do not show any frequency effect in recognition (as in
Experiment 2). This frequency effect in naming must be due to lexicalization or
articulation. And this is the effect I will analyze in the following experiments. Still,
given the Kroll and Potter (1984) findings, a genuine "object frequency0 effect in
object recognition may yet exist. It appears necessary to further explore the precise
conditions under which name frequency affects object identification, which, after all,
has been empirically observed. For example, one could ask whether object and
name frequency contribute independently to object naming latencies by affecting
different levels of the naming process. It could be that object frequency would affect
object recognition while name frequency affects lexical access. But that is not the
topic of the present study. Here, lexical effects are of principal interest. Picture
naming is just a tool to induce a conceptually driven lexicalization process. The next
experiment focuses on articulation, another possible source of our frequency effect.

5.3

EXPERIMENTS ARTICULATION

Balota and Chumbley (1985) showed that word frequency can modulate the speed of
articulatory programming and articulation to some extent. High-frequency articulatory
programs for words may be compiled and executed faster than low-frequency ones.
The main support for this view comes from the persistence of a frequency effect in a
delayed naming task. In this task subjects see a word and prepare its pronunciation.
After a variable delay a cue signals them to initiate the vocal response. It is assumed
that response preparation will proceed as far as it can. If the cue delay is long
enough, the word will have been recognized and the articulatory motor program
assembled and stored in a buffer. Upon recognizing the cue, the subject can retrieve
and execute this motor program. Any remaining effect of frequency, then, has to be
attributed to the stage of response execution (but see McRae, Jared, & Seidenberg,
1990; Monsell, Doyle, & Haggard, 1989; Savage, Bradley, & Forster, 1990). The
following experiment investigated the contribution of articulatory processes to the
effect obtained in Experiment 1, using a delayed naming task. To assure that the
subjects fully prepare the utterance at cue onset, only long cue delays were used,
ranging from 1000 to 1600 ms (for relevant arguments see Savage et al., 1990, and
the discussion in Chapter 3). In the experiment, the picture names rather than the
pictures themselves were used to elicit responses. I did this to keep the experimental
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procedure comparable to the standard procedure reported in the literature (cf., Balota
& Chumbley, 1985; Forster & Chambers, 1973). But I see in principle no reason to
expect qualitatively different results with picture stimuli.

5.3.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pool
participated in the experiment.
Materials. The experimental words were the 48 names of the pictures from the
preceding experiments. Additionally, twice as many filler words were selected,
reflecting frequency, morphological complexity, and word length of the experimental
words.
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in sessions lasting about 15 minutes
each. They were explicitly told that cue onset would be variable across trials and
could not be predicted. At the beginning of each trial the target word was displayed
in lower-case Times Roman 35 point typeface for 1000 ms centered on the computer
screen. Individual characters were separated by blanks. After variable delays of
either 1000 ms, 1300 ms, or 1600 ms a cue (" I ") directed subjects to initiate the
utterance of the word. The cue remained visible until the response was initiated, and
1500 ms later the next word was displayed. However, if no response was given
within 2000 ms after cue onset, the cue disappeared anyway, and 1500 ms later the
next trial began. The experimental words were always followed by a delay of 1000
ms, and an equal number of fillers by delays of 1300 ms and 1600 ms. Cue delay in
itself was not an object of theoretical interest. Rather, variable delays were used only
to introduce uncertainty into cue onset so as to prevent subjects from anticipating it.

5.3.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Averaged reaction times were submitted to analyses of variance involving the fixed
wrthin-subjects factor frequency only. Observations were discarded from the
analyses, if any of the following conditions held: (i) the response latency exceeded
1500 ms, (ii) a nonspeech sound had preceded the target word, triggering the voice
key, (iii) a disfluency or repair occurred, (iv) the utterance was initiated before the
response cue appeared. Finally, the data were corrected for outliers. On the basis
of these criteria, 15 observations (2.6%) were coded as errors. Only one observation
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was categorized as being of type (iv). Keeping the cue delay variable obviously
prevented subjects from anticipating the cue onset.
Mean speech onset latencies were nearly identical for low- and high-frequency words
(375 ms and 36Θ ms respectively) and did not differ statistically [F,(1;11) = 1.64, ρ =
.23, MS, = 192; F2(1;46) = .73, ρ = .40, MS, = Θ56]. Mean error rates for highfrequency words exceeded those for low-frequency words (3.5% and 1.7%), but this
difference was not reliable either [Ff(1;11) = 2.10, ρ = .18, MS, = .50; F2(1;46) =
1.74, ρ = .19, MS, = .30].
When the target words were named with a delay, no reliable effect of frequency was
obtained, and whatever there was goes in opposite directions for latency and error
proneness. In view of this pattern it appears that articulatory processes do not
notably contribute to the frequency effect obtained in Experiment 1. This finding
clearly contrasts with what Balota and Chumbley (1985) have observed, and I will
return to this divergence in Chapter 6.
Together with the results from Experiment 2, the data suggest that the word
frequency effect observed in picture naming (Experiment 1) is indeed a purely lexical
effect Neither processes of conceptual identification nor processes of articulatory
initiation are substantially involved. The next question to be addressed is at what
point in the lexicalizatJon process the frequency effect arises.

5.4

EXPERIMENT 4. GENDER DECISION I

According to our modular two-step model of lexical access, lexicalization proceeds as
follows: First a lemma is selected and in a subsequent step the associated word form
is retrieved. In the model, a lexical item's syntactic properties are stored at the
lemma level (see Figure 4). The syntactic properties include the item's grammatical
gender. According to the model, activation spreads immediately from an activated
lemma to its gender node, and this process is independent of lexeme activation.
Therefore, activation of a word's grammatical gender can be used to trace the first
step of the lexicalization process, lemma selection. If accessing a word's lemma is
frequency-dependent, gender activation should be frequency-dependent as well. In
the present experiment we presented the same pictures as in the previous ones. But
this time subjects did not name the pictures; they were instructed to decide on the
names' grammatical gender. In particular, I asked the subjects to decide on the
singular definite article that the object's name takes: Is the name a de-word or a het-
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word? In Dutch, masculine and feminine words are de-words, whereas neuter words
are rtef-words. The subjects pushed a de- or aftef-buttonaccording to their decision.
It should be noted that gender is not phonologically encoded in Dutch. Although
morphological encoding of gender does occur in Dutch (see Chapter 4.2), I chose
materials in which gender was not derivable from word-form properties.
The experiment also addressed a more trivial account of the frequency effect
observed in naming. Subjects may be slower on less frequent items because they
are less confident about the object names. What is at stake here is the codability of
the picture stimuli. Codability refers to the ease of associating a particular picture
with a unique name. It is reflected in Snodgrass and Vanderwart's Η-value which is
based on both the number of different names produced for a picture as well as the
proportion of subjects who provided each name. Since normative name agreement
indices (comparable to the indices provided by Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980) were
not available for the present item set, such an account cannot be rejected a priori.
However, the codability account clearly attributes the effect we observed in naming to
the process of lexical selection, i.e., selection of the appropriate lemma. It converges
with the lemma activation threshold account in that it predicts the same effect in
gender decision as in naming.

5.4.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pool
participated in the experiment.
Materials. The picture stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1. Because there
were 48 de-items (the experimental items, half of them with a low-frequency name
and half of them with a high-frequency name) and 48 nef-items (the filler items), each
being presented three times, the probability of de and het responses was ρ = .50
each.
Procedure. The basic procedure, including the randomization of trials, the structure
and the timing of each trial, was identical to Experiment 1. The only difference was
the type of response required. Instead of naming the picture, subjects decided on the
picture name's gender by pressing either a button labeled de or a button labeled het,
whichever was appropriate. Before the experiment started, subjects previewed the
pictures. Then they received the written instructions revealing details of the
experimental task. Subjects were informed that each response would be required
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equally often. This was done to eliminate a response bias towards the de-response
which is quite likely to exist given the fact that the distribution of the gender classes
is not symmetrical in Dutch. The de-button was always assigned to a subject's
dominant hand. The design of the experiment did not allow us to check which picture
names the subjects actually used during the experiment. Therefore, right after the
experiment, we gave them a second booklet containing the experimental pictures and
asked them to write the object's name next to each picture. If subjects recorded a
name other than expected, the corresponding observations were excluded from the
statistical analyses.

5.4.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All responses longer than 2000 ms and all latencies deviating from a subject's and an
item's mean by more than two standard deviations were treated as errors and
replaced by estimates. The same was done for those items, for which subjects had
used a name other than expected. This way, a total of 84 observations (4.9%) were
marked as incorrect. The statistical analyses were carried out on the 48 experimental
items, i.e., the items requiring a de response35. The analyses involved the fixed
within-subjects factors frequency (low versus high) and repetition (1 through 3).
Average gender decision latencies are presented in Figure 6 (for exact numeric
values of both RTs and error rates see Table A4 in the Appendix). Overall, the
gender decision was performed more rapidly for high-frequency items than for lowfrequency items. The 36 ms difference was significant in the by-subject analysis, but
only marginally significant in the by-item analysis [LF: 769 ms, HF: 733 ms; F,(1;11)
= 10.22, ρ < .01, MS, = 2,419; F2(1;46) = 3.72, ρ = .06, MS, = 13,227]. The factor
repetition yielded an effect as well. Repeated presentations of an experimental item
resulted in faster reaction times [repetitions 1 through 3: 629 ms, 737 ms, 688 ms;
^(2:22) = 138.61, ρ < .001. MS, = 887; F2(2;92) = 76.69, ρ < .001, MS, = 3,211;
minF'(2;97) = 49.37, ρ < .001]. Most interesting is the interaction between the two
factors [^(2:22) = 10.76, ρ < .001, MS, = 780; F2(2;92) = 5.19, ρ < .01, MS, = 3,211;
/rwnF'(2;102) = 3.50, ρ = .03] reflecting a diminishing frequency effect over repetitions.
This was further analyzed by means of Newman-Keuls paired comparison tests (with

35

Overall, her responses were both slower (repetitions 1 through 3: 945 ms, 2Э ms, 778 ms) and
less accurate (repetitions 1 through 3:15.5%, 5.6%. 5.2%). The extraordinarily high error rates appear to
be due to a tew items for which poor name agreement had already been observed in the pretest. Despite
this fact these (filler) items had to be Included in the experiment to obtain an equal number of de-words and
net-words. Also, the prolonged reaction times for the nef responses might be in part attributable to the fact
that these responses were always given with the subject's nondominant hand.
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ρ = .05). In the by-subjects analysis a reliable effect of frequency was obtained for
repetitions 1 and 2, but not for repetition 3. In the by-items analysis a significant
effect was found for repetition 1 only. The error rates show a similar pattern.
However, only the factor repetition reached the level of significance [repetitions 1
through Э: 8.0%, 4.2%. 2.5%; F,(2;22) = 7.02. p < .01, MS, = 1.59; Fz(2;92) = 11.47,
ρ < .001, MS, = .49; m/nP(2;52) = 4.35, ρ = .02]. Neither the factor frequency [LF:
5.3%. HF: 4.4%; F,(1;11) = .46. ρ = .51, MS. = 1.92; F2(1;46) = .38, ρ = .54, MS, =
1.17] nor the interaction of the factors frequency and repetition [F,(2;22) = .96, ρ »
.40, MS, = .75; F2(2;92) = .74, ρ = .48, MS, = .49] was statistically significant.
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Figure 6. Gender decision latencies from Experiment 4.
Clearly, the frequency of the picture's name affected the decision on its grammatical
gender. But this held for the first presentation of an item only. Whereas initially the
effect size was comparable to the one obtained in the naming experiment - 77 ms in
gender decision and 62 ms in naming - it rapidly decreased and entirely disappeared
when the items were presented for the third time. This sharply contrasts with the
naming results of Experiment 1. In naming the word frequency effect was robust over
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repetitions; it was just as pronounced on the third naming trial as it had been on the
first.
How can we account for this divergence? The most obvious explanation is that it
reflects the subjects' accommodation to the task. During their initial gender decisions
they might silently generate the pictures' names in full NPs, i.e., <Article + Noun>.
Subsequently they would monitor for the article in their internal speech. This will
produce a word-frequency effect as in Experiment 1, because the words and their
forms are fully accessed. In later trials they would become more efficient, deriving the
gender information without accessing the word forms. If frequency were encoded at
the word-form level only, these later trials would not show a frequency effect any
longer. The fact that the absolute reaction times in gender decision were substantially
longer than the naming latencies from Experiment 1 might speak in favor for this
'derived gender judgment" on the initial trials, although such a comparison must be
treated with much caution as it involved a different sample of subjects. Also, implicit
naming due to unfamiliarity with the task is not fully implausible in view of the fact that
indicating the grammatical gender of a depicted object's name is surely a less natural
task than straightforward object naming38.
The data from the present experiment do not allow us to reject this account, because
at the end of the experiment subjects have gained experience with the task and the
stimuli, and the effects of these two aspects are inevitably confounded. However,
there is an easy way to test the effect of subjects' accommodation to the task. One
can familiarize the subjects to the gender decision task by means of a set of training
items. Only thereafter they are exposed to the experimental items. There should be
no frequency effect on the latter items. This prediction was tested in the next
experiment.

38

As to my knowledge, the gender decision task has not been applied to picture stimuli so far but has
been restricted to the study of spoken (Radeaux, Mousty, & Bertelson, 1989) and written (Deutsch &
Wijnen, 1985) word recognition.
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5.5

EXPERIMENT 5. GENDER DECISION II

5.5.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pool
participated in the experiment.
Materials. The set of experimental items was the same as in the preceding
experiment. Additionally, a new set of 24 pictures was selected as the training set,
half of them showing objects with names from the het-c\ass and the other half
showing objects with names from the de-class. Each item of the training set
substituted for the first two presentations of two filler items or of two experimental
items. Thus, each of the 24 fillers was presented four times. What had been an
experimental item's third presentation in each of the four pseudo-randomized
sequences in the preceding experiment was now its first and only presentation. A
notable difference to the prior experiments was that as a result of this manipulation
the response set size increased from 96 to 120 items.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 4.

5.5.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The raw data were treated as in Experiment 4. After applying the same criteria, a
total of 31 observations (5.4%) were marked as incorrect. The data analyses were
carried out on the 48 experimental items involving only a single factor, namely the
fixed within-subjects factor frequency (low versus high).
Gender decision latencies for low-frequency items were 66 ms slower than for highfrequency items yielding a reliable effect [LF: 847 ms, HF: 781 ms; Γ,(1;11) = 41.46,
ρ < .001, MS, = 624; F2(1 ;46) = 5.39, ρ = .03, MS, = 9,613; m/nF'(1 ;54) = 4.77, ρ <
.03]. The error rates confirm the pattern. They were about twice as large for lowfrequency items than for high-frequency items [LF: 7.3%, HF: 3.5%; F,(1 ; 11 ) = 7.41,
ρ = .02, MS, = .95; F2(1;46) = 4.63, ρ = .04, MS, = .76].
Contrary to the prediction, the frequency effect still appeared in gender decision, even
after subjects familiarized themselves with the task. Also, the effect is of about the
same size as during the first presentation in Experiments 1 and 4 (66 ms, 62 ms and
77 ms respectively). This result shows that repeated processing of a specific item is
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essential for the frequency effect to disappear in gender decision. In the following
pair of experiments (Experiments 6 & 7) I investigate whether it is just previous
access to the same item, or more specifically to its gender that makes the frequency
effect vanish.

5.6

EXPERIMENT 6. NAMING & GENDER DECISION I

Instead of familiarizing the subjects with the gender decision task, as in the previous
experiment, we familiarized them with the test items in a naming task. After having
named each item twice, the subjects were (unexpectedly) given the gender decision
task on the same experimental items. If having accessed the item makes gender
information readily available when the item is accessed again, the frequency effect
should diminish or disappear in the first gender decision trial.
Hence, the experiment consisted of two parts. In the first part subjects responded to
each picture stimulus by naming it. In the second part of the experiment, subjects
were exposed to the same set of picture stimuli again. But this time, their task was
to perform a gender decision task. Within both parts of the experiment, each stimulus
was presented twice. Thus, by the time the gender decision was required, subjects
had already named each individual stimulus twice. Given the results of Experiment
1 I expected to find a pronounced frequency effect in the naming data which should
have been invariant over the two repetitions. The crucial question then was whether
a frequency effect is still obtained in gender decision.

5.6.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pool
participated in the experiment.
Materials. The same pictures as in Experiment 1 were used.
Procedure. The complete experiment lasted about 55 minutes. Naming and gender
decision trials were blocked. Subjects always started with the naming part. The
procedure for this part was identical to the one used in Experiment 1. Subjects were
told that a second experiment would follow immediately after the naming experiment.
However, they were not informed about the nature of this second experiment. Also,
they were unaware that the same picture stimuli were going to be used in the second
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experiment as well. The procedure for the subsequent gender decision part was
identical to the one used in Experiments 4 and 5.
In the course of the complete experiment, each picture was presented four times,
twice in the naming part and twice in the gender decision part. Prior to each of the
two parts, a practice set consisting of 10 items being repeated three times each was
administered. Given that there were 48 experimental and 4Θ filler items, each
presented four times, and 60 practice trials, each subject received a total of 444 trials.
The two parts of the experiment were separated by a pause. Also, there were short
pauses after the practice trials and after half of the naming and gender decision trials.

5.6.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The naming and gender decision data were analyzed in separate analyses. All
responses longer than 2000 ms or deviating from a subject's and an item's mean by
more than two standard deviations were treated as errors and replaced by estimates.
For the naming data the same was done whenever a subject had used a name other
than expected. If a subject had consistently used a different name during naming, the
gender decision data for the respective item were coded as errors as well. On the
basis of these criteria, 116 observations, or 5.0% of the data were coded as errors,
58 observations (or 5.0%) in the naming part and 58 (or 5.0%) in the gender decision
part. Figure 7 displays average reaction times (for exact numeric values of both RTs
and error rates see Table A5 in the Appendix). Naming and gender decision data will
be reported separately.
Naming. Overall, pictures with high-frequency names were named 72 ms faster than
pictures with low-frequency names [HF: 697 ms, LF: 769 ms; F,(1;11) = 96.65, ρ <
.001, MS, = 647; F2(1;46) = 13.81, ρ < .001, MS, = 9,096; m;nF'(1;55) = 12.08, ρ <
.001]. Also, reaction times decreased from the first to the second presentation from
766 ms to 700 ms [F,(1;11) = 101.99, ρ < .001, MS, = 513; F2(1;46) = 67.62, ρ <
.001, MS, = 1,547; m/nF'(1;44) = 40.66, ρ < .001]. As in Experiment 1 the two
factors did not interact (F,(1;11) = .70, ρ = .42, MS, = 443; F2(1;46) = .38, ρ = .54,
MS, = 1,547]; the frequency effect in naming is robust. Analyses of the error rates
revealed a marginally significant repetition effect only [repetition 1 and 2: 6.3% and
3.8%; F,(1;11) - 6.49, ρ = .03. MS, = .63; F2(1;46) = 3.53, ρ = .07, MS, = .58].
Neither the effect of frequency [HF:3.8%, LF: 6.3%; F,(1;11) = 3.48, ρ = .09, MS, =
1.17; Fj(1;46) = 1.38, ρ - .25, MS, = 1.48] nor the interaction frequency by repetition
[F,(1;11) = 1.94, ρ = .19, MS, = .39; F2(1;46) = .65, ρ = .43. MS, = .58] approached
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the level of significance.

Mean RT (ms)
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Repetition
Figuro 7. Naming and gender decision latencies from Experiment 6.
Gender decision. Overall, gender decision was 34 ms faster for pictures with highfrequency names than for those with low-frequency names. This effect was
significant in the by-subject analysis [HF: 736, LF: 770; F,(1;11) = 23.23, ρ < .001,
MS, = 631], but marginal in the by-item analysis [F2(1;46) = 3.38, ρ = .07, MS, =
8,656]. Reaction times decreased by 64 ms from the first to the second presentation
of an item yielding a highly reliable repetition effect [repetitions 1 and 2: 785 ms and
721 ms; F,(1;11) = 73.62. ρ < .001, MS, = 672; F2(1;46) = 71.43. ρ < .001, MS, =
1,384; /л/лР(1;36) = 36.25, ρ < .001]. More important, however, is a reliable
interaction between the factors frequency and repetition: whereas the frequency
effect amounted to 54 ms at the first presentation, it reduced to 15 ms at the second
presentation IF,(1;11) = 9.30. ρ = .01. MS, = 484; F2(1;46) = 6.64. ρ = .01, MS, =
1,384; /n/nP(1 ;43) = 3.87, ρ - .05]. Newman-Keuls planned pair-wise comparisons
(with ρ = .05) showed that a reliable frequency effect is obtained at the first
presentation only. This held for both the by-subjects analysis and the by-items
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analysis. Error rates for low-frequency and high-frequency items were identical [5.1%
each]. Neither the factor repetition [repetitions 1 and 2: 5.8% and 4.4%; F,(1;11) =
1.04, ρ = .33, MS, = 1.29; F2(1;46) = 1.77, ρ = .19, MS, = .38] nor the interaction
repetition by frequency [F,(1;11) = .14. ρ = .71, MS, = .58; F2(1;46) = .11, ρ = .74,
MS, = .38] reached the level of significance.
Two findings should be emphasized. First, as predicted and replicating the finding
from Experiment 1, a pronounced effect of word frequency is obtained in naming and
it is unaffected by repetition. Second, the gender decision data replicate the finding
of Experiment 4. An initial frequency effect is obtained, but it disappears in the
second presentation of the pictures.
Clearly, the findings are at odds with the hypothesis that having accessed an item (in
naming) facilitates accessing its gender information in a gender decision task to the
extent that the word frequency effect is obliterated. So far, the only way to abolish it
has been repeated gender decision on the same item. It is, apparently, crucial that
the item's gender information is factually retrieved, i.e., selected. This is, of course,
the case in gender decision, but not necessarily in naming.
There is a straightforward test of the hypothesis. We should take care that gender
information is retrieved in the naming task as well. This can be realized by a slight
change in the experimental procedure, namely by instructing subjects to give a full NP
naming response, consisting of the name plus its definite article. We would then
expect the frequency effect to be absent in a subsequent gender decision task.

5.7

EXPERIMENT 7. NAMING & GENDER DECISION II

In the first part of this experiment subjects responded to the picture stimuli by
producing an NP consisting of the picture's name preceded by the adequate singular
definite article. So, when seeing the picture of a tree they were asked to say de
boom {the(mac) tree). To select the appropriate singular definite article, subjects had
to retrieve the picture name's gender during the naming trials. As in the previous
experiment, subjects first performed the naming experiment and subsequently
switched to the gender decision experiment. Thus, by the time they performed the
gender decision on a picture's name for the first time, they had already retrieved the
noun's gender twice in the naming trials.
What are the predictions for this experiment? The prediction for the gender decision
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trials is clear: a dissipated frequency effect due to repeated retrieval of gender
information. The matter is more complicated for the naming trials when a full NP is
produced. If access to the article is fast, subjects may initiate their response as soon
as the article is available, without waiting for the noun's form to be available. If form
access is the locus of the frequency effect, this strategy will lead to a diminished
frequency effect in the later part of the naming trials as well.

5.7.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twelve paid subjects recruited from the Max Planck Institute's subject pooi
participated in the experiment.
Materials. The same picture set as in the preceding experiment was used.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to the one in Experiment 5 with the only
difference being the syntactic format of the response in the naming part of the
experiment: <Article + Noun> instead of <Noun>.

5.7.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The raw data were handled in the same way as in Experiment 6. After applying the
same criteria, a total of 79 observations (6.9%) of the naming data and 57
observations (4.9%) of the gender decision data were marked as incorrect. Again,
the data analyses were carried out on the 48 experimental items only. Naming and
gender decision data were analyzed separately. For both data sets the statistical
analyses involved the fixed within-subjects factors frequency (low versus high) and
repetition (1 and 2). Mean reaction times are presented in Figure θ (for exact
numeric values of both RTs and error rates see Table A6 in the Appendix). As
before, naming and gender decision data will be reported separately.
Naming. As in the preceding experiments, a strong frequency effect of 53 ms was
obtained [LF: 773 ms, HF: 720 ms; F,(1;11) = 26.12, ρ < .001, MSe = 1,309;
F2(1;46) = 6.16, ρ = .02. MS, = 11,128; /rwiF*(1;56) = 4.9Θ, ρ < .03]. Also, naming
latencies decreased with repetition [repetitions 1 and 2:769 ms and 724 ms; F,(1 ;11)
= 27.07, ρ < .01, MS. = Θ99; F2(1;46) = 30.26, ρ < .001, MS, = 1,612; m/nF'(1;33)
= 14.29, ρ < .01]. There was no interaction between these two factors; although the
frequency effect was numerically larger for the first than for the second presentation
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(59 ms versus 47 ms), this was far from being significant [^(1;11) = 1.11, ρ = .31,
MS, = 383; F2(1;46) = .51. ρ = .48, MS, = 1,612]. The analysis of the error rates
revealed no significant effects (repetition: repetitions 1 and 2: 8.0% and 5.8%;
F,(1;11) = 2.72. p = .13, MS, = 1.29. F2(1;46) = 2.41. p= .13. MS, = .73; frequency:
LF: 7.0%, HF: 6.8%; F,(1;11) = .01. ρ = .91. MS, = 1.43; F2(1;46) = .00. ρ = .95.
MS, = 2.36; repetition by frequency: F,(1;11) = .15, ρ = .70, MS, = 1.23; F2(1;46)
= .13, ρ =.72, MS, = .73].
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Figure B. Naming and gender decision latencies from Experiment 7.
Gender decision. Overall, reaction times for pictures with low- and high-frequency
names were identical [LF: 721 ms, HF: 722 ms; F,(1;11) = .01. ρ = .91, MS, = 295;
F2(1 ;46) = .00, ρ = .98, MS, = 8,766]. The factor repetition yielded a highly reliable
effect [repetition 1 and 2: 748 ms and 695 ms; F,(1;11) = 28.75. ρ < .001. MS, =
1.195; F2(1;46) = 46.52. ρ < .001. MS. = 1,474; m/nF'(1;26) = 17.77, p < .001]. The
frequency by repetition interaction was just significant in the by-subject analysis
[F,(1;11) = 4.68, ρ = .05. MS, = 319], but not at all in the by-item analysis [F2(1;46)
= 2.03, ρ = .16, MS, = 1,474]. Actually, the effect in the by-subject analysis reflected
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a cross-over interaction, and Newman-Keuls planned pair-wise comparisons (with ρ
= .05) revealed that the factor frequency had no effect at either of the two levels of
the repetition factor. Analysis of the error rates revealed an effect of repetition only
[repetitions 1 and 2: 7.0% and 3.0%; F,(1;11) = 6.14, ρ = .03, MS, = 1.79; F2(1;46)
= 9.57, ρ < .01, MS, = .58]. Neither did the effect of frequency approach significance
[HR 5.4%, LF: 4.5%, F,(1;11) = .47; ρ = .51, MSe =1.11; F2(1;46) = .39, ρ = .53, MS,
= .66] nor did it interact with the repetition factor [F,(1 ;11) = .67, ρ = .43, MS, = 1.52;
F2(1;46) = .89, ρ = .35, MS, = .58].
We again observed a pronounced and robust frequency effect in naming. But in
contrast to the previous experiment, no frequency effect was obtained in the
subsequent gender decision. That is, prior production of a definite NP eliminates the
frequency effect in gender decision. The only difference with the previous experiment
was production of the definite (gender-dependent) article in naming. After having
accessed the article in naming, the frequency effect disappears in gender decision.
What can we conclude from these findings and those in the previous three
experiments with respect to the locus of the word frequency effect? First, we did not
observe a robust frequency effect in gender decision, i.e., an effect that was
preserved over repetitions of an item. This contrasts with the frequency effect in
naming, which is structural in character. Second, the ephemeral effect in gender
decision is probably not a simple derivative of the robust effect in naming. In
particular, it cannot be explained by a disappearing strategy of internal naming on the
part of the subject. It is more likely that we have discovered a different frequencydependent effect altogether. Third, this is further confirmed by the finding that the
effect in gender decision disappears after an <Article + Noun> naming task with the
same items. It does not disappear, however, within that naming task: the frequency
effect is as large in the second trial in Experiment 7 as it was in the first. This
testifies to a different origin of the two effects.
What, then, could be the cause of the ephemeral effect? One possibility is that it is
a recency effect. The ephemeral effect must have its source in a modification of the
connection between a lemma and its gender node. The source cannot lie in a
changed activation level or selection threshold of the gender node itself, because then
we would expect fast and frequency-independent access to gender information for all
lexical items projecting onto that particular abstract gender node. And this was clearly
not the case. Also, the source cannot be a lemma's altered activation threshold,
since then the same effect should have been obtained in naming. But the same
effect was not obtained. Hence, we are left with the connection strength between a
lemma and its gender node (see Figure 4). The strength of that particular connection
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is increased at every use of the words gender information, and decays slowly
afterwards On the assumption that word frequency relates to recency of usage we
expect that the selection of gender information has, on average, been more recent for
high-frequency words than for low-frequency words
Hence, accessing gender
information is faster for high-frequency words than for low-frequency words, but this
difference has nothing to do with frequency as such When recency of use is
equalized between these classes of items, as was the case for the later trials in
Expenments 4 and 5 and in Experiment 7, this type of frequency dependency should
diminish or disappear. This account is meant to be tentative. I will return to this
explanation, its possible functional significance, its problems, and two alternative
accounts in Chapter 6 Before doing so, I will report two last experiments which
attempted to pin down the precise lexical locus of the robust frequency effect.

5.8

EXPERIMENTS. PRODUCTION OF HOMOPHONES

The expenmental findings obtained so far excluded frequency-sensitive lemma
activation thresholds as likely sources of the robust frequency effect in naming.
Hence, we are left with two major possibilities: (i) word frequency is encoded in the
lemma-to-lexeme connection strengths, and (и) word frequency is encoded in the
lexeme activation thresholds. I will refer to these as out-of-І тта and lexeme
hypothesis, respectively. The following pair of expenments is designed to directly
contrast these two explanations
Figure 9 compares the model representations of a pair of homophones (left) and a
nonhomophomc word (right). Homophones are distinct lexical entries which have
different lemmas but the same phonological form. Take as an example the Dutch
word form /bos/ This word form is associated with two lexical entries, one meaning
bunch and the other meaning forest. While the first one is a rather rare word in Dutch
(with a lemma frequency of 2 in a million), the latter is a quite common word (with a
lemma frequency of 84 in a million). Clearly, the homophonic words have distinct
representations at the lemma level, they differ with respect to both their semantic and
syntactic properties. In rather informal notation, the forest entry in our example is
semantically specified as something like 'dense growth of trees and underbrush
covering a large tract', and the bunch entry as something like 'number of things of the
same kind'. Also, these two lexical items differ with respect to their syntactic
properties. Whereas the syntactic gender of the forest entry is neuter (and therefore
takes the singular definite article /tel), the gender of the bunch entry is masculine (and
takes the article de). At the same time, these words' forms are identical, namely /bos/
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in both cases. When assuming that the lexical system operates on the principles of
nonredundancy, it might be the case that the two lemmas project onto a single
lexeme.

Lemmas

Lexemes

Figure 9.
(right).

Model representation of homophones (left) and nonhomophones

What are the consequences as far as frequency effects are concerned? For a
nonhomophone the frequency of its lemma equals the frequency of its lexeme
(ignoring cases where a lemma is selected but not phonologically encoded -- see
Chapter 6). In Figure 9 F ^ = F ^ . For a homophone, however, the lexeme
frequency is the sum of the two lemma frequencies; in Figure 9 Ftax1 = Ftom1 + Ftom2.
The out-of-lemma hypothesis predicts that the speed of accessing the common
lexeme from lemma, is a function of Ftom1, whereas accessing it from lemma, is
determined by FtomZ. This means that accessing the lower-frequency homophone of
a pair will be slower than accessing the higher-frequency one. But according to the
lexeme hypothesis, accessing speed is determined by the frequency of the shared
lemma, i.e., by Ftom, + Ftm2. This means that the two homophones will have the same
naming latency, and that it should be of the same order of magnitude as the latency
of a nonhomophone with frequency Ftom1 + F ^ . Although we already excluded a
lemma-threshold explanation of the word frequency effect, that hypothesis predicts the
same homophone result as the out-of-lemma hypothesis. Hence, both these
explanations can be rejected when homophone latencies turn out to be determined by
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the sum frequency of the two homophonic words37.
How can this be tested experimentally? A general difficulty is that homophones that
are not related in meaning are relatively rare. A second difficulty is that picture
naming tasks are impractical; most homophones are hard or impossible to picture.
For example, how could we depict we and wee? Still, a task was needed that
necessitated access to both the lemma and the lexeme. I resorted to an experimental
paradigm which exploits a feature native speakers of Dutch are notorious for: their
multi-lingualism.
Most subjects in the Max Planck Institute's subject pool have an adequate to good
knowledge of English. This makes it possible to give them the following simple task:
to produce the Dutch translation equivalent for a visually presented English word. We
can then measure the translation latency. Of course, this task involves accessing the
Dutch lexeme; the Dutch word-form information has to be retrieved in order to
produce the word. But how certain can we be that this task does indeed involve
lemma access as well?
Theories of bilingual lexical representation diverge on the issue of whether
corresponding words from different languages are directly connected via associative
links within the bilingual lexicon (word association hypothesis), or whether this
connection is only established via a conceptual representation (concept mediation
hypothesis) (cf., Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, & Jain, 1984; Potter, So, von Eckardt,
& Feldman, 1984). An important factor determining the nature of the link between
translation equivalents seems to be a speaker's expertise. While Potter et al. (1984)
argue that concept mediation holds for all bilingual speakers, regardless of second
language proficiency, Kroll & Curley (1988) have provided some evidence suggesting
the existence of multiple "translation routes", dependent on the speaker's second
language proficiency. While second language learners may use a word association
route in early phases, concept mediation dominates as they become more proficient.
Both accounts, however, converge on the assumption that a proficient bilingual's
translation is conceptually mediated.
The subjects to be tested in the next two experiments can be assumed to have
substantial second language experience. Before entering university, each Dutch

The whole argument, of course, only holds, if our assumption about homophone representation Is
correct. I will refer to this as the strong daim about homophone representation. A weaker claim is to
assume some kind of lexical contact between homophonic lexical Kerns, for instance during access to
syllable representations (cf., Levert, 1992).
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Student (to which our subject sample was restricted) has had at least six years of
instruction in the English language. Also, at the time of signing up for the experiment
each of the subjects was informed about the kind of task and told that good
knowledge of English would be required. Any of the subjects was free to withdraw
and sign up for a different experiment if he/she thought that his/her English
proficiency would not suffice. We could then be quite sure of testing a sample of
subjects with above-average knowledge of English who are likely to use a conceptual
route in translating. But even if our subjects responded through word association, our
requirement could be met, as long as the intra-fexical associative links were between
lemmas and not between lexemes. Links between lexemes are unlikely. Translation
equivalents do not only differ in form (ignoring cognates), but also often in syntactic
properties, such as gender (e.g. "moon" is masculine in German (der Mond), but
feminine in French {la lune)). According to the theoretical model, gender and other
syntactic information is only accessible at the lemma level. Therefore, adequate
translation of such terms in syntactic context will, as a rule, require lemma level
access. Bilingual competence is precisely the ability to acknowledge a word's syntax
in using it. Hence there will be lemma access on both accounts of the bilingual
lexicon, at least for speakers with some substantial second language experience.
One cannot, however, exclude that occasionally our subjects would use a shallow
lexeme-to-lexeme route. That is, although they get the translation correct they would
fail to get the target word's syntax right if they were required to access it. Even if this
were correct, it would not pose a fundamental problem because it works against our
hypotheses. Any occasion on which the subjects use the shallow lexeme-to-lexeme
connection in translating would reduce the potential contributions of conceptual- and
lemma-level sources to the observed effect. If we still find the full frequency effect
this would further testify to the lexemic locus of that effect
There is a more serious problem with the translation task. Its first step consists in
recognizing the visually presented English word, and this will be reflected in the
translation latency. In other words, translation latency is not a pure measure of
accessing the Dutch target word. In order to control for this additional factor, the
same English words were used In a semantic decision task38. Subjects were
instructed to give a positive push-button response, if the English probe word denoted
an animate entity (animal or human). They should give a negative response to all

38
An alternative would have been to control for all kinds of variables known to influence the speed
of word recognition. Apart from the problem that this would have seriously reduced our set of potential
items which - at least for the homophonic words -- was already rather small, this would have Imposed a
fundamental problem, namely how and to what extent lexical statistics can be taken to reflect aspects of
lexical representation of non-native speakers. The approach chosen here avoids these problems.
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other words*. In the main experiment (Experiment 8B) a subject was to perform
two tasks in different sessions, namely (i) produce the Dutch translation equivalent for
the English probe, and (ii) carry out the semantic decision with the English probe.
The difference in reaction time between these two tasks is a measure for the time it
takes to produce the Dutch target word, while controlling for the contribution of probe
recognition on the overall reaction time*.
Although the semantic decision latency would account for any contribution of probe
word processing, it was nevertheless necessary to assure that the English probe
words would be familiar to the population of subjects tested in the experiment. There
were two major motivations for pretesting the materials. First, it obviously makes no
sense to use English words that are unfamiliar to the population of subjects tested
here. Second, I wanted to avoid that any effect observed in the difference scores be
carried mainly by the semantic decision latencies. Some of the preselected probe
words had rather low-normative-frequency counts, and it has been shown that in this
range familiarity is a powerful predictor of visual word recognition latencies, at least
for native speakers (Gernsbacher, 1984). To avoid any major contribution of this
nuisance variable, I pretested the experimental words for familiarity in a separate
experiment (8A).
Selection of materials. The main experiment contrasted three sets of experimental
words. The first set, which I shall refer to as the homophone condition, includes lowlemma-frequency words with a high-lemma-frequency homophone. An instance is the
Dutch word bos. Its high-frequent reading is forest and its low-frequent reading is
bunch. The homophone condition included bos/bunch. Only homophone pairs that
were also homographie were included in the experiment41. A further condition was

The exact wording of the instruction was the following: "De bedoeling is dat je probeert zo snel en
accuraat mogelijk te beslissen of het woord dat je gezien hebt iets dierlijk aanduidt of niet. [...] Onder
dierlijk verstaan we in dit experiment alles wat dierlijk of menselijk Is. (...) Niet dierlijk Is al het andere,
inclusief planten en lichaamsdeelen.' (Decide as fast and as accurately as possible whether the word you
see denotes some 'kind of animal' or not. [...] In this experiment we consider as 'kind of animal' everything
that is either an animal or a human being. [...] As not being a 'kind of animal' we consider everything else,
including plants and parts of a (human) body.)
I do not, of course, claim that the difference scores are an absolute measure of lexical access time
(in the sense Donders (1868) would have perceived them). The only assumption Is that the semantic
decision latencies account for differences in probe word recognition latency. If it were possible to perfectly
control our experimental items for all variables affecting that process, the semantic decision control task
would be superfluous.
This might raise the question how one can possibly assign frequency counts to pairs of
homographie homophones. The disambiguation was done on the basis of syntactic information provided
for each entry in the CELEX database. For example, CELEX specifies features like word class, as well as
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that the sum lemma frequency exceeded the lemma frequency of the low-frequency
member by both more than 30 occurrences in a million and by at least factor two.
This criterion created a large contrast between the sum lemma frequency of the
homophones and the low-frequency controls (see below).
The second set was composed of lemma-frequency matched words which do not
have a homophone (low-frequency controls, henceforth LF-controls). Each word in
this set was selected to form a frequency match for a low-frequent homophone in the
first set. For bos/bunch the LF-control word was hok/kennel.
The third set consisted of high-lemma-frequency words (high-frequency controls,
henceforth HF-controls). Each of these words had a lemma frequency that matched
the sum lemma frequency of the two members of a homophone pair. For bos this
was the word ЛоеА/согпег. The lemma frequency of hoek/comer is roughly the sum
of the lemma frequencies of bos/bunch and bos/forest.
It should be noted that in the course of the experiment the high-frequency
homophones were neither mentioned nor probed for production. In our example, the
English word forest did not appear in the experiment. These words were, so to
speak, "in the subjects' minds" only42.
LF- and HF-controls were always of the same syntactic class as the homophones
they matched (noun or adjective). Also, all experimental words were nonanimate, in
order to obtain a consistent response in the semantic decision task. Finally, we also
controlled, across the three sets, for word length in terms of both number of syllables
and number of segments, and for the proportion of concrete and abstract words.
We needed these three sets of words to test our two alternative hypotheses. With the
out-of-lemma hypothesis we expect that the homophone condition produces a pattern
similar to the LF-condition. With the lexeme hypothesis we expect that the
homophone condition produces a pattern that is indistinguishable from the HFcondition (which I will refer to as homophone effect}. With both hypotheses we
expect that the HF-control condition yields faster reactions than the LF-control

subClassification features, such as gender (for nouns) or transitivity (for lexical verbs). On the basis of this
information, the frequency count in most cases can be assigned to the homophones unambiguously.
However, if this was not the case, the respective words were not considered. The procedure is illustrated
by our example bos, m which the two lemmas listed contrast on the gender dimension.
42
Actually, it turned out during the debriefing that most of the subjects had not been aware at all that
homophones had been involved.
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condition (which I will refer to as frequency effect). This effect is essential because
it ascertains that the experimental paradigm is sensitive to word frequency.

Table 4. Mean word frequency for each experimental condition in Experiment
β. In brackets the standard deviation is given.
Condition
Homophones

LF-controls

HF-controls

(LF)

9.45
(11.91)

9.36
(Θ.09)

352.27
(452.01)

(sum)

355.09
(444.49)

In addition to the three experimental sets, we had a fourth set of animate fillers. For
each item in the three sets of experimental words an animate control word was
selected. These items were roughly controlled for lemma frequency and probe word
length in order to avoid any biases in the semantic decision task.
We selected eleven items for each experimental condition, plus an additional set of
thirty-three fillers. They are listed in Table A2 (Appendix). Table 4 lists the relevant
frequency measures for the different groups of items.

5.8.1

EXPERIMENT 8A. PRETEST

To evaluate whether any of the selected English probe words was completely
unfamiliar to the population of subjects tested here, and to assess whether there is a
systematic difference in familiarity across experimental conditions, the selected set of
probe words was pretested by collecting familiarity judgments.

5.8.1.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twenty paid subjects participated in the experiment. When signing up for
the experiment they were informed that they would perform a task with English words
and that good knowledge of that language is required.
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Procedure. A simple р псіі-and-paper test was conducted. The thirty-three
experimental English probe words were presented in random order. Each word was
accompanied by a five-point scale on which subjects indicated how familiar they were
with the respective word. They were instructed to assign only one whole-number
value to each word. They were asked to choose the highest value (5) if they had
heard or read the word many times and knew its meaning, and the lowest value (1)
if they had never heard or read the word and did not know its meaning. Before
subjects made their judgments on the experimental items, they received a set of
twenty filler words. These words were selected in a way that they represented a wide
frequency distribution including very common and very rare words to give subjects an
idea of the range of word familiarity in the set and to provide anchors for the scale
before the judgment of the experimental words started.

5.8.1.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Averaged familiarity ratings were submitted to analyses of variance. Both subjects
and items were considered random factors in separate analyses.
Most of the words were highly familiar to the subjects. A first descriptive analysis
revealed that mean ratings for the individual words ranged from 2.6 {"stratum") to 5.0
(for example "dusf and many more). That is, while there were substantial differences
in the familiarity ratings for different probe words, all words were considered as being
rather familiar. Most important, the ratings for the homophone condition and the LFcontrol condition did not differ, 4.5 and 4.4 respectively. Only the HF-control condition
yielded a higher familiarity judgement, namely 4.9. Analyses of variance revealed a
significant condition effect in the by-subjects analysis only [Fl (2;38) = 26.78, ρ < .001,
MS, = .05; F2(2;30) = 2.13, ρ = .14, MS, = .31]. A further analysis of the by-subject
effect was carried out by means of Newman-Keuls planned comparisons (with ρ =
.05). The analysis showed that the HF-control condition differed from both the
homophone and the LF-control condition. No significant difference, however, was
obtained between the homophone and the LF-control condition. Thus, it seems that
the selected set of words was suitable for use in the translation experiment.
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5.8.2

EXPERIMENT 8B. MAIN EXPERIMENT: TRANSLATION
AND SEMANTIC DECISION

5.8.2.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twenty subjects were tested. For participation in both experimental
sessions they received a total of dfl 17.00. The subject selection criterion was the
same as in the pretest (Experiment 8a). The data of one additional subject were
discarded from the analyses because he was unable to perform the translation task
with reasonable accuracy (more than 60% errors in one of the experimental
conditions) as were the data from another additional subject who produced a high
number of unreliable voice-key measures caused by extreme variations in loudness.
Materials. The selected sixty-six items were split into two blocks. One block
contained six homophones, the corresponding six LF-control words and six HF-control
words, and eighteen animate filler words. The second block contained the remaining
words. Additionally, for each block two fillers (one animate and one inanimate) were
selected, to be presented at the beginning of the respective block. Within a block,
each item was presented three times (except the two block-initial fillers), resulting in
a total of 110 and 92 trials, respectively. The trials were pseudo-randomized with the
constraints that (i) no more than five items requiring the same semantic decision
would be presented in adjacent trials, (ii) no homophone or control item would be
preceded by a phonologically or semantically related probe or response, and (iii)
repeated presentations of any experimental item were separated by at least 10
intervening trials. For each block two versions were created. Block version was
completely crossed with block sequence, thus resulting in four different versions of the
test materials. An equal number of subjects was randomly assigned to each version.
But each subject received the same version in both sessions. This way, the
difference scores between translation and semantic decision latencies are based on
observations in truly homologous positions across both parts of the experiment.
Finally, an additional block consisting of thirty different items, half being animate and
half being inanimate, was constructed to be presented as a practice block.
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in two sessions lasting about 35 minutes
each. The sessions were separated by an average of one week. In the first session
subjects carried out the translation task. In the second session they performed the
semantic decision task. The apparatus was the same as in the preceding
experiments. During the translation session, subjects produced the Dutch translation
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equivalent of the presented English probe word. During the semantic decision
session, subjects indicated their decision on the English probe word by pressing either
a button labeled yes or one labeled no. For each individual subject, the yes-button
was assigned to the subject's dominant hand.
A trial was structured as follows. First, a warning signal (" * ") was presented for 200
ms. After a pause of 400 ms, the probe word was displayed. The timer started
simultaneously with the probe onset. Probe word display time was dependent on the
subject's response: As soon as a response was initiated, the probe disappeared and
about 2100 ms later the next trial started. If no response occurred within 2000 ms,
a time-out code was recorded and about 2100 ms later the next trial began.
Before the experiment started, subjects studied written instructions. At the beginning
of each block they also briefly studied a booklet containing all probe words and their
translation equivalents. Then the actual experiment began with the practice block
followed by the two experimental blocks.

5.8.2.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All statistical analyses were based on difference scores. These were obtained by
subtracting each subject's semantic decision latency from that subject's translation
latency for each item at each level of the repetition factor. Before computing these
difference scores, the raw data were treated in the following way. First, all
observations were set to missing and an error was coded whenever any of the
following conditions held. Translation data: (i) there was no response or (ii) the
response had been initiated after the 2000 ms time-out interval, (iii) a translation was
other than expected, (iv) a nonspeech sound produced before the onset of the word
had erroneously triggered the voice key, (v) an utterance had been repaired.
Semantic decision data: (i) there was a wrong response or (ii) the response latency
had exceeded 2000 ms. In all these cases observations were excluded pairwise.
That is, if applying these criteria led to the exclusion of a translation response, the
corresponding semantic decision response was discarded as well, and vice versa. In
a next step, both translation and semantic decision data were replaced by Winer's
(1971) procedure. Only then, in a final step, were the difference scores computed
from the translation and semantic decision latencies. Although the number of
erroneous translation data and erroneous semantic decision data was only 6.6% and
5.0% the joint condition on difference scores left us with 11.2% missing data.
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Table 5a. Mean translation latencies (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by condition and repetition for Experiment 8B.
Condition
Homophones

LF-controls

HF-controls

repetition
1

861
(8.2)

963
(11.4)

827
(6.4)

2

775
(5.5)

869
(6.8)

(3.6)

3

752
(5.0)

831
(6.8)

724
(5.9)

average

796
(6.2)

888
(8.3)

765
(5.3)

745

Table 5b. Mean semantic decision latencies (in milliseconds) and error rates
(in percentages) by condition and repetition for Experiment 8B.
Condition
Homophones

LF-controls

HF-controls

repetition
1

583
(6.8)

599
(10.9)

(3.6)

2

543
(1.8)

545
(3.6)

532
(4.1)

3

537
(4.1)

539
(6.4)

523
(2.7)

average

554

561
(7.0)

(3.5)

(4.2)

559

538

Tables 5a and 5b display mean translation latencies, mean semantic decision
latencies, and the respective error rates broken down by condition and repetition.
These data are listed here mainly for illustrative reasons; as mentioned, the principal
statistical analyses were based on difference scores.
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Averaged difference scores were submitted to analyses of variance treating both
subjects and items as random factors. In the by-subjects analysis, each data point
was based on 11 observations, and in the by-items analysis on 20 observations. The
analyses involved the two three-level within-subjects factors condition (homophone
versus frequency-matched control versus high-frequency control) and repetition (1
through 3).

Mean Difference Score (ms)

1

2
Repetition

O—O

homophone

•—•

LF-control

д—д

HF-control

Э

Figure 10. Difference scores from Experiment ΘΒ.
Figure 10 displays the mean difference scores (for exact numeric values of both RTs
and error rates see Table A7 in the Appendix). As can be seen immediately, there is
a clear effect of condition. The largest difference scores are found for the LF-controls
(327 ms), and the smallest difference scores for the HF-controls (227 ms). The
difference scores for the homophones (242 ms) fall in between. This pattern results
in a reliable condition effect [F,(2;38) = 77.26, ρ < .001, MS, = 2,260; F2(2;30) =
5.40, ρ = .01. MS, = 17,758; m/nP(2;34) = 5.05, ρ = .01]. Also, difference scores
decrease with repeated presentation [repetition 1 through 3: 304 ms, 256 ms, 236
ms; ^(2;38) = 65.98, ρ < .001. MS, = 1,096; F2(2;60) = 30.37, ρ < .001. MS, =
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1,311; minF'{2;95) = 20.80, ρ < .001]. As expected, the condition effect is largely
unaffected by repetition [F,(4;76) = .65, ρ = .63, MS, = 954; Fz(4;60) = .26, ρ = .91,
MS, = 1,311]. To further analyze the condition effect, Newman-Keuls paired
comparison tests (with ρ < .05) were computed. Both the by-subject analysis and the
by-item analysis revealed that HF-control and LF-control condition differ significantly,
as do homophone and LF-control condition. Most important, there is no reliable
difference between the homophone and the HF-control condition. The analysis of
error rates yields a reliable repetition effect only [repetitions 1 through 3:15.1%, 8.5%,
10.2%; F,(2;38) = 9.68, ρ < .001, MS, = .90; F2(2;60) = 9.51, ρ < .001, MS, = 1.67;
m/nF'(2;93) = 4.80, ρ = .01]. Although for the LF-control condition slightly higher error
rates than for the other conditions were obtained [homophone: 10.3%; LF-control:
14.8%; HF-control: 8.6%], the condition effect was significant in the by-subject
analysis only [F,(2;38) = 5.41, ρ = .01, MS, = 1.39], but not in the by-item analysis
[F2(2;30) = 1.74, ρ = .19, MS, = 7.85]. There was no reliable interaction between the
two factors condition and repetition [F,(4;76) = 1.14, ρ = .24, MS, = .78; F2(4;60) =
1.19, ρ = .32, MS, = 1.67]
The analyses of difference scores yielded a clear pattern of results: homophones
differ from LF-controls (what I refer to as homophone effect) as do HF-controls
(frequency effect), and homophones are indistinguishable from HF-controls. Still, one
might want to see whether (differences in) the semantic decision latencies contribute
to an enhancement or decrease of the homophone and frequency effects. Ideally, the
two effects should be carried by the translation latencies only and be absent in the
semantic decision latencies (testifying to an adequately selected item set). In
particular, the semantic decision latencies to the homophones and LF-controls should
not differ. However, the data exhibit a slight overall advantage of the homophones of
7 ms (and a more substantial 23 ms advantage of the HF-controls over the LFcontrols). An analysis of variance revealed that the three conditions do indeed differ
significantly [homophones: 554 ms, LF-controls: 561, HF-controls: 538 ms; F,(2;38)
= 22.88, ρ < .001, MS, = 365; F2(2,30) = 3.42, ρ = .05, MS, = 1,357]. The effect was
further analyzed by computing Newman-Keuls pairwise comparisons (with ρ = .05).
In the item-based analysis the semantic decision latencies to the HF-controls differed
significantly from both the LF-controls and the homophones. The homophone
condition, however, did not differ from the LF-control condition. A similar pattern was
obtained in the item-based analysis. Here semantic decision latencies to the HFcontrol differed from the semantic decision latencies to the LF-controls. But neither
the HF-controls nor the LF-controls differed from the homophones. In sum, it was
only the faster semantic decision to the HF-controls that caused the condition effect
in the semantic decision latencies. This effect is not too surprising given that the
English probes in the HF-control condition also tended to be more familiar than in the
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other two groups (see Experiment 8A). However, the important point here is that the
homophone condition does nor differ from the LF-control condition.
For the sake of completeness, the two remaining effects from the analysis of the
semantic decision latencies should be mentioned. First, a reliable repetition effect
was obtained [repetitions 1 through 3: 5Θ0 ms, 540 ms, 533 ms; F,(2;3e) = 101.55,
ρ < .001, MS, = 381; F2(2;60) = 54.00, ρ < .001, MS, = 395; m/nF'(2;97) = 35.25, ρ
< .001]. Second, the interaction condition by repetition, however, reached the level
of significance in the by-subject analysis but failed to do so in the by-item analysis
[F,(4;76) = 2.50, ρ = .05, MS, = 435; F2(4;60) = 1.52, ρ = .21, MS, = 395].
The results from this experiment can be summarized in three points. First, there is a
strong effect of word frequency. Thus, the experimental procedure has been sensitive
to the variable in focus here. Second, the production of a word does indeed profit
from a high-frequency homophone. Actually, the homophones behave like the HFcontrols, thus supporting the lexeme hypothesis and contradicting the prediction of the
out-of-lemma hypothesis. Third, both the homophone effect and the frequency effect
are robust over repetitions, the same pattern we observed in all earlier naming data
Before the actual experiment started subjects had previewed the list of English probe
words and the Dutch translation equivalents. Although we had pretested the probe
words in Experiment ΘΑ and had found that all words were quite familiar to our
subjects, we wanted to keep the number of deviant or incorrect translations to a
minimum. Such a procedure could have reduced the contribution of conceptual and
lemma level processes and invited subjects to map lexemes onto lexemes. Any such
occasion should have reduced higher (concept or lemma) level contributions to the
frequency and homophone effects. Still, we obtained substantial and robust effects.
This further testifies to their lexemic origin, as well as to the lexemic locus of the
robust frequency effect obtained in Experiment 1.
But there is also some evidence that subjects cannot have relied on lexeme-lexeme
mapping exclusively. This evidence stems from semantically motivated translation
errors. Although semantically motivated misselections occurred at a low rate (as such
errors do in spontaneous speech), they did exist. Examples for such semantic
substitution errors are the following: parfum (perfume) instead of geur (odour), steen
(stone) instead of к і (boulder), mus (sparrow) instead of mug (mosquito), and slang
(snake) instead of slak (snail). Interesting enough, the latter two erroneously
produced words are instances of mixed errors, since the intruding word reveals both
semantic and phonological resemblance to the target word. It is important to point out
that the error words are not restricted to the words in the response set (as might be
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predicted under the lexeme-to-lexeme mapping hypothesis); some of the error words
have neither been targets in the same block nor in any of the preceding blocks.
Semantically motivated word substitution errors have their source in a derailed lemma
selection process (cf., Garrett, 19ΘΘ). While they can be accounted for quite naturally
from lemma mediated translation, it is not obvious how they would arise under plain
lexeme-to-lexeme mapping. Independent of how much weight we want to attach to
the relatively small number of observations, the errors observed strongly suggest
lemma involvement in the translation task.
In my view, the obtained pattern of results decisively supports the hypothesis that
word frequency is encoded as a lexeme threshold activation. The finding is,
moreover, fully consistent with the model assumption depicted in Figure 9, namely
that homophone lemmas project onto the same lexeme node. It should be noted,
though, that Dell (1990) in interpreting a related finding argues for a lemma level
coding of frequency. His interpretation crucially depends on one feature of the
interactive activation account, namely the assumption of bidirectional flow of activation
in the lexical network. But as has been pointed out in Chapter 2, this assumption is
not necessarily correct. I will return to a more detailed discussion of Dell's finding, his
argument, and its possible problems in Chapter 6.
To complete the argument for our conclusion, we have to rule out a potential
contribution of articulatory processes to the present findings, as we did in Experiment
3 for the picture-naming findings. The final experiment involves a delayed naming
task with the materials of the homophone experiment. This experiment is a control for
material-dependent articulatory frequency effects (cf., Monsell et al., 1989; Savage et
al., 1990).

5.9

EXPERIMENT 9. ARTICULATION

5.9.1

METHOD

Subjects. Twenty paid subjects participated in the experiment.
Materials. The words tested in this experiment were the 33 target words from
Experiment 8. Additionally, twice as many filler words were used.
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in sessions lasting about 15 minutes
each. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3. Experimental words were
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always followed by a delay of 1000 ms, and an equal number of fillers by delays of
1300 ms and 1600 ms.

5.9.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The raw data were treated as in Experiment 3. Only one observation was categorized
as a response initiated prior to cue onset.
Neither speech onset latencies nor error rates revealed any difference between the
three experimental conditions. Mean speech onset latencies for the homophone, the
LF-control and the HF-control condition were 366 ms, 360 ms, and 358 ms
respectively [F,(2;38) = 1.39, ρ = .26, MS, = 221; F2(2;30) = .25, ρ = .78, MS, = 683].
Error rates for the homophone, the LF-control, and the HF-control condition amounted
to 1.8%, 2.7%, and 2.3%, yielding no significant condition effect either [F,(2;38) = .19,
ρ = .83, MS, = .26; F2(2;30) = .23, ρ = .80, MS, = .40].
This replicates the finding from Experiment 3 using different materials. Again,
although it is not without problems to base strong claims on the absence of an effect,
the extremely low F-values and the replication of the null-effect give some support to
the hypothesis that articulation processes do not play any significant role in the
causation of frequency and homophone effects. The absence of any effect in delayed
naming, then, tells us that both the frequency effect and the homophone effect
observed in Experiment 8B are truly lexical effects, unpolluted by contributions of
articulatory processes.

5.10

EXPLORATIONS INTO LEXICAL ENVIRONMENT: DO
PROPERTIES OF A WORD'S PHONOLOGICAL
NEIGHBORHOOD PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION FOR
FREQUENCY EFFECTS?

The previous experimental findings strongly suggest that the robust frequency effect
is confined to word-form retrieval. In developing the argument for Experiments 8A
and 8B, I have contrasted the out-of-lemma hypothesis with the lexeme hypothesis,
the former viewing frequency sensitivity as a property of the lemma-to-lexeme
connection strength and the latter as a property of the lexeme's activation threshold.
The outcome of Experiment 8Θ allowed us to reject the former approach. However,
mainly for the sake of simplicity I have not introduced an alternative to the lexeme
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hypothesis so far. An alternative views frequency sensitivity as a property which
emerges from a lexical item's phonemic environment as opposed to its inherent
activation threshold. The structural character of the robust frequency effect gives
some credibility to such a view. While a word's lexical representation might be
affected as a direct consequence of repeated retrieval, this is not the case for a
word's lexical environment43. Hence, if the word's lexical environment were the
source of the frequency effect, we would not expect the frequency effect to diminish
easily with just a few repetitions, and that is indeed what we have observed
repeatedly in the preceding experiments. In the following, I will first introduce the
notion of lexical neighborhood as it has been developed in the context of speech
perception research, and then turn to the issue of how this concept be applied to the
issue at stake here.
The study of frequency effects in word recognition has undergone a marked
theoretical shift in the past few years. While frequency effects have traditionally been
attributed almost exclusively to properties inherent to a particular lexical item's
representation (such as an internal counter that increments upon each processing of
that word, cf. Morton, 1969), the possible role of lexical competition has become more
important lately (Andrews, 1989; Frauenfelder, 1990; Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989;
Luce, 1986).
The traditional account of frequency effects critically relies on the assumption of
perceptual equivalence (Landauer & Streeter, 1973) stating that words from different
frequency classes are randomly drawn from item populations with about equal
perceptual parameters. That is, except for differing in frequency, low- and highfrequency words are assumed to be equivalent in all other relevant dimensions. In
particular, a word's frequency need not relate in any systematic way to lexical density,
i.e., the number of words (phonologically or orthographically) similar to the target
word. Only if this criterion is met can one draw valid conclusions as to the iteminherent origin of frequency effects. But this assumption has been challenged. It
appears, that common and rare words differ with respect to both their orthographic
environment (cf., Landauer & Streeter, 1973) and their phonological environment (cf.,
Frauenfelder, 1990; Frauenfelder, Baayen, Hellwig, & Schreuder, 1993). Landauer
and Streeter found that common words had more orthographic neighbors than rare

43
This only holds, of course, for measures of the lexical environment defined in absolute terms, but
not for those defined in relative terms. If a particular lexical item is retrieved over and over again from the
lexicon (but not its neighbors), its absolute frequency will be significantly elevated, the number of higher
frequency neighbors will decrease, and the number of lower frequency neighbours will increase. Hence,
a notable change in the lexical item's environment has occurred. However, with only so few repetitions as
in the present experiments (no more than three), these considerations should be largely irrelevant.
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words; additionally the mean frequency of the neighbors of common words was found
to be higher than that of the neighbors of rare words. Unfortunately, their study was
limited in scope. Their sample of words was drawn from the extremes of the
frequency distribution only, and restricted to English four-letter words. Frauenfelder
and colleagues replicated and extended Landauer and Streeter's original analyses by
investigating words of different length (three to six units), of different languages
(English and Dutch), and different modalities (orthographic and phonological forms),
while splitting the frequency dimension into more fine-grained ranges (eight different
ranges instead of a low- versus high-frequency dichotomy). The pattern obtained was
similar to that originally reported by Landauer and Streeter. High-frequency words
had more and higher-frequency neighbors than low-frequency words. This held true
for both languages, the different word lengths (although the effect was quite weak for
longer words), and in particular both modalities44. In other words, the Landauer and
Streeter finding appears to carry over to the phonological modality. Hence, one has
to be cautious about the proper interpretation of frequency effects; it might be that
part of the effect traditionally attributed to word frequency is in fact an effect of lexical
density.
It is immediately intelligible that the concept of lexical density may provide a useful
approach in the investigation of spoken or written word recognition. According to
many current models of word recognition, a presented word activates a number of
orthographically or phonetically similar representations in the mental lexicon. Thus,
word recognition entails the selection of one word from this group of similar
competitors (cf., Luce, 1986; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990; Marslen-Wilson, 1984;
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). Neighborhood effects are readily interpreted in an
interactive network model. Here, neighbors can act to mutually reinforce each other
or they can act as competitors and mutually inhibit each other. And in fact,
neighborhood effects have figured in a number of empirical studies. However, the
evidence is not fully consistent as to the direction of the effects. Some studies have
found a facilitating effect of a sparse lexical environment (Luce, 1986; Goldinger,
Luce, & Pisoni, 1989), while others have found just the opposite (Andrews, 1989). In
discussing these findings, Andrews points out that also at the theoretical level,
neighborhood effects are not predicted equivalently across theories of word
recognition. While search-based theories, such as Becker's (1976) or Forster's

This appears paradoxical at first glance. Common words have more and higher-frequency
neighbors than rare words, but are at the same time recognized faster and more accurately. According to
most word recognition accounts, processing speed of an item should directly relate to its dlscriminability.
Since low-frequency words have fewer neighbors, they should be more discrimlnable. Put Into other words,
this reasoning leads to the - counterfactual - prediction of an inverse relation between ease of recognition
and word frequency. See Frauenfelder (1990) for a discussion and resolution of this paradoxon.
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(1976), predict an inhibitory effect of higher lexical density on word recognition, the
matter is more complicated for activation-based models, such as McClelland and
Rumelhart's (1981). In this type of model, neighborhood density will either inhibit or
facilitate word recognition, depending on the actual parametrization. With its standard
parameter setting, however, the model produces an inhibitory effect of neighbors (Ton
Dijkstra, personal communication, June 1994).
Turning now to speech production, we are confronted with a situation which is even
less clear at both a theoretical and an empirical level. The theoretical question is
whether lexical density provides a useful concept in this domain after all, in particular
within the framework of the modular two-stage account adopted here. According to
this account, a selected lemma will activate its associated word form; there is a direct
pointer from the lemma to the lexeme (see the theoretical model, Figure 4). Wordform activation is assumed to be contingent on lexical selection. Only the selected
lemma will activate its associated word form, other forms will remain inactive. Also,
there is no phonological coactivation via feedback from the sublexical phonemic level.
Under normal circumstances similar forms do not receive any activation, hence they
cannot compete with the target form (nor can they mutually reinforce each other).
That is, with the modular approach we would not expect any density effects without
further assumptions.
The situation is quite different within the framework of the interactive account. Recall
how this model accounted for mixed errors (Chapter 2.2.2). If cat is the target, its
constituent segments /k/, /ae/, A/ will be activated. In a next step, the activated
segments send activation back to the lemmas they connect to. Thus, the lemma car
will receive additional activation, but also the lemmas rat and cap since they share
two segments with the target. The amount of activation that nontargets receive might
directly relate to the phonological overlap between the two forms. The more closely
related, the more activated they become, and hence the more likely the chance of
being misselected. It is precisely this interaction of lexical elements via the segmental
level which brings up the idea of neighborhood density effects on lexical retrieval
speed within the framework of the interactive activation account. Lexical elements
that have many neighbours, might be exposed to more competition during selection
simply because there will be more co-activated nontarget forms. Moreover, this
process might be modulated by the token frequency of the competing forms. If token
frequency relates to the resting level of lexical elements (cf., Morton, 1969), then highfrequency competitors need to gather only little additional activation via the phonemic
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level to win out over the target in the selection process45.
As to the empirical side, we are confronted with a near complete lack of lexical
neighborhood accounts. However, one exception is a recent study by Goldinger and
van Summers (1989) testifying to the reality of such effects. Goldinger and van
Summers found that neighborhood structure affects the phonetic-acoustic realization
of words. In their study, minimal pairs of words, differing only in voicing of the initial
stop consonant (such as dutch and touch), were taken from dense and sparse
neighborhoods. The authors found that for word pairs from dense neighborhoods the
difference in voice onset time (VOT) was more pronounced than for word pairs from
sparse neighborhoods.
The studies by Frauenfelder (1990) and Landauer and Streeter (1973) sketched
above have shown that, in general, a systematic relation between word frequency and
lexical density appears to exist. The question to be addressed here is whether also
for the particular set of items tested in the present experiments word frequency
relates systematically to some aspect of these words' lexical environment. If this
were the case, properties of the lexical environment might provide an explanation for
the robust frequency effect obtained in naming.
For our purpose, the level of phonological representations is important. How should
we define a word's phonological neighborhood? Previous work on lexical structure
has advanced two approaches: (i) the N-definition (cf., Cdtheart, 1977) and (ii) the
cohort definition (cf., Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978).
The /V-definition, mainly used in the context of visual word recognition, defines as
neighbors all words that differ from a target word by a specific number of letters or,
applied to spoken language, phonological segments. According to the standard Ndefinition, only words of the same length differing in a single segment are considered
as neighbors, but this appears somewhat arbitrary. With a slightly different definition
one could also consider words differing in two units, or (dependent on the word
length) a fixed proportion of units, or even words which are not of exactly the same
length. According to the standard definition, however, the word form /baend/ would
have, among many others, the word forms /bœnzl, /heend/, /ssend/ as its neighbors.

But note that the actual parametrlzatlon of the model may determine whether a dense
neighborhood leads to Inhibition or facilitation (Andrews, 1989). DeH (1990), in discussing the mechanism
underlying frequency effects in his original 1986 model (see Chapter 3), argues for ladlitatory effects of
dense neighborhoods rather than inhibitory effects.
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A different approach to the quantification of lexical density is the cohort definition.
The cohort definition, developed in the context of spoken word recognition research,
defines as cohort members (or in more general terms neighbors) all words which
share the same initial sequence of phonological segments. Let us take again the
example /baand/. This word form has the initial sequences /b/, /Ьав/, ІЬгвпІ, and
¡bandi. At step one, all words with an initial lb/ such as /Ьавпк/, /beet/, /baast/, /bil/,
/ЫЯ, /buist/, etc. belong to the target word's cohort. At step two, this set is narrowed
down to all words beginning with /baal such as /baend/, /baenkl, /beet/, /baast/, etc., and
each subsequent step further reduces the set, eventually leading to a single
candidate, the target word.
One of the most striking differences between the two definitions of lexical
neighborhood is that the cohort definition incorporâtes the notion of left-to-right
processing. The /V-definition, on the other hand, is indifferent to that aspect. Clearly,
both approaches are adapted to the processing characteristics within the domain they
have been applied to. Spoken word recognition operates on an acoustic signal which
extends over time, and proceeds from left to right. On the other hand, in visual word
recognition the stimulus information is available simultaneously.
It is not instantly evident which of these proposals is to be preferred in the
investigation of speech production (there has been hardly any research on that issue,
except for the already mentioned study by Goldinger and van Summers, 1989). The
advantage of the cohort approach is that it incorporates the issue of left-to-rightprocessing which characterizes phonological encoding (Meyer, 1990, 1991; Meyer &
Schriefers, 1991). However, sequential left-to-right processing characterizes the
segmental spell-out, and there is an earlier stage of lexeme activation during which
a word's stored form is accessed as a whole (Levelt, 1989; and Dell, 1990, for a
similar distinction). Hence, at this level, the N-definition may be equally, if not more,
appropriate. Since there was no sufficient apriori evidence favoring either of the two
approaches, the lexical analyses reported below were carried out in both ways.
Although it has been known for quite some time that a word's syllabic structure affects
speech production processes (cf., Klapp, Anderson, & Berrian, 1973; Sternberg,
Monsell, Knoll, & Wright, 1978), only recently have detailed proposals been advanced
on the function of syllable presentations (Crompton, 1982; Levelt, 1989; Levelt &
Wheeldon, 1994). In phonological encoding, phonological syllables are generated one
by one from the segmental and metrical information provided by the lexeme. This is
accomplished by successively attaching segments to the slots of the metrical frame.
Once a phonological syllable is available, it will provide access to the mental
syllabary. The mental syllabary is thought of as a declarative knowledge store
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containing the gestural scores (or phonetic programs) for each of the syllables in a
speaker's language. Each phonological syllable is assumed to be uniquely linked to
one entry in the syllabary. A phonological syllable will activate its gestural score,
which in turn will be executed by the articulator. As we can see, syllable
representations have been assigned an important role at the interface of phonological
encoding and articulation. The present analysis acknowledges the proposals by
Crompton and Levelt in basing all analyses on both un-syllabified segmental strings
and syllables.
The near-complete lack of lexical environment analyses in speech production
research made it difficult to decide on the most appropriate predictor variables. This
further added to the exploratory character of the present analyses. That is, the
criterion for including a particular lexical variable in the statistical analyses was in
some cases plausibility rather than the existence of an empirical motivation.
From the lexical information contained in the CELEX (Baayen et al., 1993) database,
a number of lexical measures were derived for each of the experimental words: (i) the
number of neighbors, (ii) the neighbor's mean frequency and (iii) the dispersion of the
neighbor's frequencies, and (iv) the number and percentage of neighbors higher in
frequency than the target word. As already stated, neighbors were defined in terms
of both the W-definition and the cohort definition. Moreover, for the latter definition
neighborhood statistics were computed for three steps (i.e., considering words sharing
the first, the initial segment, the two initial segments, the three initial segments).
A first set of analyses was based on raw segmental strings, ignoring syllable
boundaries. For this purpose a lexicon containing the phonological transcriptions of
all mono morphemic Dutch lemmas was created. In assembling this lexicon, no
constraints on word length or frequency were applied. This resulted in a lexicon
containing N = 9,463 lexical items. A second set of analyses was based on syllable
transcriptions. For each syllable of the Dutch language listed in CELEX (Λ/ = 12,120)
the position-independent frequency was computed. By position-independent
frequency is meant that instances in which a particular syllable occurred in word-initial
position were treated in the same way as instances in which the same syllable
occurred in any other position, such as word-final position. In the syllable-based
analyses all Disyllabic experimental items were discarded, leaving twenty-one lowfrequency and twenty-one high-frequency words for the analyses46.

This was done as there was no obvious way to apply the syllable statistics to words containing
more than one syllable.
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Segmental strings. Cohort statistics on unsyllabrfied segmental strings were
computed for three steps. At steps one through three, all words sharing the initial
one, two or three segments were considered. Next, characteristics of the
phonological neighborhoods as defined by the N-definition were computed. As
members of a target word's neighborhood all words of the same length differing in
one segment were considered. To explore whether any lexical density measure
contributed to naming latency, a step-wise multiple regression analysis was computed.
The dependent variable was naming latency (taken from Experiment 1, first naming
response, i.e., repetition 1). As predictor variables recognition latency (taken from
Experiment 2), log10 word frequency, and the various measures of lexical density were
taken into account. The entry criterion was set at .05, the removal criterion at .10,
and the tolerance criterion at .0001. The resulting model included only two predictor
variables, recognition latency and word frequency [F(2;44) = 27.22, ρ < .001, Я = .74].
But none of the lexical density measures contributed to naming latency.
Syllables. The same analysis was performed based on syllables. The multiple
regression analysis replicates the previous finding. Again, only recognition latency
and word frequency contribute to naming latency [F(2;38) = 16.32, ρ < .001, Я = .68],
but none of the lexical density measures.
As the correlation analyses show, measures of lexical density do not contribute
substantially to naming latencies if word frequency and object identification latencies
are taken into account47. I would like to exercise some caution in the interpretation
of these results. In view of the exploratory character of the analyses and the rather
small sample of words analyzed, I would not deny that a lexical density effect on
lexical retrieval processes may yet exist. Given that a general relation between word
frequency and properties of the phonemic environment appears to exist (see above),
it may be possible to demonstrate a lexical density effect in a study particularly
designed for that purpose. The point I want to make here is simply this: our set of
items produced a substantial frequency effect, but at the same time, there was no
significant contribution of the word's lexical environment to that effect. That is, the
present findings do not give much support to the hypothesis that the robust frequency
effect obtained in naming has its source in differences in the words' phonemic

One may argue lhat a more appropriate lest would be to discard frequency and recognition
frequency as predictor variables altogether, and investigate whether any or the lexical density measures
turns out to be important then. I have checked lor this possibility. An analysis based on raw segmental
strings showed that only the number of higher-frequency neighbors according to the step one cohort
definition (i.e., words higher in frequency than the target starling with the same phonological segment)
contributed significantly to naming latency. However, I would not like to put too much emphasis on this
finding since it neither extended to the step two cohort definition nor could it be replicated in the syllable
based analyses.
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environment. Rather, we may take them as a final (small) piece of evidence for the
idea that an inherent property of a lexical item's phonological representation, namely,
its lexeme activation threshold is the source of the robust frequency effect in naming.
With respect to the issue of modular versus interactive approaches to lexical access,
the absence of neighborhood effects is fully consistent with the predictions of the
modular two-stage model that I have advanced here. At the same time, the negative
finding does not provide any additional support for the Interactive activation model.
In particular, it poses a serious problem for the variety-of-context approach to word
frequency as implemented in Dell's (1986) original model (see also discussion in Dell,
1990).

6

EPILOGUE

The aim of the present study was to investigate the locus of the word frequency effect
in speech production. The starting point was a review of recent models of speech
production and, in particular, models of lexical access.
Three major stages involved in the generation of speech have been identified, namely
a stage of conceptualization, a stage of formulation, and a stage of articulation.
Within the lexical stage two subprocesses have been distinguished, namely lexical
selection and word-form or lexeme retrieval. The initial step, lexical selection,
associates a conceptual representation with an abstract lexical representation, the socalled lemma. The lemma has been introduced as the link between the conceptual
input and various types of lexical information. Upon being accessed, it provides the
lexical item's syntactic characteristics, such as its syntactic category, and ~ in the
case of nouns - its gender. The second step, word-form retrieval, associates the
lemma with its phonological form or lexeme. I have reviewed evidence from various
sources motivating that distinction. In particular, I have referred to the tip-of-thetongue state, retrieval failures in aphasia, and errors in spontaneous speech.
Subsequently I have discussed the temporal coordination of and possible interaction
between the two processes. Here, two broad model classes have been contrasted,
the modular two-step model and the interactive activation model. After having argued
that the speech error evidence alone does not suffice to discriminate between the two
models, I turned to recent experimental studies tracing the time course of lexical
activation by investigating normal speech processing, in particular the studies by
Levelt et al. (1991a) and Schriefers et al. (1990), and the follow-up discussion in the
literature on the proper interpretation of these data. The picture emerging from these
discussions appears to favor a version of the modular two-stage model. Hence, I
adopted the modular two-stage model as the framework for the present research.
Next, I proposed a model of the production lexicon which incorporates the important
distinction between lemmas and lexemes. According to the model, syntactic
properties of a word are represented at the lemma level. In particular, this holds true
for a word's grammatical gender (which has to be distinguished from the natural
gender of its referent). I have argued that the retrieval of grammatical gender allows
us to tap into the first step of lexical access, lemma selection, since it is largely
unrelated to other pieces of conceptual and phonological information. Neither is it
possible to determine a word's gender on the basis of mere conceptual information,
nor does retrieval of a word's phonological form help.
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A short consideration of experimental techniques for eliciting a conceptually driven
production process led to the choice of picture displays as the main tool for inducing
a conceptual representation which elicits the production process under investigation
here.
Then I turned to the experimental investigation of frequency effects in speech
production. The first three experiments were designed to contrast the contributions
of the three major levels involved in the generation of speech, namely conceptual,
lexical, and articulatory contributions. In the review of the existing evidence each of
these stages had been identified as a possible contributor to frequency effects,
although much of the evidence spoke in favor of substantial lexical contribution.
Frequent retrieval of a particular concept in the past might facilitate the activation and
selection process at the conceptual level. The same could hold true for the lexical
level. The frequency with which a speaker has retrieved a particular word from the
mental lexicon might determine the speed of reaccessing that particular
representation. Finally, the initiation and execution of an articulatory program might
be less effortful for motor programs which have been initiated and executed frequently
in the past.
Experiment 1 established the word frequency effect in a picture naming task. A
primary aim of the experiment was to replicate the effect for the selected set of items.
It also served the purpose of replicating the effect while controlling for form complexity
of the target words. In many previous picture naming studies, including the classical
Oldfield and Wingfield study (1965), frequency had been confounded with form
properties. Often, word length and morphological complexity had not been perfectly
controlled across the frequency contrast. In Oldfield and Wingfield's (1965) classical
study low-frequency words had not only been less frequent according to objective
frequency counts, but also had contained more syllables and morphemes. Hence, for
the present study it seemed essential to establish the frequency effect in object
naming in a first step while using materials that were controlled for form properties.
An important finding of that experiment was that the obtained frequency effect was
resistant to repetition of the items. During the third naming of the pictures the
frequency effect was about as pronounced as it had been during the first naming of
those pictures; hence, this was called the robust word frequency effect. Experiment
2 involved a sequential word-picture matching task. Subjects were presented with a
word and the picture of an object and were to decided whether the object's name
matched the preceding word or not. To perform the task, object recognition, but no
lexicalizatjon was required. No effect of frequency on decision latencies was
obtained, excluding object identification as the source of the robust effect.
Experiment 3 made use of the delayed naming paradigm. Subjects prepared the
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utterance of the picture name and initiated articulation upon receiving a (delayed) cue
signal. Again, no effect of frequency on naming latencies was observed, excluding
the initiation of articulation as a possible source. Together, these experiments
showed that the effect is genuinely lexical. Here, a few remarks on the reliability of
this conclusion seem to be in order.
Let me address the issue of conceptual identification processes as a possible source
of frequency effect first. I explored this issue using an object identification
experiment. It employed the same method as Wingfield (1968) in his classical study,
with the same results. As Wingfield, I did not find any evidence for substantial
conceptual contributions to the frequency effect in naming. A possible objection to
the experimental procedure is that presenting the word immediately before picture
onset might have primed the corresponding concept thereby diluting any potential
activation differences between the conceptual representations of high-name-frequency
objects and low-name-frequency objects. There are two pieces of evidence which
speak against such an interpretation. First, I also did not observe any effect of name
frequency on decision latencies in the negative trials. In those trials a mismatching
name was presented, hence the target concept could not have been primed. Second,
even if priming did occur, it cannot be held responsible for the null-effect.
Huttenlocher and Kubicek (19 Э) found that (picture-picture) priming in picture naming
was fully additive to the word-frequency effect. That is, the effect of target picture
frequency was independent of whether a semantically related or a semantically
unrelated picture had been presented as prime. In other words, even if my (and
Wingfield's) method could have caused priming, this would not have reduced, let
alone annihilated the frequency effect. So it is quite safe to say that the results from
Experiment 1 are not due to object recognition. As already discussed, this does not
exclude the possibility that a genuine object-frequency effect (which has to be
distinguished from the object-name-frequency effect under investigation here) might
be demonstrable in an object recognition experiment. To do so, one would have to
vary object frequency independent of object name frequency. To my knowledge,
such a study has yet to be conducted..
However, that is a different topic. The topic of the present thesis was an investigation
of the word frequency effects in speech production. Forthat purpose, picture naming
was used in an instrumental way, namely as an elegant tool for eliciting a
conceptually driven lexicalization procedure. To point it out once more, the outcome
of Experiment 2 strongly suggested that conceptual processes taking place before the
mental lexicon is accessed cannot be held responsible for the robust effect obtained
in naming.
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What about potential articulator/ contributions to the word-frequency effect?
Experiment 3 addressed this question using the delayed naming paradigm (Balota &
Chumbley, 1985; Forster & Chambers, 1973). No reliable effect of frequency was
obtained, neither in Experiment 3 nor in Experiment 7, and this is in seeming contrast
to what Balota and Chumbley (19Θ5) have reported. The present experiments differ
from Balota and Chumbley's experiments in two important details. The first concerns
properties of the materials, and the second concerns the type and range of cue
delays used.
Although the frequency contrast employed in the Balota & Chumbley study is
comparable to the one in the materials for Experiments 1 through 5, the words tested
here were considerably shorter, and this makes a direct comparison difficult. The
items from the present study were almost exclusively monosyllabic words, whereas
in Balota and Chumbley's study the majority of items were multisyllabic. A more
appropriate comparison is an unpublished study by Balota and Shields (19ΘΘ). In that
study, only monosyllabic words were tested. Also, the frequency contrast employed
closely matches the one used here (3.5 versus 125.0 in a million in Balota & Shields's
study, and 6.0 versus 150.7 in a million in my study). With cue delays ranging from
100 ms to 1300 ms, Balota and Shields found a small, but significant effect of 6 ms.
Although reliable, this effect was substantially smaller than the effect reported in the
original Balota and Chumbley (19Θ5) study and of the same order of magnitude as my
(nonsignificant) 7 ms effect. It is unlikely that the present experiment was simply too
insensitive to detect any existing effect; after all, the error rates point to the opposite
and this should make one cautious in attaching too much weight to the slight numeric
difference in the naming latencies.
A second important difference concerns the range of cue delays used. The present
study exclusively tested long cue delays (1000 ms, 1300 ms, 1600 ms). Balota &
Chumbley (1985) had still obtained a reliable frequency effect of 18 ms with a delay
of 1400 ms (Experiment 1). This effect, however, critically depended on a blocked
presentation of cue delays. With variable cue delays, the effect was reduced to a
nonsignificant 8 ms (Experiment 2). Also, any effect at such long delays critically
depends on the presence of short delays (Savage, Bradley, & Forster, 1990,
Experiments 3 & 4). But as has been convincingly argued by Savage et al., these
short delays are irrelevant for the present issue; only effects at long delays can
provide information about the contribution of articulatory processes. In fact, when
using exclusively delays longer than 1000 ms in an experiment (or a block of trials),
neither Balota & Chumbley (1985, Experiment 2), nor Forster & Chambers (1973), nor
I could obtain any reliable effect of word frequency. The absence of such an effect
further supports the conclusion that the word-frequency effect obtained in Experiment
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1 is lexical in nature.
Still, I do not intend to claim that the controversy about articulatory frequency effects
can be definitely solved. The universality of articulation effects remains unknown.
What the data reported here and in the literature suggest, however, is that any
possible effect of peripheral processes - if it exists - can neither account for the full
effect obtained in immediate naming (6 ms versus 28 ms in Balota and Shield's 1990
study) nor in conceptually driven speech production (nonsignificant 7 ms versus highly
significant 62 ms in the present study).
After having established that the locus of the observed frequency effect was truly
lexical, the subsequent experiments tested whether the locus of the frequency effect
is to be sought in the activation threshold of lemmas, in the lemma-lexeme connection
strength, or in the activation threshold of lexemes. Experiments 4, 5, 6, and 7
involved a gender decision task. In the theoretical model I presented, gender is a
property of lemmas; the gender node receives its activation from the lemma node. If,
as Dell (1990) suggests, the locus of the robust word frequency effect is the lemma
threshold activation, a robust frequency effect in gender decision should be found.
But that didn't happen. There was an effect, but it disappeared after the first trial for
an item. This was called the ephemeral effect. It cannot be accounted for by a
structural frequency-dependent lemma threshold. My tentative interpretation viewed
it as a recency effect, not a genuine frequency effect, and I will shortly return to that
interpretation.
We were left with two further loci to explore as the possible source of the robust
effect: the connection from lemma to lexeme (the "out-of-lemma" hypothesis), and the
lexeme threshold (the "lexeme" hypothesis). These loci were contrasted in
Experiment 8, which assessed the speed of producing homophones. The out-oflemma hypothesis (and the lemma threshold hypothesis, for that matter) predicted
that the speed is determined by lemma frequencies; the lexeme hypothesis predicted
that naming latencies depend on lexeme frequencies. Experiment ΘΒ, using a
translation paradigm, decisively supported the latter view: production latencies for a
low-lemma-frequency word were determined by the sum lemma frequency of that
particular word and its high-lemma-frequency homophone, that is lexeme frequency.
This finding was, moreover, fully consistent with the model assumption, namely that
homophone lemmas prqect onto the same lexeme node48. The final Experiment 9

Perhaps this claim ought to be formulated more modestly. After all, homographie homophones
have been tested only. There is some evidence in the literature that these might differ from heterographlc
homophones in important ways. Wheeldon and Monsell (1992) had subjects first produce a word in
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excluded an explanation of this result in ternis of initiation of articulation.
Dell (1990) has reported a related finding. He observed that a low-frequency word is
as susceptible to experimentally induced phonological errors as its homophonic highfrequency twin. Although the underlying idea and the empirical findings are related,
important differences concerning both experimental procedure and data interpretation
exist between the present study and Dell's study. A methodological difference is that
Dell observed frequency inheritance in experimentally elicited speech errors, whereas
I did so by investigating undisturbed lemma-driven speech production, thereby
avoiding some of the problems associated with mere word naming (which have been
outlined in Chapter 4). Second, the present experiment controlled for the contribution
of comprehension processes by means of a semantic decision task. Such an explicit
control was not present in Dell's study, although the procedure introduced in his
Experiment 2 might be considered to serve that function. Having subjects generate
sentences including the critical homophones, allowed one at least to check whether
they treated the words correctly. Third, the present study introduced a low-frequency
control condition against which both the frequency and the homophone effect could
be tested. Dell contrasted the low- and the high-frequency members of a homophone
pair only, and found both to be subject to error to the same extent (as such, a nulleffect). This is equivalent to our homophone finding (no difference between
homophones and high-frequency controls). Our frequency finding, however, does not
find a direct parallel in Dell's speech error experiments. Although frequency sensitivity
could be demonstrated in that study, this was possible by means of post-hoc
correlational analyses only. In respect to the interpretation of the empirical findings,
important differences exist as well. Dell explained his homophone finding as a
lemma-level effect in an interactive two-stage model. A simulation study showed the
feasibility of a lemma account. However, Dell did not rule out a lexeme-level account,
and a recent simulation study by Roelofs (1994) shows that such an account is
likewise feasible. Thus, the simulation data do not allow a differentiation between the
two accounts. As to the remaining criteria, in my view the lexeme account is the
more natural and simple. Given the present data, it is the more natural one because
lexeme-level frequencies, not lemma-level frequencies determine response latencies.

response to a definition. In later trials, subjects produced the same words in response to picture stimuli.
The authors found that only homographie homophones tended to prime the subsequent production of target
word, while this was not true for heterographic homophones. This finding might suggest that it Is only
homographie homophones which share their lexeme representation. However, Dell (1990) observed
reliable frequency inheritance effects with heterographic homophones (limiting the study to this type of
words was necessitated by the visual presentation of the stimulus words). This latter finding is fully
consistent with the assumption of a shared homophone representation, even for heterographic
homophones. However, at present the empirical basis for evaluating possible representational differences
between homographie and heterographic homophones in the production lexicon is much too weak.
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It is also simpler, because the account does not need a feedback assumption. And
both Dell's and the present findings find a straightforward explanation in frequencydependent lexeme thresholds.
In the following, I will turn to the ephemeral effect and discuss a number of alternative
interpretations of that effect. In particular, I will consider whether it reflects the
establishment of an episodic memory trace, whether it can be viewed as a recency
effect (as I have tentatively proposed), or whether it is just a task-specific
epiphenomenon originating from implicit noun phrase generation. I will then return to
the robust word frequency effect and finish by discussing some of its aspects.
The tentative explanation for the ephemeral frequency effect obtained in gender
decision was that the lemma-to-gender connection strength is facilitated upon use,
after which it slowly decays. The more recently a noun's gender has been accessed,
the more facilitated the lemma-to-gender connection will be. On average, the gender
of a high-frequency word has been accessed more recently than the gender of a lowfrequency word outside the experimental setting; this produces the difference in
gender decision latencies. This effect has to be distinguished from a structural word
frequency effect. One retrieval of a noun's gender appears to suffice to eradicate the
difference between different types of words.
What could be the functional sense of such a mechanism? It may play a role in the
normal production of spoken discourse. When a speaker introduces a new entity, this
is usually done by means of a full indefinite nominal phrase (e.g., / saw a big horse).
In many languages the indefinite article and/or the adjective reflect the noun's gender.
But maintaining reference to the same entity is typically done by anaphoric means
(e.g., it crossed the road). In Dutch, and many other languages, pronominal anaphors
are gender-marked. This means that the speaker has to reaccess the gender
information of a recently accessed word in order to produce the appropriate anaphor.
But it is not necessary for the speaker to reactivate the original word-form, because
there is no reuse of that word form. Hence, it suffices for the speaker to access the
lemma only, and through it the gender information. The function of the recency effect
would then be to facilitate anaphoric reference to recently introduced discourse
entities, such contributing to the fluency of the utterance. It is obvious that this
interpretation is in need of further exploration. But if it is correct, it implies that
accessing frequencies of lemmas and their lexemes need not be the same, even for
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nonhomophones*.
The interpretation provided for the ephemeral effect in gender decision bears on one
critical assumption the model makes about the lexical representation of gendermarking morphemes, namely that access to these morphemes is mediated by an
abstract gender representation. In an alternative account one could postulate a direct
linkage of each morpheme to its respective noun lemmas. In introducing the
theoretical model of the production lexicon, I have motivated the assumption of an
abstract gender representation with the existence of multiple gender-marking
morphemes and proposed a mechanism of how selection of the appropriate
morpheme might work. I have assumed that the selection of any of these gender
marking morphemes will depend on the convergence of activation from two sources,
namely activation from the appropriate gender node, which in turn had been activated
from the lemma node. An activated gender marking morpheme will be selected if it
receives converging activation from some conceptual feature in the message
specifying the referent's degree of accessibility. This determines whether the definite
article lemma or the pronoun lemma is to be selected. It ought to be stressed that
the present study did not test this assumption explicitly ~ in the experiments reported,
subjects retrieved the same gender marking morpheme repeatedly. However, there
is some recent evidence that such an abstract representation does exist (Berg, 1992).
The connection between the lemma and the abstract gender node is facilitated upon
use, regardless of which particular gender-marking morpheme has been retrieved. I
concede, however, that this interpretation must be preliminary, and that further
converging evidence is needed.
Consider the following experiment. We present subjects with a set of pictures and
ask them to refer to the depicted objects by using different anaphors. They would
produce a definite NP (such as demauhond in response to the picture of a dog) or an
NP of the form <Adjective + Noun> (klein hond). During the next presentation of a
particular object we ask the same subjects to use the pronominal anaphor. According

One may ask whether this phenomenon invalidates our assessment of lemma frequency. As other
frequency counts, CELEX takes into account only cases л which a full (NP) reference has been made, i.e.
the word actually has surfaced in the text. It misses all cases of pronominal reference. We would,
however, expect the correlation between the number of full references (entering into the frequency counts)
and the number of pronominal references (being missed in these counts) to be positive or, in the worst
case, to be absent. Hence, if a frequency count considering both full and pronominal references was used
(which is actually not available), the division of our Hem set Into a subset of low-frequency words and a
subset of high-frequency words should be preserved; perhaps the frequency contrast would be even
enhanced. A serious problem would arise only if we expect a negative correlation to hold between the
number of full references and the number of pronominal references (i.e., if low-frequency words would, on
average, surface in pronominal form more often than high-frequency words). Needless to say that this is
a highly implausible proposlion.
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to the model representation of grammatical gender I have just outlined, subjects have
accessed the gender information during initial naming of a particular picture
regardless which utterance format they actually had used; this should have put the
lemma-to-gender connection into a state of activation. A nontrivial prediction is that
subsequent pronoun production should profit from the highly accessible abstract
gender representation about equally regardless of which gender-marking morpheme
(i.e., definite article or suffix attached to the prenominai adjective) had actually been
accessed during the first processing of an item.
A second issue concerns the temporal persistence of the facilitation of the lemma-togender connection. According to the recency account in its strict form one would
expect facilitation to persist over rather long periods of time. The functional account
of the recency effect (the possible role of a facilitated lemma-to-gender connection in
the generation of anaphoric references) requires the state of facilitation to be less
persistent, just long enough to allow a speeded retrieval of the pronoun (or some
other gender-marking morpheme) within the subsequent few phrases. The present
experiments have tested short to medium lags only, ranging from twenty to about one
hundred items intervening trials between repeated presentations of a particular item.
Hence, the issue cannot be fully clarified on the present grounds, but it is easily
tested by further varying the lags between repetitions.
If the recency account is correct, a first issue to be addressed is why a robust effect
was observed in the naming part of Experiment 7, i.e., when speakers produced full
NPs. According to one account, it should not have been obtained, at least not for an
item's second naming trial. In that trial the lemma-to-gender link is in a state of
facilitation. The speaker can easily reaccess the gender information and produce the
appropriate article; this is a frequency-independent process. While that process
(including the articulation of the article) is going on, the speaker accesses the head
word's lexeme. Although the velocity of the latter process is frequency-dependent, it
will not show up in the voice key data. This is because the speaker was able to
initiate the response as soon as the article was available.
But this is not what we empirically observed. There was a robust frequency effect in
the naming part of Experiment 7. This suggests that the production of the article is
not initiated before the form of the head noun has become available. And this makes
sense. There are at least two functional explanations for this finding. First, the
production system must strive for a balance between speed and accuracy. On the
one hand, language production should be fast, but on the other, it should be free of
errors and hesitations. Outputting any information as soon as it is available would
clearly be functional in fulfilling the first requirement. However, it would increase the
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likelihood of the speaker failing in the second requirement. If the speaker were able
to already initiate the utterance at a point where the easily accessible article had been
retrieved, any unexpected delay in retrieving the head noun would give rise to a
noticeable disruption of the utterance. If the speaker initiated the utterance only when
a larger stretch of speech of, for example, the size of a phrase were available, the
possibility of unintended disruptions could not be excluded. However, any disruption
in such a case would coincide with a grammatical juncture and could even - though
certainly not intended to -- aid the listener in a syntactic analysis of the utterance.
Second, in generating noun phrases the speaker does not produce two independent
words (article and noun), but one phonological word (see Levelt, 19Θ9, p. 373 ff.), a
blended pattern of the two word shapes. It is the domain of syllabification; it can, in
fact, happen that syllabification straddles the lexical boundary between article and
noun (as in Dutch het eten --> hs-ts-td - "the meal"; see Levelt, 1992, 1993, for a
more complete discussion of the syllabification process). But this means that the
article cannot be adequately produced without having retrieved the head noun's word
form; the earlier word must wait for the retrieval of the later word.
There is an alternative account to the recency proposal that needs some thorough
discussion. During the first encounter of a picture, subjects retrieve lemma and
grammatical gender and respond on the basis of this information. At the same time
an episodic memory trace is established. During subsequent encounters of that
particular picture, the retrieval of the episodic memory competes with the lexical
gender retrieval. Episodic memory retrieval may be faster for low-frequency words
than for high-frequency words, or it may be faster for both; this reduces the difference
in performance on high- and low-frequency words. According to such a view, the
disappearing frequency effect in gender decision does not reflect changes in the
accessibility of a word's lexical representation, but rather a task-specific artifact of
episodic memory, recalling a previous gender decision on the same item (or gender
production on that item, in Experiment 7). Gender decision would not be a tool to
trace lemma selection, but just another kind of task, in which an episodic memory
trace established during an earlier response speeds up the current response.
Experiment 2 has shown that conceptual processes do not yield an effect of word
frequency. Hence, a process merely requiring conceptual identification of the
depicted object and episodic memory retrieval (but no lexicalization) should not give
rise to an effect of word frequency on repeated gender decisions, and that is precisely
what was obtained.
Some theorists have indeed proposed episodic accounts of repetition priming effects
in lexical tasks (cf., Jacoby, 19Θ3; Feustel, Shiffrin, & Salasoo, 19Θ3). The basic idea
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is that upon discovering resemblance between the present stimulus and a previous
stimulus-response pairing, subjects base their response on the memory for the earlier
response and not on lexical information. Such an account is plausible, but by no
means necessarily true in general. For example, Mitchell and Brown (19ΘΘ) found
that repetition priming of picture naming was unaffected by delay, while episodic
recognition was not, and additionally the amount of priming was not dependent on
successful recognition. Both findings are unexpected under the episodic memory
account and fully compatible with a lexical processing account. Graf and Mandler
(1984) provided some additional evidence that although subjects can use episodic
memory traces, they do not do so spontaneously.
But there are certainly conditions where a contribution of episodic memory traces to
a subject's performance would be expected. If the task is relatively complicated and
the trace of a previous response is readily available (i.e., if the lags between repeated
encounters are short and only relatively few items involved), episodic memory may
"take over". It is, however, unlikely that these conditions were met in the present
gender decision experiments, and this is for three reasons. First, the experiments
involved about one hundred items (including filler items and practice items), which
makes it hard to imagine that subjects would easily remember the response
associated with a particular item. Second, repeated presentations of an individual
item were separated by at least twenty intervening items (and often substantially
more), creating rather long lags. Third, performance in gender decision, although
more demanding than naming, was still relatively efficient and fast. Gender decision
responses on the first presentation in Experiment 4 were well under one second, even
for the low-frequency items. Retrieval of an episodic trace would have to be much
faster to beat out the lexically mediated response retrieval. These considerations
make an episodic account of the present findings quite unlikely. There is not much
support for the episodic memory account. It is, moreover, practically ruled out by a
recent additional finding obtained by J. van Berkum (personal communication,
September 1993).
Van Berkum ran a replication of the present Experiments 6 and 7 using exactly the
same procedure and materials, with just one slight modification. He asked subjects
to produce an NP of the form <Adjective + Noun> in the naming trials. This utterance
format requires a gender marking suffix on the adjective. For example, when seeing
the picture of a small dog subjects had to produce kleine hondmaac, and in response
to a small house they had to produce klein huismut„. Hence, to generate the correct
form of the NP, subjects had to retrieve the picture name's gender. Van Berkum
obtained a reliable effect of frequency in NP naming, but no such effect was present
in subsequent gender decision (de versus het), just as in the present Experiment 7.
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This was true even though in van Berkum's experiment the decision had to be made
on a different gender-marking morpheme, and gender had surfaced in a very subtle
form in the naming trials. Episodic memory cannot have been involved because the
de and hef in gender decision had not been part of the naming response. This finding
further corroborates the assumption that the diminished difference in performance on
items of different frequency indeed reflects changes in the accessibility of a word's
gender. The connection between a lemma and an abstract gender node is facilitated
upon use, and slowly decays thereafter.
The recency account outlined earlier provides us with an explanation of why the effect
of frequency dissipates with repeated gender decision. Also, it assigns a functional
significance to this finding. But it certainly has one major drawback, and this
concerns the finding that there is an initial effect of frequency in gender decision. For
the recency account we have to suppose that on average the gender of a highfrequency word has been accessed more recently than the gender of a low-frequency
word outside the experimental context, this produces the differential speed of
accessing that piece of lexical information. This account may explain why initially the
ephemeral effect is highly correlated with the robust effect. But it does not provide a
straightforward explanation of why the correlation between the two effects breaks up
once an item has been processed within the experimental context. In the following I
will sketch one last alternative interpretation of the ephemeral effect which is, in
essence, a slightly more sophisticated version of the implicit naming account already
discussed in Chapter 5.4.2. It assigns all effects of frequency to the process of wordform retrieval.
The basic idea is that speakers, in performing the gender decision task, derive their
response by generating an NP of the form <Article + Noun>, monitoring it for
correctness, and subsequently deciding on the definite article. Important to the
present proposal is the idea that this characterizes a subject's behavior throughout
the whole experiment; this contrasts with the implicit naming proposal outlined earlier
which assumed a change in strategy once subjects had gained sufficient experience
with task and materials. What is the motivation for the present assumption? The
experimental task is somewhat artificial; although Dutch speakers employ the de/hetdichotomy when asked to indicate the gender of a word, the article does not appear
in isolation in normal connected speech. Unlike other gender-marking morphemes,
the article cannot exist without the noun. It is, to take a metaphor from Bühler (1934)
a satellite to the noun. If the speaker implicitly generates an <Article + Noun> phrase
in gender decision, how does he accomplish that?
A recent study by Schriefers (1992) provides some empirical evidence. Schriefers
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found that in generating NPs of the form <Article + Adjective + Noun> speakers wait
until all slots of the syntactic NP frame have been filled with lexical elements before
they initiate articulation. That is, the slowest lexical item determines speech onset
latency. In the following, I will assume that the availability of an NP for internal
monitoring follows roughly the same constraints. That is, in implicitly generating
<Article + Noun> phrases, either the retrieval time for the noun's form or the retrieval
time for the article's form, whichever is slowest, determines the onset of the
monitoring process50. Suppose the following. Access to the abstract gender node
is frequency independent, furthermore no recency effect complicates the matter.
Access to the noun's phonological form is frequency dependent, this is the central
finding of the present study. With repetition, both processes become considerably
faster; a powerful repetition effect has been obtained in all experiments involving
naming and gender decision. Now assume that initially retrieval of the noun's form is
slower than retrieval of the article's form, but at the same time, noun form retrieval
gains more from repetition. Hence, at the second or third presentation of an item it
may even be faster than the retrieval of the article's form (even for the low-frequency
items). In other words, in the initial trials the (frequency-dependent) offset of the noun
form retrieval process determines when the phrase is available for monitoring: there
will be a frequency effect in gender decision. Later, if an item is presented for the
second or third time, the offset of the (frequency-independent) article form retrieval
process determines when the phrase in available for monitoring: there will be no
frequency effect in these trials. Note that such an account does not predict in a
deterministic way the absence of a frequency effect on the second (or third)
presentation. Rather, whether an effect is obtained or not depends on the relative
finishing times of the two form retrieval processes involved. Such an account, if
correct, has the advantage that no separate recency mechanism operating in gender
retrieval needs to be postulated. Also, it would readily explain why the effect of
frequency on naming and initial gender decision is highly comparable. All effects of
frequency ·- in whatever form they may actually surface - would be explained by a
single mechanism. Having sketched the basic idea, let me now briefly discuss for
each of the experiments involving article production and/or gender decision whether
the present proposal is compatible with the empirical findings.

An Important question Is why the noun's form could be available earlier than the article's form in
the context of the modular two-stage model. A look at our theoretical model (Figure 4) provides an answer.
Upon lemma activation the appropriate abstract gender node will be activated. At this point the noun's
lexeme has not received any activation. To access the definite article's form, however, additional
processes need to take place. First the article lemma has to be retrieved and only subsequently the
article's form can be accessed. Hence, although a noun's gender has been activated earlier than its
phonological form, the gender determined form of the article might be available later than the forni of the
noun.
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In Experiment 4 a dissipating effect of frequency on gender decision was observed on
repeated presentations of the items. The results from Experiment 5 suggested that
this cannot be explained by increased experience with the task. Prior training on a
different set of items did not eliminate the frequency effect on the newly presented
experimental items. The thought experiment sketched above already provides the
explanation of the dissipating effect in Experiment 4: during initial trials the (frequencydependent) noun form retrieval process is the slower process, and during later trials
this holds true for the (frequency-independent) article form retrieval process. Hence
there will be a frequency effect on the initial trials, and none on the later trials. The
finding that Experiment 5 produced exactly the same pattern as the initial trials of
Experiment 4 has its explanation in that no item-bound repetition priming could have
changed the relative finishing times of article and noun form retrieval.
Can the present proposal also account for the fact that prior <Article + Noun> naming
eliminates the frequency effect in gender decision, as observed in Experiment 7?
Here, roughly the same argument applies as for Experiment 4. Whether subjects
overtly produce a noun phrase during initial trials or just monitor such phrases
internally without actually producing them does not affect the reasoning. However, we
should recognize that the data patterns obtained in the two experiments differ in one
important aspect. On the second presentation of the items, a reliable effect of
frequency on overt <Article + Noun> naming was obtained in Experiment 7, but this
was not the case in Experiment 4 (presumably involving implicit <Article + Noun>
monitoring). For the sake of the argument, let us ignore the inferential statistics for
a moment, and have a look at the data descriptively. Such a perspective reveals the
similarity of the two data patterns. On the third presentation of the items (which,
according to the present view, involved implicit NP monitoring in both experiments)
the frequency effect had dissipated. On the second presentation a (nonsignificant) 30
ms difference between low- and high-frequency items was observed in Experiment 4
and a (reliable) 47 ms difference in Experiment 7. On the first presentation, these
differences were even more pronounced, and that held true for both experiments, 77
ms and 59 ms, respectively. Thus, in view of the descriptive statistics, but not the
inferential statistics, Experiments 4 and 7 yielded results which are not incompatible.
Our argument can be extended to van Berkum's finding sketched above. The fact
that it seems largely irrelevant which gender marking morpheme is actually retrieved
during the initial naming trials (definite article or suffix attached to the prenominai
adjective) simply demonstrates that repetition substantially affects the speed with
which the abstract gender node is accessed. More important to the present
discussion, however, is the prediction of the implicit NP monitoring account for the
case that subjects switch to gender decision after simple noun naming, as in
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Experiment 6. After initial <Noun> naming, the noun's form can be retrieved at a
fairly high speed due to repetition priming. By contrast, on the assumption that simple
noun naming does not involve article retrieval and implicit noun phrase generation
(which is hardly a strong claim), retrieval of the article's form is still slow, and probably
slower than it would be after <Article + Noun> naming (as in Experiment 7). The
probability that article form retrieval will be slower than noun form retrieval should be
dramatically increased, hence no frequency effect should surface in the gender
decision latencies. But this prediction is clearly counterfactual: There was such an
effect, and it was quite pronounced.
As we see it, the implicit phrase generation account also falls short of being able to
account for the complete set of data. In view of the problems associated with the
recency account outlined earlier, I acknowledge that an unequivocal interpretation of
the ephemeral effect cannot be provided on the basis of the present data alone. But
the interpretation of the robust effect which surfaced in all naming data is largely
independent of that issue. With respect to the origin of this effect the present study
allows a clear statement: it has its place at the lexemic level.
The robust effect's resistance to repetition brought up the idea that word frequency
might be structurally encoded in the phonemic environment of a given lexical item,
rather than being an inherent property of that item's phonemic representation itself.
A set of analyses explored whether naming latency is related to lexical density, i.e.,
to the number of words that are phonologically similar to the target word, and whether
this could account for the frequency effect. For each of the words used in
Experiments 1 through 7, measures of its lexical environment were derived based on
both the /V-definition (cf., Coltheart et al., 1977) and the cohort definition (MarslenWilson & Welsh, 1978). The statistical analyses were largely negative: None of the
lexical density measures contributed substantially to naming latency. Although the
character of these analyses must be considered largely exploratory (and the results
taken with some caution), their outcome is fully consistent with the view that
sensitivity to word frequency is encoded in terms of variable lexeme or word-form
activation thresholds.
Word-form encoding is a complex process and a naturally emerging question is
whether our proposition about the locus of the robust effect can be further qualified.
Recent accounts of phonological encoding have stressed the significance of syllable
access (Crompton, 1982; Levelt, 1989, 1992). According to these views, a
subprocess in phonological encoding entails the composition of syllables which
function as addresses for phonetic syllable templates stored in a mental syllabary.
These phonetic syllables, in turn, directly relate to the corresponding articulatory
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gestures. Can the robust frequency effect, or part of it, be adducted to such a level
of syllable representation? Some recent data by Levelt and Wheeldon (1994) are of
importance here. Levelt and Wheeldon investigated the effect of word and syllable
frequency on production speed and found an effect of both variables. Most important
the two variables were fully additive, suggesting that they operate at different levels.
Word frequency might exhibit its influence at an early stage in lexeme access while
syllable frequency might be effective at a later stage during which elements from the
mental syllabary are retrieved. So, whatever the contribution of syllable access, it
appears that it may be one, but probably not the only phonemic source of the robust
effect. Recently, Roelofs (1994) has proposed a model of phonological encoding
which, while implementing frequency sensitivity at both the lexeme and the syllable
level, is capable of simulating the present as well as Levelt and Wheeldon's reaction
time data at the same time.
Where does all this leave us? The research described in this thesis was launched to
investigate the locus of frequency effects in speech production. Using a quite
heterogenous bundle of experimental tools, a picture finally did emerge which looks - for the most part ·- quite coherent It appears that word-frequency dependent
accessibility in speech production is an inherent property of a particular lexical item,
not its environment. In that respect the present study converges with most previous
accounts. But the current study further adds to these accounts in that it suggests a
relatively late origin of the robust frequency effect. It suggests that it finds its
explanation in a lexical item's lexeme activation threshold. And this nicely converges
with one earlier finding from the speech error literature. In word substitution errors
whose origin can be adduced to the lexeme level, namely, phonologically motivated
word substitution errors (i.e., vowels substituting for values, Fromkin, 1973b), a clear
effect of word frequency has been observed: higher-frequency words tend to
substitute for lower-frequency words. No such pattern was present for semantically
motivated word substitution errors (i.e., finger substituting for toe, Fromkin, 1973b)
whose origin had been adduced to the lemma level. Both these speech error data
and the present reaction time data find a natural and simple explanation in frequencysensitive lexeme activation thresholds.
Still, this may not be the whole story on frequency effects in production. After all, an
ephemeral effect on gender retrieval has been obtained as well. In the course of the
empirical investigation it became increasingly clear that this effect must have a totally
different source, and in fact, it could be that it is not a genuine frequency effect at all.
I have outlined three possible interpretations of this effect (a recency account, an
episodic memory account, and an implicit naming account), neither of them being
without problems. At present, any strong claim would certainly be premature.

13Θ

Additional evidence is needed, and the preceding discussion may have provided
some idea of how this enterprise might further be pursued.
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Table А1. List of picture names used in Experiments 1 - 7. The approximate
English translation is given in brackets.

low-frequency names.
bezem [broom], bijl [axe], fluit [flute], hark [rake], harp [harp], kam [comb],
kano [canoe], krab [crab], pauw [peacock], peer [pear], rups [caterpillar],
schaar [scissors], slak [snail], slee [sledge], snavel [beak], spin [spider],
step [scooter], tang [tongs], tol [top], uil [owl], vaas [vase], worst
[sausage], zaag [saw], zwaan [swan]
high-frequency names.
arm [arm], auto [car], bank [sofa], bloem [flower], boom [tree], boot [boat],
brief fletter], broek [trousers], deur [door], fles [bottle], hond [dog], kerk
[church], mond [mouth], muur [wall], neus [nose], schoen [shoe], ster
[star], stoel [chair], tafel [table], trap [steps], vinger [finger], vis [fish], voet
[foot], zak [bag]

Table A2. List of Dutch target words and the English probe words (in brackets)
by experimental condition used in Experiments 8A & В.

homophones.
blik [tin], bos [bunch], dom [cathedral], echt [matrimony], haast [hurry],
weer [weather], zeer [ache], steeds [urban], stof [dust], leer [leather], laag
[stratum]
LF-controls.
breuk [fracture], hok [kennel], pauk [kettledrum], erwt [pea], haard
[fireplace], wieg [cradle], naad [seam], stipt [punctual], stoom [steam],
waan [delusion], loon [wage]
HF-controls.
beeld pmage], hoek [corner], boos [angry], hoog [high], thans [now], daar
[there], reeds [already], nooit [never], stoel [chair], geur [odor], bang
[afraid]
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Table A3. Mean Reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by repetition, and frequency from Experiment 1.

Item group

Repetition
1

2

3

Average

LF

747
(9.0)

703
(6.3)

683
(6.3)

711
(7.2)

HF

680
(4.5)

643
(2.Θ)

625
(3.1)

649
(3.5)

+67
(+4.5)

+60
(+3.5)

+58
(+3.2)

+62
(+3.7)

Difference

Table A4. Mean Reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by repetition, and frequency from Experiment 4.

Repetition

Item group
1

2

3

average

LF

867
(9.0)

752
(4.9)

689
(2.1)

769
(5.3)

HF

790
(6.9)

722
(3.5)

686
(2.8)

733
(4.4)

+77
(+2.1)

+30
(+1.4)

+3
(-7)

+36
(+.9)

Difference
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Table A5. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by task, repetition, and frequency from Experiment 6.

Naming

Item group

Gender Decision

1

2

3

4

LF

Θ05
(8.0)

733
(4.5)

812
(5.6)

728
(4.5)

HF

727
(4.5)

666
(3.1)

758
(5.9)

713
(4.2)

+78
(+3.5)

+67
(+1.4)

+54
(-.3)

+15
(+.3)

Difference

Table A6. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by task, repetition, and frequency from Experiment 7.

Naming

Item group

Gender Decision

1

2

3

4

LF

798
(8.3)

747
(5.6)

753
(5.9)

689
(3.1)

HF

739
(7.6)

700
(5.9)

743
(8.0)

700
(2.8)

Difference

+59
(+.7)

+47
(-.3)

+10
(-2.1)

-11
(+.3)
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Table A7. Mean difference scores (in milliseconds) and error rates (in
percentages) by condition and repetition from Experiment ΘΒ.

Condition

repetition
1

average

Homophones

LF-controls

HF-controls

278
(14.5)

360
(21.Θ)

266
(10.0)

235
(6.6)

326
(10.5)

211
(7.3)

215
(8.6)

289
(12.3)

201
(8.2)

243
(10.0)

325
(14.9)

226
(8.5)

Summary
The present study is concerned with word frequency effects in speech production.
High-frequency words can be produced faster than low-frequency words. At the same
time, high-frequency words are less susceptible to speech errors and prelexical
hesitation. Despite this wealth of phenomena testifying to the reality of frequency
effects in speech production, their locus appears largely unclear.
The central issue pursued here is to consider word frequency effects in light of recent
models of lexical access in speech production. Chapter 1 introduces the reader to
the domain of speech production and develops the central question.
Chapter 2 provides an outline of the global architecture of the speech production
system. It identifies the stages of conceptualization, formulation, and articulation.
Within the formulation stage, two stages of lexical retrieval operations are
distinguished, lemma selection and word-form or lexeme retrieval. During lemma
selection an abstract, syntactically but not phonologically specified lexical
representation is retrieved; during word-form retrieval its corresponding phonological
form is accessed. Having provided evidence for this distinction, the temporal
coordination and interaction of the two stages is discussed. Recent results from
experimental studies are taken as support for a modular two-stage model of lexical
access. A theoretical model of that type, adopted from Roelofs (1992), is
subsequently outlined.
Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion of frequency effects in speech production.
Against the background of the theoretical model, available evidence on the locus of
frequency effects from word and object naming, hesitations in spontaneous speech,
and speech errors is discussed. While much of the data speak in favor of a genuine
lexical origin, the evidence is not conclusive. More important, the available evidence
does not allow a distinction to be drawn between a lemma level and a lexeme level
explanation of frequency effects.
Chapter 4 provides a brief discussion of experimental approaches to the study of
speech production and takes a stance on experimental on-line studies. It discusses
the picture naming paradigm, and - since grammatical gender figures into some of
the present experiments ·· provides a sketch of the Dutch gender system.
Chapter 5 presents the experimental research. Experiments 1 to 3 were designed to
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contrast conceptual, lexical, and articulation accounts. Experiment 1 established the
word frequency effect in a picture naming task while controlling for the form
complexity of the target words. In addition, this experiment showed that the
frequency effect in naming is resistant to repetition; this was called the robust effect.
Experiment 2, involving an object recognition task, excluded major conceptual
contributions to that effect. Experiment 3, involving delayed naming, ruled out
substantial contributions from articulation processes. Together, these data suggested
a lexical locus of the frequency effect.
The subsequent experiments further explored whether the locus of the effect is to be
sought in the activation level of lemmas, in the activation level of lexemes, or in the
strength of the lemma-to-lexeme connection. Experiments 4 to 7 involved a gender
decision task. Subjects were confronted with pictures of simple objects. But instead
of naming them, they decided on the gender of their names. Since grammatical
gender is a lemma-level property, the subject must access the lemma, but not
necessarily the lexeme, to carry out the task. In gender decision, an effect of
frequency was obtained as well. But in contrast to the one observed in naming, it
dissipated if a word's gender was retrieved repeatedly; this was called the ephemeral
effect. It cannot be accounted for by frequency-dependent lemma activation
thresholds and must have a different origin.
Experiment θ was designed to investigate the locus of the robust effect. It contrasted
the lexeme hypothesis and the out-of-lemma hypothesis. The former views frequency
sensitivity as a property of a lexeme's activation threshold, the latter views frequency
sensitivity as a property of the lemma-to-lexeme connection strength. The two
hypotheses were contrasted by testing homophones. Homophones, such as bee and
be have different lemmas but share one lexeme. If frequency was coded in the
strength of the lemma-to-lexeme connection, the existence of a high-frequency
homophone (be) should not affect the speed of producing a particular (low-frequency)
word (bee). In contrast, if frequency was coded in the lexeme activation threshold,
speed of production should be determined by the sum frequency of a word and its
high-frequency homophone. The results from this experiment decisively supported
the lexeme account. Experiment 9, using delayed naming, ruled out any substantial
contributions of articulation processes to this finding. A subsequent analysis of the
experimental item's lexemic environment failed to identify any substantial correlations
between measures of lexical density and naming latency. This was taken as a final
piece of evidence that frequency-dependent accessibility in speech production is an
inherent property of the lexical item itself, namely its lexeme activation threshold.
Chapter 6 brings these findings into perspective by relating them to the evidence from
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the literature and the theoretical model. It discusses the conclusiveness of our
conclusions concerning conceptual and articulation contributions. It then discusses
three alternative accounts for the ephemeral effect: an implicit naming account, an
episodic memory account, and a recency account. Although the present data do not
suffice to decide decisively which of these is correct, the recency account appears to
be the most promising. Its possible functional significance in the generation of
pronominal anaphoric references is discussed. With respect to the locus of the robust
effect the empirical evidence is conclusive. The present data, in particular the results
from Experiment 8, strongly suggest that it arises rather late in the production
process, namely, during the retrieval of a word's form.

Samenvatting
De onderhavige studie gaat over effecten van woordfrequentie bij taalproduktie.
Hoogfrequente woorden worden sneller geproduceerd dan laagfrequente woorden.
Tegelijkertijd zijn hoogfrequente woorden minder gevoelig voor versprekingen en
prelexicale aarzelingen. Ofschoon er brede steun bestaat voor frequentie-effecten bij
taalproduktie is hun herkomst onduidelijk.
Een belangrijke doelstelling van dit proefschrift is om effecten van woordfrequentie te
onderzoeken binnen het kader van recente modellen van lexicale toegang bij
taalproduktie. Hoofdstuk 1 biedt een introductie tot het domein van de taalproduktie
en beschrijft de centrale vraagstelling.
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van de globale architectuur van het
taalproduktiesysteem. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft de stadia van conceptualizeren,
formuleren, en articuleren. Binnen het formuleren wordt een onderscheid gemaakt
tussen twee stadia van lexicale toegang: lemmaselectie en woordvorm- of
lexeemophalen. Tijdens lemmaselectie wordt een abstracte lexicale representatie
opgehaald die syntactisch is gespecificeerd maar niet fonologisch; tijdens
woordvormophalen vindt toegang plaats tot de corresponderende fonologische vorm.
Na evidentie te hebben aangedragen voor dit onderscheid wordt de temporele
coördinatie en interactie van de twee stadia besproken. Recente resultaten uit
experimentele studies worden gezien als ondersteuning voor een modulair
tweetrapsmodel van lexicale toegang. Een theoretisch model van dat type, een
variant op Roelofs (1992), wordt vervolgens uitgelegd.
Hoofdstuk 3 is gewijd aan een discussie van frequentie-effecten bij taalproduktie.
Tegen de achtergrond van het theoretisch model wordt de beschikbare evidentie
besproken betreffende de oorsprong van de frequentie-effecten. De evidentie is
afkomstig van woord- en objectbenoemen, aarzelingen tijdens spontaan taalgebruik,
en versprekingen. Ofschoon vele bevindingen lijken te wijzen op een lexicale
oorsprong blijkt deze evidentie niet doorslaggevend. Belangrijker nog is dat de
beschikbare evidentie geen uitsluitsel biedt over een verklaring van de
frequentie-effecten op lemmaniveau of op lexeemniveau.
Hoofdstuk 4 bediscussieert kort een aantal experimentele benaderingen van
taalproduktie en verdedigt een zogenaamde "on-line" aanpak.
Het hoofdstuk
bespreekt het plaatjebenoemingsparadigma, en schetst het systeem van
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woordgeslachten van het Nederlands. Woordgeslacht speelt een rol in een aantal
van de experimenten.
Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert het experimentele onderzoek. De eerste drie experimenten
waren bedoeld om conceptuele, lexicale, en articulatorische verklaringen van het
frequentie-effect te contrasteren. Experiment 1 stelt het effect van woordfrequentie
vast in een plaatjebenoemingstaak, controlerend voor de complexiteit van de vorm
van de woorden. Bovendien liet dit experiment zien dat het frequentie-effect
ongevoelig is voor herhaling. Dit werd het robuuste frequentie-effect genoemd.
Experiment 2, gebruikmakend van een objectherkenningstaak, sloot uit dat er een
belangrijke conceptuele bijdrage tot dit effect bestaat. Experiment 3, gebruikmakend
van "uitgestelde benoeming", sloot een substantiële bijdrage van articulatieprocessen
uit. Deze bevindingen wezen op een lexicale oorsprong van het frequentie-effect.
De daaropvolgende experimenten onderzochten of de oorsprong van het effect het
activatieniveau van lemma's is, het activatieniveau van lexemen, of de sterkte van de
lemma-lexeem verbinding. De experimenten 4 tot en met 7 werkten met een
woordgeslachtsbeslissingstaak. Aan proefpersonen werden plaatjes getoond van
eenvoudige objecten. Zij moesten daarbij niet de plaatjes benoemen, maar het
taalkundig geslacht bepalen van het bijbehorende woord. Omdat woordgeslacht
opgeslagen ligt op lemmaniveau, moesten de proefpersonen voor de taakuitvoering
het lemma selecteren maar niet noodzakelijkerwijs het lexeem. Met deze
woordgeslachtsbeslissingtaak werd ook een frequentie-effect verkregen. In
tegenstelling tot het effect bij benoemen verdween dit effect echter bij herhaald
ophalen van het woordgeslacht. Dit werd het kortstondige frequentie-effect genoemd.
Het kan niet verklaard worden in termen van frequentieafhankelijke activatiedrempels
voor lemma's, maar moet een andere oorsprong hebben.
Experiment 8 was ontworpen om de herkomst van het robuuste frequentie-effect te
onderzoeken. Het contrasteerde de lexeemhypothese en de connectiehypothese. De
lexeemhypothese ziet frequentiegevoeligheid als een eigenschap van lexemen,
namelijk hun activatiedrempel, terwijl de connectiehypothese frequentiegevoeligheid
ziet als een eigenschap van de verbinding tussen lemma's en lexemen. De twee
hypotheses werden getoetst met behulp van homofonen. Homofonen zoals bos
(woud) en bos (bundel) hebben een verschillend lemma, maar delen hun lexeem. Als
frequentie gecodeerd is door middel van de sterkte van de venbinding tussen lemma's
en lexemen, dan zou het bestaan van een hoogfrequente homofoon (bos in de
betekenis van woud) niet de produktiesnelheid van een laagfrequent woord (bos in de
betekenis van bundel) moeten beïnvloeden. Wanneer daarentegen frequentie is
gecodeerd als de hoogte van de activatiedrempel van een lexeem, dan zou de
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produktíesnelheid bepaald moeten worden door de som van de frequentie van het
woord en zijn hoogfrequente homofoon. De resultaten van dit experiment
ondersteunden de lexeemhypothese. Experiment 9, gebruikmakend van "uitgestelde
benoeming', sloot uit dat articulatieprocessen een substantiële bijdrage hebben
geleverd aan deze bevinding. Een nadere analyse van de lexicale vormomgeving van
de experimentele items liet geen enkel verband zien tussen maten van lexicale
dichtheid en de benoemingstijden. Dit werd beschouwd als een laatste stukje
evidentie dat frequentieafhankelijke toegang bij taalproduktie een inherente
eigenschap is van een lexicaal item, namelijk van de activatiedrempel van zijn
lexeem.
Hoofdstuk 6 relateert bovengenoemde bevindingen aan evidentie uit de literatuur en
aan het theoretisch model. Het hoofdstuk bespreekt de conclusies betreffende een
conceptuele dan wel articulatorische bijdrage aan het frequentie-effect. Daarna
worden drie alternatieve verklaringen besproken voor het kortstondige effect: een
verklaring in termen van impliciete benoeming, een verklaring in termen van het
episodisch geheugen, en een recentheidsverklaring.
Ofschoon de huidige
bevindingen onvoldoende zijn om definitief te bepalen welke van deze drie
verklaringen de juiste is, lijkt een recentheidsverklaring het meest aannemelijk. Er
wordt geopperd dat het kortstondige effect een mogelijke functionele betekenis heeft
bij het genereren van anaforische verwijzingen. Met betrekking tot de herkomst van
het robuuste effect geven de bevindingen duidelijker uitsluitsel. De data, en dan met
name die van Experiment β, suggereren sterk dat dit effect tamelijk laat in het
taalproduktieproces optreedt, namelijk tijdens het ophalen van de vorm van een
woord.
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